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Preface

This 12th issue of the CBM Progress Report continues the good tradition, to annually document the efforts and
activities of the CBM Collaboration towards the realization of their experimental project – the Compressed
Baryonic Matter Experiment at FAIR, giving insight into the various achievements in 2017 by a collection of
comprehensive articles.

The CBM Progress Report 2017 shows a large variety of activities carried during the last year. We made sub-
stantial progress in defining our startup configuration and got confirmations by all steering bodies that we are
on the right track including acquiring the demanding resources.

We developed and pursued our short and midterm projects, HADES@SIS18, eTOF@STAR, STS, PSD@BM@N
and last but not least mCBM@SIS18 to a level that we have a chance to profit technologically in terms of
detector/experiment preparation as well as scientifically in terms of shaping the physics program.

We are in the process of restructuring our project organization to allow for more synergies and more integration
of current and new members.

This report shows the growing momenta inside the CBM Collaboration to turn from the planning to the con-
struction phase in the coming years.

We want to thank all the reviewers who helped putting together this report, as well as the editors of the previous
editions from whom we inherited the technical and practical expertise to realize this document. We thank all
authors for their contribution to this report and to an exciting experimental project.

Darmstadt, March 2018

Ilya Selyuzhenkov and Alberica Toia, editors
Norbert Herrmann, spokesperson of the CBM Collaboration
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Status of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at FAIR

N. Herrmann and the CBM Collaboration

Physikalisches Institut, Univ. Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

The exploration of the QCD phase diagram in the region

of high baryon densities is the primary goal of the physics

program of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) ex-

periment at FAIR.

Figure 1: Rate capabilities as function of collision energy

of existing experiments and experiments under construc-

tion.

In order to make substantial progress beyond existing

data and currently running experiments the CBM exper-

iment is designed to be operated at extremely high reac-

tion rates of up to 10 MHz. This unprecedented rate capa-

bility allows to perform unique systematic measurements

of multi-differential observables and at the same time the

measurement of rare diagnostic probes. Figure 1 depicts a

comparison of the interaction rates of existing and future

heavy-ion experiments as function of collision energy.

The planned experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 is de-

signed to address all observables that are currently em-

ployed in our rersearch field to quantify QCD matter prop-

erties. Towards that goal CBM can be operated in vari-

ous configurations, most notably two different base con-

figurations are being prepared: i) the electron - hadron

setup that allows the simultaneous measurement of elec-

trons, positrons and charged hadrons, including all mother

particles that have decay branches into these particles, and

ii) the muon setup that focusses on the measurement of di-

muon pairs originating from vector mesons including char-

monium and the continuum exhibiting the same quantum

numbers.

The key for high-rate operation are fast and radiation

hard detectors, and a data acquisition and analysis concept

Figure 2: Overview of the CBM experimental setup. The

experiment comprises high precision tracking by the MVD

and STS detector systems in the magnetic field of a su-

perconducting dipole magnet, event characterisation by a

projectile spectator calorimeter (PSD) combined with two

different detector arrangements for particle identification.

Shown is the electron hadron setup in measuring and the

muon setup in waiting position. For further details see text.

that allows to enhance the rare probes to the level of signifi-

cant results while keeping and characterising the accompa-

nying features of the surrounding bulk matter. This will be

achieved by a system without a traditional hardware based

trigger system. All data items from the sensors will receive

a time stamp and will be forwarded by the DAQ system in

the so-called free streaming mode to a high performance

computing cluster where event buiding and event selection

occurs in real time.

The overall timeline for the construction and installation

of the CBM experiment was adapted to the new FAIR base-

line planning with the major milestones:

• Dec 2021 - CBM building ready for infrastructural in-

stallations

• Dec 2022 - CBM building ready for installation of

components

• Jun 2024 - First commissioning beam from SIS100

In the following recent developments of the overall CBM

concept and its realisation are highlighted.
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[2]. In addition CBM high performance tracking soft-

ware will be used for elaborating efficient data pro-

cessing.

• Particpate in the BM@N experiment at the Nuclotron

accelerator of JINR with the installation of 4 STS

tracking stations in order to enhance the momentum

resolution of the setup and with the PSD detector for

better event characterization.

• Install and operate a CBM test facility (mCBM) at the

SIS18 accelarator of GSI in order to develop and ver-

ify the full data acquisition and analysis chain of the

CBM experiment (see next section).

The FAIR phase-0 programs will be terminated at latest

in 2023, afterwards shifting the core activities to the prepa-

ration of running at SIS100. The experience gained during

the phase-0 program will certainly help to minimize the

commissioning time needed to get full CBM online.

mCBM

mCBM is a test installation of CBM in order to evaluate

the performance of detector and data acquisition and anal-

ysis components for their full functionality under realistic

load conditions at the SIS18 accelerator of GSI [3]. The

conceptual design of the experiment is shown in Fig.5.

Figure 5: Conceptual layout of the mCBM experiment

mCBM is designed to explore the rate capability of all

detector components arranged in a telescope like. Proto-

type and preproduction modules of MVD, STS, MUCH ,

TRD , TOF, RICH and ECAL will be placed under a scat-

tering angle of about 20◦ with respect to the beam direc-

tion. In addition, one module of the PSD will be placed

under the primary beam pipe at an angle of 5 degree with

respect to the beam direction. All detectors will be read out

by a common triggerless data acquisition system. A dedi-

cated link into the GreenITcube to a mFLES cluster will be

provided to excercise data transport and analysis.

The experiment is being prepared in the HTD area of the

SIS18 experimental hall. No magnetic field will be avail-

able at the target spot.

One of the goals of mCBM is the validation of the CBM

analysis concept that has to perform under real time con-

ditions. The performance can and will be evaluated mak-

ing use of (sub)threshold Λ - baryon production in Ni + Ni

(1.93A GeV) and Au + Au (1.24A GeV) collisions with

cross sections available in literature. However, the unique

and distinguishing feature of CBM, that has been worked

out in the context of the proposal [3], is that spectra like

Figure 6: Cave of the mCBM experiment. A new beam

dump surrounding the nominal beam position visible as a

black circle had to be designed and constructed to enable

the planned beam particle flux of 108 Au - ions per second

at the highest SIS18 energy.

Figure 7: Benchmark observables for the mCBM experi-

ment.

the ones shown in Fig.7 have to be accumulated within 10s

beam on target.

Further details are available in the corresponding chapter

of this report.
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ANSYS and TOSCA calculations for new design of the CBM superconducting

dipole magnet

P.G. Akishin∗1, Yu.V. Gusakov† 2, A.V. Bychkov2, P.K. Kurilkin2, and V.P. Ladygin2

1LIT-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation

The CBM superconducting dipole magnet [1] with the

vertical aperture of 1400 mm has to provide the vertical

magnetic field with a bending power of ∼1 T·m on the

length 1 m from the target. The ANSYS [2] and TOSCA

[3] simulations have demonstrated that the vertical gap of

the magnet can be enlarged up to 1440 mm.

Figure 1: BINP design of the CBM magnet.

Figure 2: Mesh of 1/8 magnet model.

New design of the CBM superconducting dipole magnet

with the pole gape of 1440mm was completed by the Bud-

∗ akishin@jinr.ru
† Iourii.Goussakov@cern.ch

ker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP). New design has

few differences, namely, the cylindrical poles, 4 flat verti-

cal beams and 6 narrow horizontal beams. The materials

of the poles and yoke are the ARMCO and the SA1010

steel, respectively. The BINP design of the CBM magnet

is shown in Fig.1.

Magnetic and stress analysis for BINP magnet design

was made with the ANSYS workbench [4]. Mesh of 1/8

magnet model is shown in Fig.2.

Figure 3: Total magnetic flux density.

Figure 4: Magnetic field along the beam axis.

The total magnetic flux density and magnetic field along

the beam axis are presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively.

The maximal magnetic field in the coils is 3.9 T. The field
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Micro Vertex Detector - Summary

C. Müntz1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM MVD working group
1Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The R&D carried out by the MVD team in 2017 focused

on the design of the next generation pixel sensor MIMO-

SIS and a review of the detector geometry. Moreover,

the detector integration and slow control was studied in a

dedicated research program. Radiation tolerance studies

aimed to enable MAPS to resist the excessive radiation

levels considered for a future MVD detector upgrade.

Sensor R&D and detector geometry review

Given the progress in sensor technology, is has recently de-

cided to abandon the rolling shutter readout and to equip

the MAPS sensors for CBM with the faster priority en-

coder readout, which was previously developed for the AL-

ICE APIDE sensor. Among the benefits of the technology

choice is an acceleration of the time resolution of the sen-

sor by one order of magnitude, which turns into a propor-

tional decrease of the detector occupancy and easier event

reconstruction. Despite of this benefit, ALPIDE does not

reach the radiation tolerance and data bandwidth needed

for CBM. Therefore, a dedicated CBM sensor named MI-

MOSIS is being developed. A first small size detector pro-

totype MIMOSIS-0, which integrates updated pixel cells

and priority encoders was designed at the IPHC Strasbourg

and fabricated in 2017. Moreover, a dedicated test bench

has been build. The necessary sensor tests will be carried

out at the Goethe University Frankfurt and the IPHC Stras-

bourg in 2018.

The novel MIMOSIS sensor is projected to show dif-

ferent dimensions than the previously considered design.

Therefore, an update of the MVD geometry and of the

related simulation model was required. The updated model

was build based on new scripting tools for CbmRoot. Two

geometries, one optimized for vertexing and one optimized

for low momentum tracking, were generated and their

tracking performance was simulated. Preliminary results

suggest that the tracking geometry provides indeed an

improved tracking performance, namely in case the field

of the CBM dipole magnet is reduced below its maximum

intensity.

Sensor Integration and slow control

The integration of sensor into a full detector station was

studied with the ”PRESTO” (PRototype of thE Second

sTatiOn) prototype. The assembling of the prototype,

which is formed from a TPG support holding two layers

of MIMOSA-26 sensor, dedicated flex print cables and a

TRBv3-based readout, has been completed.

The resulting sensor integration yield after sensor assem-

bly is, though based on very limited statistics, not yet sat-

isfactory. The wire bonding quality was excluded to cause

the observed yield. Instead, ESD issues due to possibly

low relative humidity during assembly in our laboratory are

considered as origin of the observed sensor malfunction. At

present, corrective measures are being implemented. Here-

after, a second PRESTO module will be assembled in the

hope to obtain a significantly improved integration yield.

The existing prototype is now being used as a test

system for validating the thermal management concept and

the vacuum compatibility of the device. Doing long term

in-vacuum tests requires to equip the prototype with robust

slow control and protection system. A suited system based

on EPICS was designed, implemented and commissioned.

Radiation Hardness

While the tolerance of present MAPS to non-ionizing radi-

ation is sufficient to match the requirements of the CBM

MVD, only few safety margin is remaining. Therefore,

and in the prospective of a future MVD upgrade, options

for a further improvement of this radiation tolerance was

studied. The strategy consisted in fully depleting the ac-

tive volume of the sensor, which was previously shown to

improve the charge collection efficiency of the damaged

device decisively. However, intense cooling was required

to operate the irradiated sensors, which was initially not

understood. Studies carried out in 2017 revealed that in-

creasing the depleted zone of the photo diodes of the sen-

sors comes with draw backs in terms of increased leakage

currents, which were compensated by the cooling. An al-

ternative solution to handle this issue suggests employing

a faster shaping/readout mechanism, which is in any case

required for a potential detector upgrade. Studying this ef-

fect more quantitatively is considered to provide valuable

guidance for the next steps of sensor R&D.
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The Detector Control System for the MVD Prototype PRESTO

P. Klaus∗1, O. Artz1, P. Zumbruch2, and J. Stroth1,2

1Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; for the CBM-MVD Collaboration

This contribution presents the progress in establishing

the detector control system for ”PRESTO”, the PRototype

of thE Second sTatiOn of the CBM Micro Vertex Detec-

tor [1]. For 24/7 reliability tests we now have implemented

EPICS (v3.15.5) [2] to monitor and control the system,

also to ensure a safe operation of the device at any time.

Control Backend In the first step we started to im-

plement the required I/O Controllers (IOCs). Those are

the EPICS server processes that establish the connection

between the laboratory equipment and the EPICS network

called channel access (CA). The IOCs map all control

parameters to so-called process variables (PVs), assigning

a unique name to each of them. The list of devices covered

by our IOCs spans from LV power supplies all the way to

the cooling system in use. The following table details all

currently implemented devices:

Device Vendor / Product Interface

Power Supply R&S HMP 4030/4040 USB + TCP/IP

Power Supply R&S HMC 8043 USB + TCP/IP

Cooling System Huber CC-405 RS-232

Vacuum Gauge Vacom MVC-3 RS-232

Vacuum Gauge Balzers PKG 020 Voltage out

ADC 16-bit ADCuC Board1 USB

Flow Meter Kobold DPM 1550 Analog out

Temperature Sensing Pt100 8ch board1 UART

Humidity Sensor Lufft OPUS 20 TCP/IP

Tabletop multimeter Agilent 34411A USB + TCP/IP

Archiver We chose the headless CS-Studio RDB

archiver application to archive all of our current PVs to a

PostgreSQL database set up with table partitioning, see [3].

User Interface What concerns the user interfaces, a two-

fold strategy was selected: A CS-Studio interface was cre-

ated for full-fledged system control, locally accessible for

the operators and specialists with r/w access. In addition,

a highly configurable web dashboard for EPICS PVs was

developed. Running in any modern browser, it serves as a

monitoring interface allowing any user to permanently su-

pervise the status of the system. While it currently is r/o,

write access could be added in case user logins and access

protocolling would be added later. Fig. 1 shows a screen-

shot of the dashboard indicating the live status of different

process variables together with a 30-minute sparkline visu-

alizing their evolution. Fig. 2 shows a graphical view of the

control system also available in the web interface. It puts

the live data into context, e.g. the physical location in the

detector. It comprises a heartbeat indicator to indicate the

∗klaus@physik.uni-frankfurt.de
1An in-house development at the Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt

Figure 1: MVD DCS: The web-based dashboard to quickly

check the system status from any device with a browser.

update status.

Figure 2: A graphical overview of the vacuum test bench

of PRESTO

Outlook Alarm states that depend on multiple (cross-

IOC) process variables will be implemented to identify

dangerous modes of operation. In addition, sequences will

allow to automate subsequent steps in a coherent way, such

as startup or shutdown procedures.
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Update on the CBM-MVD PRESTO Module: Yield Studies

M. Koziel∗1, P. Klaus1, C. Müntz1, and J. Stroth1,2

1Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; for the CBM-MVD Collaboration

The focus of our activity is to optimize the integration

of thin (50 µm) sensors on both sides of a 300 µm thin

TPG carrier. The CBM-MVD prototype ”PRESTO” aims

at identifying critical issues during sensor integration and

endurance tests while operating in the vacuum [1]. Having

assembled the back side before, the sensor integration on

both sides of the PRESTO module has been completed in

2017 (see fig. 1) with mounting nine 50 µm thin MIMOSA-

26 AHR sensors on the front side.

After assembly, three sensors did not work properly.

Two of them exhibited no reaction to changes of the sen-

sor reference voltages. The one remaining sensor did not

give any output data instead. Moreover, one of the pre-

viously working sensors on the backs side of the module,

started be malfunctioning and could not be programmed

by the mean of the JTAG protocol. The malfunctioning

sensors on both sides of PRESTO can be classified into

two categories: Category A: sensors exhibiting the problem

with reference voltages that could be the sign of an Electro-

Static Discharge (ESD) damage (Note: the sensor reference

voltage pads are not ESD protected) and category B: host-

ing other not fully working devices. Handling (positioning,

Figure 1: PRESTO front side equipped with nine M26 sen-

sors, wire-bonded to dedicated low-mass flex cables.

gluing, bonding) is conducted under the highest possible

ESD-protection guidelines. However, the laboratory does

not have a climate control system and therefore the relative

humidity can reach 30% or below. In terms of ESD, 30% of

relative humidity is already assumed to be highly risky ac-

cording to industry standards and we do plan to upgrade lo-

cal work areas accordingly. Wire bonding quality may also

influence our yield. Therefore, bonds from all three mal-

functioning sensors on the front side of the PRESTO mod-

ule were a subject of a destructive pull tests. The setup is

depicted in fig. 2, results are collected in fig. 3. The major-

ity of bonds exhibit a targeted bonding force of 7 g. Only a

few out of about 210 bonds tested braked at very low forces

∗koziel@physik.uni-frankfurt.de

Figure 2: Test setup for destructive bonding force measure-

ments.

applied. Those ”weak” bonds were responsible for provid-

ing power to the sensors and due to their redundancy, they

cannot be at the origin of sensor malfunctioning. During

Figure 3: Measured bonding forces for the three malfunc-

tioning sensors on the front side of the PRESTO module.

pull tests, it was also observed that the presence or absence

of an adhesive below the bonding pads of the flex-print ca-

bles has no impact on the bonding force achieved.

Understanding of the yield of the PRESTO module is

ongoing. However, the outcome may not be directly trans-

ferable to the yield we may achieve with future MIMOSIS

sensors [2] made in a different CMOS process and with full

pad protection against ESD damage.
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Silicon Tracking System - Summary

H. R. Schmidt1, J. M. Heuser2, and the CBM STS working group
1Universität Tübingen, Germany, and GSI; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The Silicon Tracking System (STS) of the CBM ex-

periment will provide standalone charged-particle trajec-

tory measurement and associated momentum determina-

tion, thus being the key detector in any phase of the CBM

physics program, from the beginning of operation.

In this chapter of the CBM Progress Report 2017, the

STS work group teams from Germany, Poland, Russia and

Ukraine give a cross section of the achievements made

in the last year in the various fields of activities. On the

chapter’s title page, the depicted “mini STS” set-up for op-

eration in the precurser project mCBM@SIS18 illustrates

that the finalizing developments move from the component

level to prototyping composite structures and their applica-

tion in demonstration systems, prior to the start of series

production of the CBM-STS parts after a number of readi-

ness reviews in 2018.

The CBM Silicon Tracking System

The STS detector has been laid out to achieve the track

reconstruction task (beam-target interaction rates up to

10 MHz, charged track multiplicities up to 700 per central

Au+Au collision, momentum resolution of dp/p ≈ 1.8%,

detection of strangeness by in-flight decays) with eight

low-mass tracking layers in a 1 Tm dipole magnetic field

covering the CBM aperture of 2.5◦ < θ < 25◦, corre-

sponding to rapidities ranging from mid rapidity to close to

beam rapidity. The sensor technology is based on double-

sided silicon wafers with microstrip segmentation. The

readout strip pitch of 58 µm under 7.5◦ stereo angle re-

alizes single-hit resolution of about 25 µm. The read-out

is based on self-triggering front-end electronics streaming

time-stamped data to a computing farm for on-line hit sort-

ing, track identification, event forming and analysis. To

minimize material budget in the acceptance region, the STS

has been designed such that front-end read-out electronics,

cooling and mechanical infrastructure are located outside

of the physics acceptance. The detector modules employ

ultra-thin microcables for separating those from the sen-

sors. Four sensor variants (6.2 cm wide, 1024 strips per

side, and 2.2/4.2/6.2/12.4 cm long, with the correspond-

ing strip lengths matched to the hit densities at their re-

spective positions) and different microcables up to 50 cm

lengths result in 18 module variants to be constructed, 896

modules total. Eight or ten modules are integrated onto a

detector ladder. The STS will comprise 106 detector lad-

ders that are mounted on 18 mechanical units within the

STS space frame, forming the tracking stations. The mod-

ules and ladders for the 4 upstream tracking stations are

to be assembled at JINR VB-LEHP, those for the 4 down-

stream stations at GSI where also the system assembly will

be done. The detector’s front-end and powering electronics

will dissipate about 40 kW of power. Efficient heat removal

through cooling plates circulating bi-phase CO2 will be ap-

plied. The sensors will be operated at up to 500 V bias, at

a temperature of around -5 ◦C to limit radiation damage

induced leakage currents from the integrated lifetime flu-

ence of up to 1 × 1014 cm−2 1-MeV neutron equivalent in

the regions close to the beam axis. The STS will thus be

housed in a thermally insulating enclosure, incorporating

feed-throughs for low and high voltage supply, optical and

control links. A section of the vacuum beam pipe will cross

the detector, made from 0.5 mm thick carbon fiber/foil lay-

ers, attaching to the target vacuum box on the beam up-

stream side and to the downstream STS wall with further

connection towards the RICH or MUCH detectors.

Progress with silicon microstrip sensors

The final prototypes of the STS silicon microstrip sen-

sors have been developed. The four main variants with

strip lengths matched to particle densities in the STS and

the layout optimized for module assembly have been pro-

duced in small series with two vendors (CiS, Erfurt, Ger-

many; Hamamatsu, Japan). The technical specifications

and quality criteria are fixed. Radiation tolerance has been

demonstrated in various tests on specimen irradiated up to

twice the lifetime fluence. A internal sensor review was

held in March, 2017, covering all aspects of required speci-

fications, their realization, performance, quality assurance,

capabilities of vendors. One open work item was identi-

fied: the demonstration of sensor performance (charge col-

lection, signal-to-noise ratio, efficiency for track finding) in

a realistic prototype module structure with the sensor tab-

bonded to microcables and STS-XYTERv2.0 ASIC. This

test will take place in the in-beam test at COSY in February

2018. The production readiness review is planned for April

2018 and the call for tender in the second quarter of 2018.

Progress with module assembly

The assembly of sensors, microcables and front-end

electronics boards into the basic building block of the STS,

the detector module, has been developed. The workflow for

the double-sided handling has been established, assembly

tools have been designed and manufactured, last improve-

ments are being made for the modules to be assembled for

the mSTS in 2018. The production site at GSI is equipped

and ready for production. Likewise at JINR where the mod-
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ule assembly with two daisy-chained sensors replacing the

largest prototype has been studied. The specifications for

the microcables with Aluminum traces are almost fixed.

Microcables with Copper traces have been ordered in in-

dustry and will be tested as an alternative. A internal pro-

duction review is planned for July 2018.

Progress with ladder assembly

Ladders are the mechanical assemblies of detector mod-

ules onto carbon fiber support structures that will be at-

tached to the mechanical units. Carbon fiber prototype

structures with varying specifications have been produced

with two companies in Germany and Switzerland; a third

producer is to be tried. A work flow for ladder assembly

has been established at GSI and the required module place-

ment precision ± 35 µm demonstrated, using an optical

survey machine installed there. The next iteration of the

tools will address the ladders to be produced for mSTS.

A internal review on ladder assembly will be held jointly

with the module assembly review in July 2018.

Progress with front-end and read-out

electronics

In preparation of the final STS front-end chip, STS-

XYTERv2.1, detailed studies of the prototype v2.0 have

been carried out. For the first time, hundreds of ASICs

have been screened and the high production yield deter-

mined. Detailed insight into the performance of the analog

and digital building blocks has been gained through dedi-

cated measurements. Particular focus has been put on un-

derstanding the different loads and their influence on noise.

Several substantial modifications to the analog front-end

and to the digital back-end will be implemented for the sub-

mission in 2018. A first prototype of the front-end board

holding 8 ASICs has been designed and produced at GSI.

In a module, a left and a right-handed version are required.

The prototypes are required for the mSTS modules in 2018.

For the read-out of the FEB-8, the GBT protocol has to be

used. A first prototype of the read-out board (“Common

ReadOut Board”, CROB) with GBTX ASICs and Versa-

tileLink optical modules is under test. A prototype link

cable for the transmission of data from the front-end to the

read-out board has been produced and tested.

Progress with system integration and

mSTS demonstrator

The system integration team has addressed various as-

pects of this wide topic. The STS CAD model is already

quite detailed. Its finalization is ongoing, starting with a

final confirmation of the sensor positions in a physics per-

formance simulation study and subsequent freezing of all

details of the module and ladder variants as well as the de-

tailed dimensions of the mechanical units. A mechanical

demonstrator of a quarter C-frame has been finished, allow-

ing decisions regarding ladder mounting technology, me-

chanical precision, ladder installation, cabling in the detec-

tor. The routing of cables from the detector to the supplies

in the CBM cave has been addressed. A cooling demon-

strator under study addresses the feed-through panels in the

thermal wall for HV/LV/data/control links, thermal inter-

faces for efficient cooling of the electronics, and cooling of

the sensors. A first prototype of the STS beam pipe section

has been produced and awaits vacuum stability tests. Simu-

lation studies address detector alignment based on tracks to

achieve higher-than-intrinsic mechanical precision of sen-

sor positioning for physics measurements.

Several aspects of system integration, as well as detec-

tor module operation and read-out ASIC performance, are

to be demonstrated before production readiness with the

“mini STS” (mSTS) in the “mini CBM” (mCBM) set-up.

The primary purpose of mCBM is to prove data trans-

port/event building in technical runs in 2018/2019, with

potentially further physics runs in 2020/2021. As this re-

quires realistic input from prototype CBM detector systems

(“sectors”), the mSTS has been conceived, implementing

two small tracking stations with two and three ladders (four

and nine modules), on a somewhat simplified mechanical

structure. Electronics cooling will be implemented and

tested but the sensors will be operated non-cooled at am-

bient temperature as the radiation load will be non-critical.

The mSTS specifications have been frozen and the design

is close to full detailing. Production of the components will

start in March 2018.

STS project plan

A detailed STS project plan has been established from

the current pre-production phase, over test-experiments,

production readiness reviews in 2018, the construction

phase from 2019 to 2022 and readiness for STS installation

into the CBM cave in 2023. It comprises milestones and is

an official planning document within the FAIR project. The

planning has been matched with a detailed cost assessment

and spending profile, backed up by contracts between the

participating project partners.
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Progress in STS Sensor Characterization at JINR

A. I. Sheremeteva1, E. Strletskaya1, M. Korolev2, I. Martinovsky3, M. Merkin1, Yu. Murin1, and

N. Zamiatin1

1JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia; 3PLANAR, Minsk, Belorussia

In 2016, double-sided silicon microstrip detectors

(DSSD) of CBM/BM@N STS specification with double

metallization of size 6.2 x 6,2 cm2 were pre-produced

in considerable quantities in Japan (200 pcs by Hama-

matsu Photonics, HPC) and Germany (100 pcs by CiS

Forschungsinstitut fr̈ Mikrosensorik GmbH). The Con-

tracts requested all sensors to be QA tested by the pro-

ducer. Moreover, as a bypass free-of-charge product, HPC

included 200 sensors of smaller size 2.2 x 6.2 cm2 which

were not tested by the manufacturer and therefore had to be

tested and qualified in house including measurements done

in strip-by-strip mode.

The specifications for the probe station (EM-6190A) was

developed by colleagues from JINR and MSU. The in-

strument, shown in Fig. 1k has been produced at PLA-

NAR, Minsk. Different measuring devices (Keithley 6487

and Keithley 6485, LCR-meter, switching matrix Keithley

708B) were connected to the probe station for certifica-

tion of the sensors. A specific program for remote con-

trol and data collection was created by our colleagues from

Moscow State University. The whole measurement of one

sensor takes about 6 hours.

Figure 1: VB LHEP DSSD automatized test stand: rack

with measuring electronics (left); automatic prober based

on EM-6190A chip prober manufactured by PLANAR

(right).

The probe station is equipped with a head comprising 12

probes. It is necessary to align sensor and probes to the

pads for the beginning of the measurement. By now, mea-

surements of 25 sensors have been performed. Common

IV characteristics of all sensors does not exceed 300 nA at

110 V. The current of the sensor does not exceed 160 nA.

Full depletion voltage is 68 V. The results of measuring one

particular sensor (S10938-4440) of size 2.2 x 6.2 cm2 are

presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Common IV characteristic.

Figure 3: Capacitor leakage current at 10 and 20 V.

The graph in Fig. 4 shows a measurement of the sensor

strip capacitance. Short strips on the P-side can be distin-

guished from the long strips, saturating at about 32 pF. The

N-side strips have the same capacitance values. Also we

conducted measurements of the capacitor leakage current;

no capacitors with high leakage current were present in this

sensor.

Figure 4: Sensor strip capacitance.

At a work meeting at VB LHEP with German col-

leagues entitled “Towards Large area fast STS for the

NICA/BM@N setup” [1] a report “First result from sen-

sor QA with the LHEP probe automat” was presented in

the Sensor Certification Laboratory on 22 May 2017 by

A. I. Sheremeteva. She visited Germany in July 2017 to

exchange experience and know-how concerning the use

of probe stations for the certification of sensors at Univ.

Tübingen and GSI.
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Sensor Quality Assurance: Leakage current and breakdown of CBM06

microstrip sensors for STS

I. Panasenko1,2, H. R. Schmidt1,3, and E. Lavrik1

1University of Tübingen, Germany; 2Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine; 3GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The most important global parameters of silicon sensors

are the leakage current ITOT and the breakdown voltage

VBD. The breakdown is defined as rapid increase of the

leakage current with applied voltage. The silicon sensor

should have a low leakage current at operational voltage

and a high breakdown voltage as a prerequisite for its func-

tionality.

The total leakage current ITOT consists of two compo-

nents – bulk current Ibulk and surface current Isurf

ITOT = Ibulk + Isurf . (1)

ITOT is extracted in a simple measurement of the global

current-voltage (IV) characteristic in a way described

in [1]. Isurf is collected by guard rings implemented

around the active area of the sensor. Techniques to measure

separate components are described in [2]. Sensors manu-

factured by CiS and Hamamatsu were tested and results are

reported here.

CBM06 sensors manufactured by Hamamatsu demon-

strated a total leakage current well below 40 nA/cm2 and

breakdown above 300 V . The contribution of the surface

currents to ITOT is less than 5%. Figure 1 shows IV curves

recorded from bias and guard rings1 of a 6×12 cm2 Hama-

matsu sensor. It is clear that breakdown is definitely due to

increase in the current from the active region (bulk).

Figure 1: Bulk and surface currents of a 6×12 cm2 Hama-

matsu sensor as a function of reverse bias voltage.

1CBM06 sensors manufactured by Hamamatsu have only one guard

ring surrounding active area with bias ring. Edges of Hamamatsu sensors

are terminated with a n
++ ring to reduce potential drop over the cutting

edge. Sensors manufactured by CiS have a 14 multi-guard ring structure

and no edge termination.

The total leakage current of CBM06 sensors manufac-

tured by CiS is normally around 150 nA/cm2. Typical

measured bulk and surface components of ITOT of one of

the tested CiS sensors are shown on Fig. 2. The innermost

guard ring with all other rings left floating was used to mea-

sure the surface current. In most cases the surface current

before full depletion (for CBM06 prototypes VFD ≈ 75 V )

was quite low. After the depletion region reaches the 14th

guard ring (it happens for Vbias > 100 V ) further increase

of the bias voltage leads to a development of the voltage

drop over the edge region of the sensor. It leads to an in-

crease of the surface current and further extension of the

depletion region up to the cutting edge where generation

centers are present in excess. For most of the tested CiS

sensors the breakdown happens through the edge region of

the sensor. The effect known as “soft breakdown” is re-

lated to an increase of the surface current. Normally bulk

breakdown of the CiS sensors takes place at above 500 V .

Figure 2: Bulk and surface currents of a 6 × 6 cm2 CiS

sensor as a function of reverse bias voltage.

The newest prototypes of the CBM06 sensors have guard

ring structures on the n-side, too. None of the isolation

techniques was used for the n-side guard rings. They are

shorted together with the bias ring and therefore do not in-

fluence the performance of the sensor.
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Cross-talk in double-metal STS sensors through the second metal layer

H. Malygina1,2,3 and M. Teklishyn4,3

1Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3KINR, Kyiv, Ukraine;
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The double-sided double-metal micro-strip silicon sen-

sors are the building blocks of the STS. Its strips on the

p-side are inclined by 7.5◦ with respect to the vertical axis;

thus, the edge strips on the p-side are shorter. The rout-

ing lines on the second metal layer connect the interrupted

strips allowing to read the sensor out from one edge [1].

Due to the potential non-homogeneity of the insulator be-

tween the metal layers, a parasitic capacitance may occur,

connecting distant strips. This would lead to cross-talk be-

tween some pairs of channels. We suggest a method which

allows direct measurements of such an effect.

For this purpose we acquired data collected with the n-

XYTER chip using relativistic protons at the COSY facility

in 2013 and 2014 [2, 3]. We built a matrix of correlations

between all pairs of strips for the following two modules:

• Module 1 comprises a CiS double-metal sensor

CBM05. About 100 central strips were connected in-

volving no second metal layer; this module serves as

a reference.

• Module 2 comprises also a CiS double-metal sensor

CBM05. But there were 128 connected strips at the

edge of the sensor. These strips have connections to

the partner strips through the second metal layer.

Figure 1: Correlation pattern for Module 1 (left panel) and

Module 2 (right panel) between all channel pairs.

As one can see in Fig. 1, no significant correlation be-

tween any pair of distant channels is observed. The diago-

nal elements correspond to the correlation of a channel to

itself which is unity by definition. The light-green elements

next to the diagonal correspond to the correlation between

the neighbouring strips.

However few pairs of channels show the correlation of

about 0.3. This effect is unlikely a cross-talk via capacitive

coupling: the correlation pattern has a bisector shape (see

Fig. 2, right panel), and the total amplitude in the correlated

events is smaller than the typical signal amplitude, which

is about 135ADCunits for these measurements.

Figure 2: Typical correlation pattern for pairs of channels

with low correlation η = −0.006 (left panel) and with

medium correlation η = −0.33 (right panel) observed for

Module 2.

We also performed a similar analysis for two Hama-

matsu sensors of the same generation: with and without the

second metal layer. However, each of them had only about

30 strips connected in the middle part of the sensor. Still

both sensors show a homogeneous behaviour with no sign

of distant channel correlation (see Fig. 3). No significant

difference between the single-metal and the double-metal

sensors has been observed.

Figure 3: Correlation pattern for the single-metal sensor

(left panel) and for the double-metal one (right panel) be-

tween all channel pairs.

The suggested technique may be implemented in the

module QA procedures; additional studies are required for

the validation and further development of the method.
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Charge collection efficiency of irradiated STS silicon micro-strip sensors
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The STS micro-strip sensors are designed to be oper-

ated in severe radiation conditions. The overall fluence

in the innermost regions of the detector is estimated as

1013 1MeV neqcm
−2 and 1014 1MeV neqcm

−2 for SIS100

and SIS300 energies, respectively.

In 2017 we performed an extensive irradiation campaign

to evaluate irradiated sensors. The 32 sensors were exposed

to a 23 MeV proton flux at the KIT irradiation facility, Karl-

sruhe. Another four were used as reference. Sensors from

two vendors, CiS and HPK , of different form-factors were

studied for the charge collection efficiency (CCE).
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Figure 1: Charge collection as a function of the reverse

bias voltage for p- and n-side (top and bottom plots, re-

spectively) of 42× 62mm2 HPK sensors.

The measurements were done in a custom made light-

tight thermal enclosure with temperature and humidity con-

trol. In order to suppress the leakage current during data

taking, and to avoid annealing, the sensors were constantly

kept at the temperature of -10◦C and the relative humidity

of 30-50 %. The operation voltage was scanned (Fig. 1).

To reproduce MIP energy losses we used a 90Sr radioac-

tive source. It produces β-electrons with the continuous

energy spectrum up to Emax = 2.28MeV.A 2.5 cm thick

plastic scintillator with PMT was used for triggering: the

most energetic particles were selected by requiring a suffi-

ciently high signal amplitude. Alibava Systems electronics

was used to read out the sensors. In order to keep the in-

teraction region of the same size as the sensitive area we

implement a system of collimators in the setup. The front-

end boards of the Alibava were modified: the fan-out with

two 64-pin ERNI connectors were wire-bonded to the pitch

adaptor of the Beetle chip.

An absolute value of the 100% CCE has been defined

as a signal amplitude of non-irradiated sensors for the par-

ticular vendor and size. CCE is calculated as a ratio of

the charge collection measured after the irradiation to the

value observed before the irradiation. The measurements

were done for the 128 central strips of each sensor.

Figure 2 represents the deterioration of the CCE with

irradiation. Blue and red colours are for the p-side and

n-side, respectively. Open markers are used for sensors

produced by CiS, full ones are for HPK sensors. This re-

sult reproduces measurements made with miniature sensors

(with more values of neutron-equivalent fluence) and with

full-size sensors of the older generations [2].

One can see that CCE degrades more for the p-side then

for the n-side. Also, after 1014 1MeV neqcm
−2 CCE for the

p-side drops to 75 − 80%, but for the n-side it stays in the

range of 80− 95% within three different fluences.

The latest prototypes of the silicon micro-strip sensors

for the STS are found to be sufficiently radiation hard to

survive the lifetime hadron fluence without critical loss

of performance. The sensor prototypes from two vendors

show a reduction of the CCE by about 10−20% after being

irradiated to twice the lifetime fluence.
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Figure 2: Charge collection efficiency for irradiated sensors

from 5× 1013 1MeV neqcm
−2 to 2× 1014 1MeV neqcm

−2.
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rapid deterioration of the foil durability and subsequently

leaks of unacceptable magnitude occuring within one or

two days. Since replacing the entrance window takes about

one days, including time to thermalize the cryogenic tar-

get and reevacuation after the replacement procedure, it is

more effective to limit the beam current to below 1 µA.

The irradiation campaign running for about two months

also revealed that without thermal pressure from the ion

beam, the gas target maintains a temperature in the range

of −120◦ to −140◦, with a beam of ≈ 1 µA the temper-

ature of the steel vessel of the target reaches up to −80◦.

This shows that even the beam power of ≈ 2 W represents

a significant thermal load on the cryogenic cooling system.

Detector holder

To closely match the environment of the final experi-

ment, in particular the operating temperature of -5 ◦C, a

steel enclosure has been manufactured to house the sen-

sor itself, the Alibava readout board and the trigger system.

Although the Alibava system also provides self-triggering

readout boards, an external trigger consisting of a plastic

scintillator and a small photomultiplier tube is used as the

more reliable solution. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement, the

frame housing the actual sensor has been removed to allow

a view of the internal components.

Since the neutrons themselves do not trigger a sufficiently

strong signal in the STS sensor, a collimated beta source

with a total activity of 2 MBeq has been obtained and

mounted over the sensor, so the electrons penetrate the sen-

sor bulk before generating a trigger signal in the plastic

scintillator behind it. To closely mimic minimum ioniz-

ing particles, 90Sr is used as source material, with a 6 mm

Al shield in all directions except onto the sensor (Fig. 4).

The initial goal was to run the readout chain while the neu-

tron production is running, however the irradiation cam-

paign quickly showed that the beam hitting the target pro-

duces too many fake events in the readout system which

cannot be properly separated from the desired signals from

the beta source. Therefore, the response to beta radiation

can only be measured while the beam is either shut down

or stopped at an earlier stage in the beam pipe.
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Test and Quality of STS/MUCH XYTER ASIC for STS Read-out

M. Dogan1,2, A.R. Rodriguez1, C. J. Schmidt1, C. Simons1, and R. Visinka1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Istanbul University, Science Faculty, Department of Physics, Nuclear Physics Programme

The STS/MUCH-XYTER ASIC is an important compo-

nent of the CBM environment since it is the dedicated elec-

tronics for read-out from double sided silicon micro strip

detectors. It contains 128 read out as well as 2 test channels

that comprise a charge sensitive amplifier (CSA), shapers

and a flash ADC and it provides both timing and energy

information for each incoming signal in its channel [1].

All the channels have the slow shape which provides a bet-

ter signal amplitude by allowing a low noise measurement

through a 5-bit flash ADC and have the fast shaper in order

to gain a good amplitude resolution (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The STS/MUCH-XYTER ASIC and ASIC Con-

figuration Diagram.

Pogo Pin test socket

Basic ASIC functionalities can be checked with a pogo-

pin test station. It consists of a test socket where the ASIC

is placed by use of vacuum tweezers. The pogo-pins have

a diameter of solely 100 microns and 53 pogo pins are pre-

cisely allocated in a precision-made socket (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Close-up view of the Pogo Pins and mirrored

contact area on the STS-XYTER ASIC

ASIC test results

In order to check the ASICs performance before they

are bonded in the FEBs, quality assurance (QA) tests were

done for 162 individual ASICs with the experimental setup

mentioned above. The process runs automatically after

placing the ASIC into the pogo-pin test socket and lasts

approximatively 5 minutes per ASIC. The dynamic range

of the ADC for electrons as well as for holes for one specif-

ically chosen channel number 64 under test and following

information were obtained. According to the tests, 156 out

of a total of 162 ASICs showed good quality and passed

the test. In terms of units of the internal pulse generator

the amplifier gain for electrons and holes was determined

as presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics for STS/MUCH-XYTER where channel

64 was investigated on every ASIC.

Combining the initial pogo-pin tests as well as the thor-

ough final FEB-test it is found that 146 out of 162 ASICs

randomly picked out of the production batch worked as ex-

pected (Table 2). FEBs which show good performance are

sent for the glop-topping process in which the bonded chip

with its filigran bond wires is covered in glue to protect the

ASICs.

Table 2: Statistics of test results for FEBs.

The yield is 91 percent, a rather typical value in ASIC

design and production. Hovewer the different results no-

tably for ADC range and amplifier gains for electrons and

holes means they require different calibration procedure.

The study will be continued with further ASICs.
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STS-XYTER v2 ASIC calibration procedures for ADC and FAST

discriminator

A.R. Rodriguez1 and J. Lehnert2

1Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The STS/MUCH-XYTER is the custom designed ASIC

for reading out the double-sided silicon microstrip sensors

in the CBM experiment. Version 2 of the ASIC from AGH

Cracow [1] is currently in operation in the prototype fron-

tend board B (FEB-B). The procedures described here have

been tested with the established GSI setup [2]. The digital

backend for control and data readout reuses the function-

ality of the STS protocol tester [3], which allows a quick

transition from an ASIC emulation to the real hardware de-

vice.

ADC and fast discriminator calibration

Each STS-XYTER v2 channel implements a 5-bit flash

ADC and one discriminator for the fast path. The dynamic

range of the ADC is expected to be approximately 15 fC

and can be modified by varying the reference potentials at

the top (VRef P ) and bottom (VRef N ) of the resistors

ladder. This ladder is built by equally designed resistors,

which determines the comparator’s threshold. However,

the effective thresholds are subject to variations among the

different comparators and channels, which can be corrected

by means of a 8 bits trim DAC. The fast discriminator of

every channel has a 6-bit trim DAC for correction [4, 5].

To find the proper trim values for every channel’s dis-

criminators (ADC and Fast), an algorithm implementing

the scan over the full trim range was developed. The pro-

cedure is based on the utilization of a calibrated internal

pulse generator and the record of the S-curves via dedicated

counters in the chip. The result is a 128 × 32 elements ma-

trix that is currently stored in the format of a text file and

contains the configuration values for every channel. This

process depends on signal polarity and it is unique for every

channel. As input data, it requires the correct reference po-

tentials for the ADC and the fast discriminator (Thr2 Glb)

as well as the calibration range. A comparison of the ADC

linearity before and after calibration and the uniformity of

the fast discriminator threshold are displayed in Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: ADC transfer function for all the cahnnels in the

STS-XYTER v2 before and after calibration.
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Figure 2: S-curves from the fast discrimator of all channels in

the STS-XYTER v2 before and after calibration.

To evaluate the quality of the calibration procedures, we

estimate for the ADC the deviation across discriminators

in a single channel from its linear behaviour, while for the

fast discriminator, we calculate the dispersion from average

over all channels. The results are presented in Table 1 .

Table 1: Quality of the calibration procedure in the

STS-XYTER v2 for both signal polarities.

Before [fC] After [fC]
ADC (holes) 0.08 0.02

ADC (elect) 0.09 0.02

FAST (holes) 0.11 0.04

FAST (elect) 0.13 0.03
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mated as (2.55 ± 0.12) fC, which is in agreement with the

expected value of 2.64 fC. The discrepancy could be ex-

plained for different reasons: charge sharing between sen-

sor and electronics, an imperfect charge collection in the

sensor, and charge sharing among strips. An overall inef-

ficiency of 2% as the result of all these effects can explain

the measured discrepancies.

Noise level measurements

To estimate the noise levels for the STS-XYTER v2, a

voltage pulse scan is performed and the S-curves from all

channel’s discriminators are recorded. The data is sepa-

rately analysed for each discriminator and the noise level in

the ADC is calculated as the average for all discriminators

of a channel, while for the fast lane it is the contribution of

its only discriminator. The equivalent noise charge (ENC)

for two chips is shown in Fig. 3. The measurements are

preliminary results of our ongoing studies and they were

taken with a test STS module, where 128 channels from a

4.2 × 6.2 cm2 sensor were connected from each side to the

ASICs by a 25 cm polyamide microcable. These results

are a valuable input in order to understand and optimize

our system in terms of ground loops and electromagnetic

shielding.

From the measured values, two main findings can be

mentioned. The first one is that absolute noise levels in the

ADC exceed the results shown in simulations [1]. These

values have been simulated for different module form fac-

tors, where different cable lengths and sensors sizes were

considered. The black dashed line in the plots mark the

noise level we expect to reach for the final STS setup. The

measured noise for electrons is larger than for holes as ex-

pected, due to the contribution from the polarity selection

circuitry, which is bypassed in the case of holes. The sec-

ond finding is the pattern showing different performance of

odd and even channels. This effect has been extensively

discussed and is associated to the different biasing of the

channels CSA. It will be corrected in the next revision of

the ASIC.
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Figure 3: Noise level for holes and electrons measured for a

4.2 ×6.2 cm2 silicon sensor coupled to a 25 cm microcable and

readout with the STS-XYTER v2 ASICs
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Towards STS-XYTERv2.1, a new STS/MUCH prototype readout chip ∗

K. Kasinski, W. Zubrzycka, and R. Szczygiel

AGH University of Science and Technology, Av. Mickiewicza 30, 30-059, Cracow, Poland

A full-size prototype ASIC for STS and MUCH readout,

STS/MUCH-XYTERv2.0 was tested in 2017. It is a

128-channel (58 µm pitch), charge (5-bit ADC) and

time (14-bit timestamp, 3.12 ns resolution) measurement

integrated circuit [1,2]. It provides serialized readout via

GBT-based DAQ scheme [3]. This paper briefly describes

selected modifications and improvements planned to

be implemented in the next revision of the chip, STS-

XYTERv2.1, planned for Q2 2018. Pin compatibility will

be kept. A simplified diagram of the STS-XYTERv2.0

chip with indicated areas designated for modification is

shown in Fig. 1.

The analog front end (AFE) [4] will exhibit substantial

modifications:

• Improvement of the input transistor biasing scheme

to mitigate noise differences between even and odd

channels.

• Detailed analysis of the ESD protection circuit and

its leakage current revealed simulation - measurement

mismatch resulting in two effects: total leakage cur-

rent contributing to noise and a leakage current flow-

ing into the CSA amplifier are larger than expected.

The leakage current flowing into the CSA amplifier

affects the use of fast reset circuit of the CSA and

needs to be minimized or compensated. The existing

ESD structures will be tested against protection abili-

ties and scaled accordingly.

• Theoretical and simulation analyses supported by new

measurement data from sensor, cable and ESD pro-

tection were performed and revealed an option for

more efficient reduction of dominating noise sources

in the STS system. Modified pole-zero constellation

or shaper type is planned.

• Timing comparator will be provided with a differen-

tial threshold to enable evaluation of noise without the

signal.

• Resolution of the global threshold of the slow signal

path will be improved (LSB 2000 e- down to at least

200 e-) to enable better control of the noise discrimi-

nation in the ADC.

∗The authors would like to acknowledge work of A. Rodriguez-

Rodriguez, A. Lehnert, C. J. Schmidt (GSI, Darmstadt), M. Krieger (Univ.

Heidelberg) and V. Sidorenko (JINR, Dubna) for their work towards test-

ing the STS-XYTERv2.0 ASIC.

Further modifications of the design will address:

• The visibility of the fiducials will be increased and the

width of the smallest bonding pads will be changed

(65 µm to 100 µm) to improve the wire-bonding yield.

• Based on the beam test results, the SEU immunity of

individual DICE memory cells and counters will be

improved (esp. location of contact and area of the

guard rings) [5]. The risk of SEL manifesting itself

at very high intensities will be lowered by layout im-

provements of AFE registers addressing circuits.

• For enhanced testability, an internal diagnostic cir-

cuit will be implemented to measure multiple inter-

nal potentials (power supplies, important biasing po-

tentials) and one external [6]. Internal calibration cir-

cuit will also support MUCH charge range (STS: 0-15

fC, MUCH: 0-100 fC). Probe points will be available

at the CSA output to investigate any further leakage-

current related effects.

• The back-end will provide support for all new features

and several fixes of the reported problems (e.g. CRC

check, TS-MSB frame presence and duplicate frames

in special conditions, channel mask operation).
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Figure 1: Simplified diagram of the STS-XYTERv2.0 chip with indicated areas designated for modification.
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Assembly of an STS module with two daisy-chained double-sided Si sensors

A. Sheremetev1, Yu. Murin1, and M. Ladatko2

1JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2LED Technologies of Ukraine (LTU) Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine

One of the most difficult CBM STS modules to assembly

is the variant with two daisy-chained double-sided sensors

(DSSD).

The inter-sensor fine-pitch cables for assembling of two

sensors were developed together with LTU [1]. Cables

were then manufactured at LTU while the assembly took

place at VB LHEP. The assembly comprises steps as fol-

low:

Step 1: Preparation of the inter-sensor cable for bond-

ing (Fig. 1 l.h.s.). The inter-sensor cable is mounted on a

custom-designed fixture with a vacuum for cutting out the

technological zone. The inter-sensor cable has special win-

dows for pre-alignment on the special tool (Fig. 1 r.h.s.).

Araldite 2011 is applied in the dead zone of the sensor be-

fore placing the cable.

Figure 1: Preparing cable for bonding (l.h.s.) and bonding

process on special tool (r.h.s.)

Step 2: The inter-sensor cable is assembled using the

spTAB-bonding technology (Fig. 2) with control through

special holes for the alignment marks. The bonding zone is

encapsulated with EpoTek T7110.

Figure 2: Bonding of the inter-sensor cables with sensor

Step 3: Special fixtures for assembly on the p-side sensor

were developed. The sensor with FEB is mounted on the

fixed part of the vacuum table (Fig. 3 l.h.s.). Alignment of

the second sensor is done by help of micro-screws. Special

tools for p-side and n-side are combined to flip the module

(Fig. 3 r.h.s.).

Figure 3: Special tools for assembly p-side of sensor (l.h.s.)

and special tools for flip the module (r.h.s.)

Step 4: The special tool was developed for assembling

the n-side of the sensors. This tool has a special plate with

windows which is used to lay flat the cable in the bonding

zone (Fig. 4 l.h.s.). The cable is fixed to the pins for pre-

positioning on the sensors.

Figure 4: Tools with clamping plate for n-side sensor

(l.h.s.) and the assembled n-side of the sensor (r.h.s.)

Step 5: Bonding the n-side of two sensors and protect-

ing the bonds with glue. The finished module mock-up is

shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Module mock-up with two chained DSSDs.
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Characterization of the CBM06H6 double-metal silicon sensor readout via

20 cm long microcables ∗

V. Dobishuk1, J. M. Heuser2, O. Kovalchuk1, V. Militsiya1, Ie. Momot1,3, V. Kyva1, V. Pugatch 1,4,

C. J. Schmidt2, and M. Teklishyn5,1

1KINR, Kyiv, Ukraine; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany;
4ExtreMe Matter Institute EMMI, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 5FAIR, Darmstadt, Germany

The active area of the CBM06H6 double-sided silicon

sensors is segmented into strips under an angle of 7.5◦ on

the p-side. Pairs of corner strips are interconnected via

routing metal lines which are separated from the first metal-

lization by 0.25µm of SiO2. Since a routing metal line on

its way from the left to the right corner of a sensor crosses

all other strips it was decided to study the possibility of re-

lated cross-talk. There has also been observation elsewhere

that the insulation layer may change its properties under ir-

radiation load.

Figure 1: Part of the setup with CBM06H6 sensor with

p-side strips tab-bonded by microcables to the ALIBAVA

daughter board.

A double-sided sensor CBM06H6 (62 × 62mm2) was

assembled in an aluminium shielding box (Fig. 1). The

readout was performed with the Beetle-128 microchip tab-

bonded to the p-side strips (from the strip no. 51) by three

20 cm long microcables (64 traces with 120 µm pitch, AC-

P-S-B 212 V03, LTU LTd, Kharkov). A bias of 70 V was

applied.

Figure 2: Noise of the setup: blue – 0 V; black – 70 V.

Figure 2 shows the noise performance of the setup for

0 V and 70 V bias. The noise for connected strips drops

down from the level of 16 ADC to ∼ 10 ADC.

Figure 3 illustrates the response of the setup to MIP hits,

generated by a 90Sr radioactive source. We conclude that

there is a charge loss about 15% in the interstrip gap in

∗This research was supported in part by the ExtreMe Matter Institute

EMMI (GSI, Darmstadt).

comparison with the expected value of 23.4 ke (yielding

S/N ≃ 7). This maybe related to the charge losses in non-

connected strips.

Figure 3: Amplitude distribution of MIP hits for two strip

clusters (trigger on high energy tail of 90Sr β-particles).

Two-strip clusters amplitude distributions were also an-

alyzed for the irradiation of the interstrip gap using a laser

beam (640 nm) with a spot of ∼ 15 µm moving across the

sensor. The aim was to look for a possible cross-talk via ca-

pacitive link due to the second metal routing lines. Normal

performance is observed for the majority of strips (single-

or two-strip response to the laser hits). Yet, as one may see

from Fig. 4 there are some strips which, being irradiated

by the laser, initiate also the response in far away located

strips (like strips no. 46, 51, 91, 105).
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Figure 4: Response of the strips (numbering at y-axis) to

the focused laser beam moving across the p-side strips as

number of events (x-axis) grows up.

The existence of the cross-talks has been confirmed by

the measurements of the correlated 2D amplitude distribu-

tions for the corner strips (no cross-talk was observed in the

strips without double metal lines). Further studies have to

be performed for the p-side strips with double metallization

to clarify the origin of observed cross-talk and correlated

noise in the detector modules assembled with long micro-

cables appropriately shielded.
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Towards production of ultra-light microcables for the STS detector modules

V. M. Borshchov1, C. J. Schmidt2, I. T. Tymchuk1, M. A. Protsenko1, D. Soyk2, C. Simons2, R. Visinka2,

R. A. Kushniruk1, K. M. Liholitova1, L. V. Klimova1, and M. S. Tykhomirova1

1LED Technologies of Ukraine (LTU) Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Microcables for mSTS detector modules, to be used in

the mCBM@SIS18 test set-up [1,2], have been developed.

They will be used for final verification of work flows and

tooling for STS detector module assembly. The work is

carried out within the STCU project P635 by the partners

GSI and LTU, and within a frame contract between GSI

and LTU.

Ultra-light microcables

Ultra-light micro-cables are a key component for the

CBM-STS. They are employed to realize the analogue sig-

nal interconnection between silicon sensors and readout

electronics, providing minimized material budget. Several

microcable types are foreseen to be used for STS detec-

tor modules [3]. The central structure is a stack of sig-

nal layers, a meshed spacer and shieldings. The required

total amount of microcables and meshed spacers for the

STS is more than 75 thousands. The ultra-light analog ca-

bles are realized based on aluminium-polyimide adhesive-

less dielectric with 14 µm thick aluminium. They include

64 signal lines. The length of the cables range from about

100 mm to about 500 mm. A photo of a typical analog mi-

crocable with its temporal technological zone on the left is

depicted on the photo shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Typical analog connecting cable.

Microcables for mSTS as final step to series

production

Within the last few years several versions of microca-

bles for STS detector modules have been developed and

delivered by LTU to GSI and JINR for tests and investi-

gations [4]. The delivered cables allow performing tests

of components of the detector modules and to develop ap-

proach, work flow and technological tools for the assembly

of detector modules for STS [7-10]. However, taking into

account the complexity of the detector modules and prac-

tical experience gained during assembly and tests it was

noted that some modifications need to be applied for fur-

ther production of cable sets for the STS.

The following key modifications of cable sets and the

microcables were defined and agreed on:

• each cable set will include additional so-called “chip

shielding” cables (for shielding the first row of ASICs

on the front-end board in overlapping areas with ana-

log microcables);

• the length of the shielding layers should be increased

and allow to cover also the sensor;

• the width of traces on analog microcables in the work

area is decreased by about 5 µm (down to 30 µm);

• the width of traces in the bonding area is increased by

about 3 µm (to 45 µm);

• the width of the opening in the polyimide in the bond-

ing area is increased by about 15 µm (to 155 µm).

The updated specifications required modifications of

the photo masks for the manufacturing of the cable sets

(13 pcs) for mSTS. Microcables manufactured based on

these photomasks will be used for creation of detector mod-

ules for their further test in the mCBM@SIS18 test set-

up. The mentioned microcables will be produced based on

high-precision photomasks for improvement of repeatabil-

ity of the cables, especially in bonding areas. Additional

cable sets (5-10 pcs) will be produced using raw material

from different suppliers to evaluate the influence of raw

material on the final yield at cable production.

Conclusion

Microcables for the assembly of detector modules that

will be used in the mSTS set-up of the mCBM@SIS18 test

experiment will allow confirming and freezing the specifi-

cations to the microcables for the CBM-STS for their series

production.
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Test station with silicon baby sensor and readout electronics based on

STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC for in-beam tests at Nuclotron

M. Shitenkow, D. Dementev, V. Sidorenko, and Yu. Murin

JINR VBLHEP, Dubna, Russia

A permanent test area dedicated to testing of STS pro-

totypes with ion beams extracted from Nuclotron is be-

ing created since late 2016 at VB LHEP. The basic test-

ing equipment is similar to that which is used by the CBM

STS team in its test experiments at COSY, Jülich – i.e. three

test stations equipped with HPC baby sensors and the CBM

readout line developed to the up-to-date level. The current

status of the project is briefly described below.

Front-end boards generation B with one STS/MUCH-

XYTER2 ASIC were produced at GSI and sent to JINR at

the beginning of 2018. Based on these boards a first station

was assembled and tested.

The STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ASIC has an internal test

pulser that is used for calibration of the flash ADC and

discriminator for each of the 128 channels [1]. The lin-

earity of the test pulser was studied for three STS/MUCH-

XYTER2 ASICs. The integral non-linearity of the DAC for

all tested ASICs is less than 1.5% (Fig. 1). Differential lin-

earity of the pulsar compared to calibrated external pulsar

for 10 channels of three randomly chosen ASICs demon-

strated values of less than 5%.

Figure 1: Non-linearity of DAC for test pulser (left); Cor-

rection of ADC (right).

The current DAQ system assembled for one test station is

based on two AFCK boards with gDPB FMCs for the data

acquisition from FEBs and an additional AFCK with tDPB

FMC for time synchronization. For the moment, data from

DPB boards is transferred to PC via the rather slow IP-

bus protocol designed at CERN for DCS purposes and not

data taking. To increase the throughput of our system we

modified the firmware of the DPB boards and decreased the

size of the hit data to 32 bits per hit instead of 64 bits. It was

done by decreasing the number of bits used for AFCK and

FEB addresses. This allowed us to achieve a throughput of

720 khit/AFCK.

The station was assembled using aHamamatsu baby sen-

sor with 256 strips on each side and stereo angle 90◦. Two

STS/MUCH-XYTER2 FEBs are connected to each side of

the sensor. The FEBs are connected to two DPB boards

Figure 2: DPB boards for one test station (left); Measured

noise with baby sensor (right).

in pairs because of the connection scheme with floating

ground. We use 2 m long cables to connect FEBs to DPB.

This allows us to install the DPB boards into a uTCA crate.

First tests have shown that the system is operational with

such long cables at 320 MHz clock. This is an important

result because for the BM@N STS long cables will be used

for connecting front-end boards to boards with GBTx em-

ulator.

Figure 3: 241Am gamma spectrum (left). Hit map of baby

sensor with 241Am gamma source (right).

For the noise estimation we used data from the

STS/MUCH-XYTER2 ADC comparator counters. Re-

sults are shown in Fig. 2. Edge channels were masked

on each FEB because of large noise. It was found that

the noise becomes bigger when both sides of the sensor

are connected to readout electronics. The reason may be

the common-mode noise of the low-voltage power supplies

which are used for powering the FEBs. Additional filter-

ing and shielding should be implemented to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio. However it is still larger than 10 for

central channels. That allowed us to measure the 241Am

gamma spectrum (Fig. 3). The mean value corresponds to

58.3 ± 2 keV according to the calibration.

Further work will be focused on minimizing the noise.
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Design of an STS ladder assembly device

V. Elsha1, A. Voronin1, I. Martinovsky2, S. Igolkin3, and Yu. Murin1

1JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2PLANAR, Minsk, Belarus; 3CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The STS stations are built out of super-modules (“lad-

der”) which are mounted on the so called C frames. Each

ladder comprises a light weight carbon fiber (CF) truss

acting as a carrier of ten modules [1-4]. The mechanical

properties of a module are strongly non-uniform: a mod-

ule consists of a light sensor connected via ultra-thin flat

micro-cables to the relatively very heavy set of two Front-

End Boards (FEBs) mounted on the fins of a heavy radiator

housing twenty FEBs to take away the heat produced by

them. The accurate positioning of two daisy chained sen-

sors of size 6,2 x 6,2 cm2 on a ladder is the key challenge

addressed to the ladder assembly device since the required

accuracy of positioning of strips of the chained sensors is of

the order of 10 µm in lateral Y direction across the ladder.

JINR industry partner, PLANAR, Minsk, Belarus, was

contracted to do design and manufacture the basic elements

and optical system for control of the assembly with basic

elements (Figs. 1 and 2) that are already partly manufac-

tured.

Figure 1: The design of the device key elements: individual

vacuum chucks for each sensor of the ladder; CF support

truss is ready for positioning “in-between” modules L-legs

for gluing ; the control optical system is not-shown for sim-

plification.

After installing all modules in the working position, the

individual sensors fiducials are aligned along the central

line of the ladder to allow the fiber truss to be lowered from

above to glue the L-legs of the modules to the truss to fix

all sensors on the ladder. The expected accuracy of sen-

sor positioning in Y-direction within ±12 µm is still to be

tested.

Figure 2: The design of the individual sensor vacuum

chuck manipulator used for finite adjustment of sensors

prior gluing to CF truss.
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As a first proof-of-principle, a feedthrough panel with

9 x EPIC R©H-DD 42 connectors will be built (area:

20 cm x 20 cm) with the shielded flat-band cables for

HV-LV supply. Similar panels with different connectors

and configurations will be thermally tested at Universität

Tübingen and electrically tested at GSI Darmstadt, upon

which final design proposals for HV-LV connections will

be made.

Cooling Plate Optimisation

The heat transfer co-efficient of bi-phase CO2 depends

highly on the cooling plate’s tube geometry, mass flow

of the coolant and the targeted amount of heat removal.

Calculations have been performed based on the Thome

Model [2,3] to determine optimised tube parameters for

efficient heat removal. The calculations were performed

in MATLAB and the physical properties of CO2 were ob-

tained from the REFPROP of NIST [4].

The optimised design parameters for T = -40 ◦C

CO2 temperature and a heat load of 1300 W

(∼/‘8 FEBs x 160 W) are shown in Table 2. The re-

sults are for tube diameters matching the availability of

VCR type connections from Swagelok.

Table 2: Optimised design parameters of the cooling plate.

T = -40◦C, Q̇ = 1300W

D (mm) L (m) ṁ (g/s)

at dry-out
25% from

dry-out

50% from

dry-out

4.00 5.50 5.70 8.30 15.30

4.57 8.50 5.10 7.20 12.10

6.00 19.50 4.60 6.30 9.80

∆T (◦C)

at dry-out
25% from

dry-out

50% from

dry-out

4.53 4.59 4.69

3.67 3.72 3.79

2.46 2.44 2.47

Figure 4: Flow pattern map for case #1 of Table 2.

In Table 2, mass flow is shown at different exit vapor

qualities defined at their respective margins from the dry-

out quality. It is targeted that the exit vapor quality should

be kept at a safe margin from the dry-out regime because

of the reduced heat transfer co-efficient of the fluid. Flow

pattern map showing different process paths for their re-

spective mass flows is shown in Fig. 4.

Another important design parameter is the maximum lo-

cal temperature difference (∆T) in the two-phase region.

It is the sum of the maximum temperature difference be-

tween the fluid-tube wall (∆THTC) and the fluid inlet-

outlet (∆TdP ). The values of ∆T are summarised in Ta-

ble 2 for different design parameters and exit vapor quality

margins.

Figure 5: Temperature and pressure distribution along the

cooling pipe.

An example calculation for case #1 of Table 2, with the

mass flow defined at 50% from dry-out is shown in Fig. 5.

Since the CO2 cooling cycle for STS is based on a closed-

loop system, the inlet temperature (Tsat = -40 ◦C) and out-

let pressure (Psat = 10.05 bar) are fixed. This yields the

inlet pressure (Pin = 10.76 bar) which is an important input

for the design of the cooling cycle.

The calculations reported and further planned develop-

ments are in accordance with the work mentioned in [5,6].

Subsequent FEA analysis of the cooling plates with the

aforementioned conditions and its corresponding industrial

manufacturing feasibility will be investigated to come up

with final design proposals for STS cooling plates.
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Development and test of the CBM Common Readout Board (CROB)

J. Lehnert1 and D. Gottschalk2

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Physikalisches Institut, Universität Heidelberg, Germany

The readout concept of CBM contains a layer of data

aggregation after the frontend electronics and an electrical-

to-optical interface to the DPB/CRI layer of the DAQ sys-

tem [1]. Since the electronics devices of this layer are lo-

cated in irradiated areas inside or near the detector accep-

tance, it is realized using radiation-hard GBTX ASICs and

VersatileLink optical modules developed at CERN [2].

Readout boards based on these devices will be used for

the CBM detectors STS, MUCH, TRD and TOF [3]. Thus

the “Common ReadOut Board”(CROB) was developed as

prototype system, fulfilling all functional requirements of

the various systems.

The CROB implements one GBTX (“master”) con-

nected to a bidirectional optical module (VTRX) for con-

trol of the connected frontend devices and for data read-

out, and two more GBTX in unidirectional mode (“slaves”)

exclusively for data readout. The CROB frontend inter-

face with serial SLVS links provides up to 9 downlinks

(for frontend control) and 9 phase adjustable clocks at

160 MHz, as well as 3 x 14 = 42 readout links at 320 MHz.

The optical interface uses one VTRX module and one

VTTX twin transmitter module connected to the two trans-

mitter GBTX and provides a downlink control data rate of

3.2 Gbit/s and an uplink raw data rate of 13.44 Gbit/s.

The CROB uses the GBT-SCA ASIC, controlled via the

master GBTX, which implements various slow control in-

terfaces, mainly I2C masters to control the slave GBTX,

moreover ADC or GPIO interfaces for various monitoring

and control functionality. The CROB uses two FMC con-

nectors for the frontend connectivity, thus allowing to in-

terface various types of frontend boards using either exist-

ing or newly develop FMC mezzanine cards. For the STS

and TRD, all required frontend links are located on a single

FMC; only for applications with a larger number of -slow-

bidirectional SLVS links or a broader range of the SCA

functionality the second FMC is required.

The CROB supports a large set of the GBTX and SCA

configuration and test options. Powering is done using

FEASTMP radiation hard DCDC converter modules.

The CROB supports I2C configuration of the master

GBTX and the Efuse mechanism to write a non-volatile ini-

tial configuration to the GBTX devices. A block diagram

of the major CROB devices, data pathes and functionality

is shown in Fig. 1.

The CROB was realized in cooperation with the elec-

tronics workshop of PI Heidelberg. The board, including

an example of a frontend FMC card and the optical links is

shown in Fig. 2.

The first CROB boards are being tested and commis-

Figure 1: Functional diagram of the CROB.

sioned at GSI, the FGPA firmware for DAQ and DCS back-

end is being developed [4]. The CROBs will be used for the

readout of mSTS, mTRD and mMUCH in miniCBM in the

2018 campaign. In subsequent years they will be replaced

by detector specific adaptations of the CROB. In case of

the STS, the STS-ROB will derive from the CROB using

a significantly smaller form factor required for mechanical

integration into the STS units.

Figure 2: The CBM CROB prototype board.
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Track Based Alignment Procedure for CBM-STS Using Millepede II

S. Das and H. R. Schmidt

Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen

Abstract

The alignment of a large detector in particle physics re-

quires the determination of a large number of alignment

parameters, typically of the order of 100 to 1000, but some-

times above 10000. Alignment parameters are defined by

the accurate space coordinates and orientation of detector

components. For this purpose usually special alignment

measurements are combined with data of particle reactions,

typically tracks from physics interactions and from cos-

mics. In this report, the alignment parameters are called

global parameters (p). Parameters of a single track like

track slopes and curvatures are called local parameters (q).

An efficient and fast method is an overall least square fit (to

avoid any local fit biasness), with all the global parameters

and local parameters, perhaps from thousands of events,

determined simultaneously. Millepede II [1] is such a 2nd

generation (subsequent to Millepede I) algorithm that uses

the special structure of the least squares matrices for a si-

multaneous fit. In this report, we will describe one toy mis-

alignment scenario for the STS. Then, using Millepede II

we will compute the alignment corrections and discuss the

results.

Toy Misalignment Scenario

For this report one toy misalignment scenario was

introduced in the STS geometry on the station level. A

Virtual technique is used for misalignment, i.e., according

to the misalignment scenario, the transformations are

applied on the STS hits at the time of track reconstruction

without modifying the ideal geometry (ideal). We used the

STS geometry Version: v15b to apply the misalignment

scenario. But in future the same implementation can easily

be accomplished on the upgraded geometries. The applied

misalignment scenario is detailed in the following table:

Station number 1 and 8 are fixed.

Station 2 3 4 5 6 7

X-Shift −50 50 −50 50 −50 50

Table 1: Summary of applied misalignment (in µm).

Data Preparation

Millepede-II works in two separate programs: Mille cre-

ates the special structured data file (in a binary format) for

Pede and Pede executes the mathematical calculations to

provide the necessary alignment corrections.

The following data for each single measurement are needed

to create the binary file:

nlc = no. of local parameters array: ∂f
∂qj

ngl = no. of global parameters array: ∂f
∂pl

; label-array l

z = residual (≡ yi−f(xi, q, p)) f : track model objective

σ = standard deviation of the measurement

General broken lines (GBL) track refit algorithm [2], [8]

with additional global derivative input creates the required

binary data file with the same data structure as Mille does.

GBL fit also creates the detector hierarchical constraints (in

a text file, if mentioned) and handles the switch to active

alignment (global) parameters. These binary data file and

constraints text file can then be used directly by Pede with

a Pede steer text file.

Test Setup & Results

To extract the Pede alignment corrections, we simulated

10000 single muon events with uniformly distributed mo-

mentum within 0-10 GeV/c range and without magnetic

field. Only long tracks, traversing through all 8 stations,

were taken into account for the GBL refit. As only one de-

tector hierarchy level (station) was used for the misalign-

ment, GBL didn’t create any constraint file. For simplicity,

we allowed GBL only to activate one global parameter (X)

as free parameter, keeping the similarity to the applied mis-

alignment scenario. During the Pede run, Station number 1

and 8 are fixed, for the reference to avoid any rank defect of

the constructed symmetric matrix of the global parameters.

The Pede output is detailed in the following:

Station X-Correction Corr. Uncertainty

1 0 0

2 -50.315 ± 0.382

3 50.032 ± 0.606

4 -49.579 ± 0.726

5 50.555 ± 0.730

6 -49.357 ± 0.620

7 50.140 ± 0.394

8 0 0

Table 2: Summary of alignment corrections (in µm).

Using the alignment corrections, realignment of the de-

tector elements is done. After correcting the alignment pa-

rameters, the improved displacements of the stations are

shown [Fig.1] with respect to the nominal axis. The max-
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imum displacement uncertainty below 1 µm depicts pretty

good performance of the alignment task.
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Figure 1: Station displacements after realignment.

Fig. 2 shows X-directional pull (residual/residual error)

distributions with respect to ideal, misaligned and realigned

situations. This result is quiet expected as all the mis-

aligned detector elements were brought back really close

to the nominal axis with very small uncertainties again af-

ter the realignment.
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Figure 2: X-Pull distribution.

Conclusion

This was the first successful attempt to use Millepede II

for alignment to a toy misalignment scenario. A better un-

derstanding of the GBL fit [8] will definitely improve the

alignment procedure further. In near future, more realis-

tic and intuitive misalignment scenarios will be introduced

with different detector hierarchies and more free alignment

parameters and then Millepede II will be used for realign-

ment.
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Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector - Summary

C. Höhnea and the CBM RICH working group
aJustus Liebig University Giessen, Germany

The CBM RICH project has made substantial progress

in various fields in 2017 as will be presented in this CBM

Progress Report. The progress made can be divided into

three sections: Computing, Fair phase 0 and the develop-

ments fully devoted to the CBM RICH detector. A ma-

jor step forward in software developments was the first im-

plementation of time-based RICH simulations. Within the

scope of the FAIR phase 0 program a concept for a mRICH

contribution to mCBM is presented and simulated. The

major work however is concentrated around the HADES

RICH upgrade. Reports there mainly present the success-

ful development and final verification of the readout elec-

tronics in a COSY testbeam. Genuin CBM RICH develop-

ments combine first prototypes of mechanical RICH com-

ponents, alignment, the gas system and final MAPMT de-

livery. All activities in these fields are heading together

towards the successful construction of the CBM RICH de-

tector.

First prototypes testing critical mechanical design issues

of the RICH detector have been built. The RICH mirror

wall is a sensitive part for the RICH detector as it has to

combine high stability with low material budget. After dis-

cussing several conceptual ideas in 2015, an optimized de-

sign has been worked out in 2016 in which one pillar can

support two rows of mirrors. In order to evaluate this de-

sign, a prototype pillar has been constructed in 2017 with

2 mm thick aluminum profile and successfully been tested

for six months up to now with 150 % of the expected load.

The material budget of the small frames holding two mir-

rors each as been reduced by further 15-20 % material bud-

get. In parallel to ensuring highest stability from the me-

chanical part, software routines are in preparation in order

to correct for any misalignment offline, should it happen

to occur. In 2017 the full correction cycle was finally es-

tablished showing that with software corrections remnant

misalignments are on the level of 1 mrad which just fits to

the specifications. Another critical design issue is the pho-

todetector camera. A prototype ensuring a convenient con-

struction of the cylindrical photodetector plane has been

built and will be tested for stability, light and gas tightness

in 2018. Unfortunately the shielding box of the photocam-

era remains to be an open design issue: The existing design

could be adopted to the cylindrical photodetector plane,

however partially blocks the acceptance of Cherenkov pho-

tons. In addition the redesign of the CBM magnet was not

finished in 2017, the whole box has therefore to undergo

a further iteration in 2018. The design of the RICH gas

system was finalized and awaits the final approval. End

of 2017 the last batch of the MAPMTs has been deliverd

by Hamamatsu. Within the first quarter of 2018 all 1100

MAPMTs will have been characterized. The RICH soft-

ware underwent numerous changes to improve the realis-

tic description, in particular quantum efficiency and sen-

sitive area are now fully adopted to the chosen H12700

MAPMT. An important step forward was the implemen-

tation of an intermediate version of time-base RICH simu-

lations. Within the next months this will be improved and

tested 2019 with the participation of a mRICH detector in

mCBM. A design of a mRICH prototype was developed

and simulated reusing the testbox of the recent testbeam

measurements at COSY. As radiator an aerogel tile will

be used in order to enhance the pion-proton separation of

mCBM.

The HADES RICH upgrade is running very well and

driving the development of the RICH readout electronics.

The first prototype of the RICH readout chain was available

mid 2016, in 2017 an improved version was produced. This

was tested in detail in the lab and could finally be fully ver-

ified in a testbeam experiment with proton beam at COSY.

After initial problems with stability, the whole system was

stable in the end and providing data with very low noise

level. Automatic routines for threshold settings are avail-

able. First analysis of the data reveals that efficiencies are

as expected from simulations, the time-over-threshold cut

for noise suppression works successfully, and timing preci-

sion is on the order of 260 ps. Some MAPMTs were cov-

ered with WLS coating (p-terphenyl) in particular in order

to measure timing properties. Results show a decay con-

stant of 2.4 ns in agreement with time resolved fluorescence

measurements. The previously increase of hit multiplicity

of about 20 % was confirmed. Given these successful tests,

the readout electronics was approved for mass production

for the installation in HADES. The inner part of the pho-

tondetector will be coated with WLS films. Full installation

is expected until the end of May 2018. The HADES RICH

detector will then participate in the Ag+Ag beamtime of

HADES in summer 2018 (FAIR phase 0) substantially en-

hancing the electron identification in HADES.
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Final design of the RICH Gas System

L. Kochenda1,2, P. Kravtsov∗1,2, O. Kochenda1, Y. Ryabov1, and C. Höhne3

1NRC ”Kurchatov Institute” PNPI, Gatchina, Russia; 2National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Moscow, Russia;
3Justus Liebig University, Giessen, Germany

The primary purpose of the CBM RICH Gas System

(Fig. 1) is to provide pure CO2 gas to the RICH detec-

tor at a stable differential pressure of 2 mbar and to check

the gas quality.

The gas system design is based on the gas systems for

the STAR and PHENIX experiments at BNL [1, 2, 3] and

the CBM RICH prototype gas system [4, 5, 6]. The sys-

tem operates nominally as a closed circuit gas system with

a gas recirculation flow rate through the RICH detector of

about 40 l/min. During normal operation fresh gas is added

with a mass flow controller FM1. To support a constant dif-

ferential pressure at the 2 mbar level measured by PT4, the

control system can change the flow through FM1 controller

in the range of 0-20 l/min. If the differential pressure is in-

creasing, the gas flow through FM1 will be reduced. In case

of a differential pressure drop, the flow through FM1 will

be increased. The gas system can be operated in an open

configuration for purging with a flow rate up to 100 l/min.

During purging at this flow rate, the gas flow will be di-

rected to SV1, FI1 and MV3. The blower installed near

the RICH volume will be used to reduce the detector inter-

nal pressure during purging. It compensates the pressure

drop of the long return pipeline. The bypass valve MV8 al-

lows manual adjustment of the optimum flow rate through

the blower to the flow rate while purging while keeping a

RICH inside pressure of 2 mbar. A bubbler will be used to

prevent accidental over pressure inside the RICH.

The bypass valve (BMV1) is manually adjusted to en-

able the optimum flow rate for the sampling and CO2 re-

freshing. A fraction (up to 40%) of the recirculation gas

can be passed through the purification units (purifier and

dryer) to remove oxygen and moisture. There is the pos-

sibility to check the gas purity with the analyzers after the

purifier and dryer to determine their saturation.

The purity of RICH gas is monitored using oxygen (O2)

and humidity (H2O) analyzers. The beam test [7] showed

that the purity requirements for the detector gas are quite

loose: The RICH detector can operate at 9000 ppm of oxy-

gen. Therefore the purging units are currently designed to

reduce water and oxygen concentration to 2000 ppm. This

allows to reduce CO2 consumption for the purging.

The Purifier is filled with active copper (0.95 kg) and

Catalyst BASF R3-11G (0.84 kg). It can operate at room

temperature and at 473 K. It is known that R3-11G can

be used at room temperature to remove oxygen and water.

We have tested it at 473 K and measured that its efficiency

∗pkravt@gmail.com

to remove Oxygen is approximately 3 times higher than at

room temperature. Using R3-11G together with the active

copper at 473 K increases the purifier efficiency and per-

mits its operation at two temperature levels. The oxygen

content after the purifier is about 2-3 ppm. The purifier re-

generating temperature is 473 K. A Temperature Indicating

Controller TIC1 supports this temperature level. A purging

mixture (CO2 + 5% H2) supplied through FI7 should be

used to regenerate the Purifier.

The Dryer is filled with 1.0 kg NaX molecular sieve. It

operates normally at room temperature. The water con-

tent at this temperature is 1-2 ppm in the Dryers output

flow. The regeneration of the Dryer is performed at 620-

670 K and supported with a Temperature Indicating Con-

troller TIC2.

A computer driven data acquisition/control system [5]

monitors all of the process variables including the RICH

differential pressure stabilization. The computer system

flags quantities which fall outside of predefined limits and

initiates corrective action. Using data from the TT1, PT4

and BP, RH, T (barometric pressure, relative humidity, tem-

perature) sensors the computer system estimates the CO2

refraction index.

The most part of the gas system was checked as the

RICH prototype gas system [6, 7]. The gas system for

the whole RICH detector basically reproduces the proto-

type system, with additional elements like the new blower,

new large purification units and some minor changes in the

circulation loop and control system.
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Figure 1: RICH Gas System diagram.
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Design of a control and monitoring system for the mirror alignment of the

CBM RICH detector

J. Bendarouach∗1 and C. Höhne1

1Justus Liebig University, Gießen

Maintaining mirror alignment is crucial to ensure a

proper and high quality operation of any RICH detector,

which is the case for the CBM RICH, too. To address this

problem, a correction cycle consisting of three stages has

been developed [1, 2, 3].

To qualitatively check the mirror alignment, a method

inspired from the CLAM system was tested and validated

during a beamtime at CERN [4, 5]. Additionally, a tech-

nique for the quantification of potential mirror misalign-

ment influenced by the HERA-B experiment has been de-

veloped in the simulation framework of the CBM experi-

ment and its performances have been optimized [6, 7].

The final aspect of the correction cycle combines the

misalignment information from the two previous steps and

corrects for track projections.

Ring-track matching is essential during the identification

of particles with a RICH detector. In the case of mirror ro-

tations, rings belonging to specific tracks are shifted on the

photon detector plane. This might cause mismatching, de-

creasing the efficiency of the detector, if track projections

are not corrected by the same rotation. The principle of the

correction cycle is to use the calculated mirror misalign-

ments and apply them to the RICH geometry during recon-

struction. The tracks are projected using the same mirror

rotation as photons, thus reducing ring-track distances in

the photon detector plane and ensuring a proper matching.

To test the final step of the correction cycle, artificial

misalignments have been applied to the RICH cylindrical

geometry. Each mirror of both the upper and lower parts

has been independently rotated around its X and Y axes.

The rotation values have been randomly taken from a Gaus-

sian distribution, with a sigma of 1 mrad. Four electrons

and four positrons with various energy ranging from 1 to

9.5 GeV and random directions have been simulated for

100 000 events, to obtain enough statistics on the outer

most mirrors, too. Misalignment detection and correction,

in accordance with the first stages of the correction cycle,

were automatically carried out by the software.

Figure 1 shows mean ring-track distances without cor-

rection in dependence of the photon detector plane area.

The impact of mirror misalignments is visible, as the dis-

tances between the ring and track go up to 1 cm and even

more at the edges, which corresponds to mirror rotations of

about 6 mrad. The regions of reflected photons from one

mirror tile are clearly separable.

Figure 2 shows same histograms after the correction pro-

∗ jordan.bendarouach@exp2.physik.uni-giessen.de

Figure 1: Mean ring-track distance with respect to the pho-

ton detector area. Impacts of mirror rotations are seen

through an increase in the mean ring-track distances.

cedure has been applied. The mean value of the ring-

track distance has decreased in the complete photon detec-

tor plane, except at the corners, to a value of around 0.35

cm, corresponding to a misalignment of 1.2 mrad. This has

to be compared to the ideally aligned case in which a resid-

ual ring-track distance due to the detector geometry and the

ring finding resolution of about 0.2-0.25 cm (∼ 0.75 mrad)

is always present.

Studies have been done for several ranges of mirror ro-

tations, yielding similar results. Additionally the evolution

of the ring-track distance independently in the horizontal

and vertical directions has also been investigated.

Figure 2: Mean ring-track distance with respect to the pho-

ton detector area after corrections.
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COSY beamtime Data Calibration, Time precission and WLS analysis

A. Weber1, M. Dürr1, and C. Höhne1

1Justus-Liebig Universität, Giessen, Germany

The CBM/HADES RICH detector readout electronics

was tested with a testbox in a proton beam at the COSY

accelerator in November 2017 [1]. A setup with a glass

lens (p=2.5 GeV/c) or alternatively a proximity focusing

quartz glass plate (p=1.25 GeV/c) was used. The signals

from the multi anode photo multiplier (MAPMT) (Hama-

matsu H12700) were registered with FPGA based Time-

To-Digital converters (TDCs) by the DiRICH Boards. Due

to non-linearity and temperature dependency of the TDC in

the FPGA, a calibration of the data had to be done. Based

on previous studies [2] a linear calibration was used. The

calibration files were created in software with Go4. For

each channel and each DiRICH an own calibration was per-

formed.

The Hamamatsu H12700 MAPMTs have an intrinsic time

precision that is larger than the TDC precision (about 30 ps

currently). The beamtime data was analysed to measure

the time precision of the DiRICH + MAPMT electronics.

The time precision was calculated by comparing the lead-

ing edge time of channel N and channel N-1 of a DiRICH

board. This time differences, called inner-channel-delays,

have been calculated for each channel with data from a

laser source. In the analysis of the proton beam data, events

were selected by selecting all signals/hits in a time window

of -500 ns to -300 ns relatively to the trigger signal from

the hodoscope. Hits have been further selected applying

a ToT cut calculated for each threshold with and without

WLS coating separately ??.

Last, after running the ringfinder only events with a found

ring whose center lies between 7.3 cm and 9.3 cm in x-axis

Figure 1: The leading-edge time difference of channel 5 to

channel 4 of DiRICH 0x1215 (Threshold: 80 mV).

Figure 2: Distribution of time precision from 144 channels

(Threshold: 80 mV).

and between 12.1 cm and 14.0 cm in y-axis were ac-

cepted.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the leading edge time

differences for channel 5 and channel 4 of DiRICH 0x1215

in a proton beam without WLS coverage with a thresh-

old of 80 mV. The distribution is peaking around 0 due to

the inner-channel-delays correction. Its sigma value gives

the time precision. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the

time precision of all 144 channel N to N-1 histograms that

had a statistic which is larger than 800. The measured

mean time precision from this two-channel comparison is

361.7 ps /
√
2 = 255,76 ps. It is dominated by the precision

of the MAPMTs.

The MAPMTs were used with and without a wave-length

shifting (WLS) film. The WLS coating increases the ef-

ficiency of the MAPMTs in the ultraviolet region. WLS

films made of p-Terphenyl were applied by means of dip

coating as described in detail in Ref. [4].

The achieved time precision of the DiRICH readout finally

allowed to analyse the impact of the WLS coating on tim-

ing. Beamtime data were analysed with the same set of cuts

as introduced before.

To evaluate the timing, the earliest hit in time for an event

after all cuts is taken as a reference time (Tref ). The dif-

ference of the reference time to all other hits (Thit) in the

same event after all cuts is calculated (Tdiff ):

Tdiff = Tref − Thit

The distribution of Tdiff is calculated for all thresholds

as well as with and without WLS coating. The distribu-

tions with WLS and without WLS are compared to each
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Figure 3: Distribution of Tdiff for WLS coated (red) and

uncoated (blue) MAPMTs in the RICH Testbox at a thresh-

old of 80 mV, produced from cherenkov photons at a 1.25

GeV/c proton beam. The Diagrams are normalized to the

same number of events.

other for each threshold separately. Figure 3 shows the dis-

tribution of Tdiff with and without WLS coverage at 80 mV

threshold which is a realistic threshold value. The distribu-

tions clearly deviate from each other for time differences

Tdiff between 1.5 ns and 40 ns showing the later emission

of WLS connected photons. The WLS coverage increases

the number of photons in this region by around 21 % in

comparison to data without WLS. The WLS time constant

is calculated by taking the difference between the distribu-

tion with and without WLS ( see Fig. 4). This distribution

is fitted with two exponential functions in a range of 1.5 ns

to 40 ns.

A · exp(−t/τ1) +B · exp(−t/τ2); t ∈ [1.5; 40]ns

The fast component τ1 has a value of 2.37 ns and stays

constant at this level versus threshold. τ2 is not stable in de-

pendence of threshold. It is mostly from background, thus

changes with threshold, and gives only a small contribution

of 2% to the data.

Figure 4: Blue: Difference between Tdiff distributions for

data with WLS coated and uncoated MAPMTs for a thresh-

old of 80 mV. Red: Fit of the data with two exponential

functions in a range between 1.5 ns and 40 ns.

Figure 5: Normalized fluorescence intensity as a function

of time after pulsed excitation at 280 nm for three different

emission wavelengths. The dashed lines represent fits to

the data (red, blue, and violet lines) taking into account

two different decay constants and the measured instrument

response function (grey line).

This component can thus be neglected. In addition

to the testbeam analysis, time-resolved fluorescence

measurements were performed using a Hamamatsu

Quantaurus-Tau system, excitation wavelength was

280 nm for all measurements. In Fig. 5, the time resolved

fluorescence intensity is shown for three different emission

wavelengths associated with the two maxima and one

shoulder in the emission spectrum of the dip-coated WLS

films [4]. Taking into account the instrument response

function, all decay curves can be described with two

time constants; for fluorescence in the main maximum at

353 nm, τ1 = 0.8 ns and τ2 = 2.3 ns were deduced. The

relative intensity of the second component is twice as large

as the first component. For the 370 and 390 nm, similar

results were obtained.

The analysis of the testbeam data is not sensitive in the

range of the fast 0.8 ns component. Thus the results from

both measurement methods with a value of 2.3 ns respec-

tively 2.37 ns are in very good agreement for the slow time

component of WLS coating.
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First results from COSY testbeam analysis

V. Patel , C. Pauly , and K.-H. Kampert

Bergische Universität Wuppertal

Data from the COSY testbeam is under analysis at Wup-

pertal and Giessen Universities. First results on the mul-

tiplicities and WLS coating are promising and will be dis-

cussed here. All results shown are from data with the prox-

imity focussing setup with 3 mm thick quartz glass and pro-

ton beam momentum of 1.25 GeV/c. The data collected

during this beamtest was analyzed using the GO4 package.

The total hit multiplicity measures the number of hits from

Cherenkov photons, thermal photons (noise) and crosstalk

in one trigger window in the whole PMT plane and thus

gives a first gross idea on the functionality of the system.

Multiplicity as a function of threshold is shown for differ-

ent MAPMT operating voltages in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Hit multiplicity as a function of threshold. Differ-

ent colors represent different MAPMT operating voltages.

The measurement shows about 14 photons at low thresh-

old voltage and normal operating voltage (-1000V). This

result is in good agreement with simulations assuming 80%

collection efficiency for the PMTs. Even for low gain

(or low operating voltage) the results are satisfactory (blue

curve).

A similar approach was taken to study the influence

of WLS coating. For a given value of operating voltage

(-1000V), data was taken with WLS coating on all the

MAPMTs, on half the MAPMTs and without any WLS

coating. The idea behind this was to verify that there is a

systematic variation in gain in multiplicity due to the WLS

coating and not due to some other unknown effect.

Figure 2 shows a clear increase in number of detected

photons for the same value of threshold for different combi-

nations of coated/ uncoated MAPMTs. To study this effect

quantitatively, the multiplicity for all WLS combinations

was normalized to the multiplicity of the same MAPMT

without WLS coating.

From figure 3 one can easily understand that there is a
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ferent color represents number of PMTs coated with WLS

paint.
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Figure 3: Hit multiplicity as a function of threshold. Dif-

ferent colors represent the ratio of different multiplicities.

gain of 23% if all the MAPMTs are coated with WLS (red

curve) while it is 11% if the coating is done on half of

the PMTs (blue and green curve). This suggests that the

change in multiplicities is a systematic effect. Thus one

can conclude that we will gain more than ≥ 20% photons

if we coat the MAPMTs with WLS paint.

Based on data from WLS coated PMTs, it is decided that

the inner part of the HADES-RICH photon detector will be

equipped with WLS coated MAPMTs.
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Investigation on the effect of 2nd MUCH station with reduced size

E. Nandy, P.P. Bhaduri, and S. Chattopadhyay

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata, INDIA

The muon chamber (MUCH) system in CBM is devoted

to dimuon measurement from the decay of Low Mass Vec-

tor Mesons (LMVMs) and J/ψ. A modular structure of the

detector renders additional flexibility of hassle-free upgra-

dation, as-per requirement.

The CBM-MUCH consists of a segmented absorber sys-

tem with three detectors layers, known as stations, placed

in between the absorbers as shown in Fig 1.The Gas Elec-

tron Multiplier (GEM) will be used as active detector com-

ponent in the first two stations. For the 3rd and the 4th sta-

tion use of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) as active de-

tector is under consideration. RPCs are cost-effective and

can be fabricated in large area.

MUCH covers an angular region from 5.7◦ to 25◦. Each

station has three detector layers. For 1st and 2nd station,

trapezoidal GEM modules are arranged to form a circular

profile around the beam pipe. Each detector layer has sev-

eral trapezoidal modules. First station has 16 modules each

of length 80 cm. The 2nd station has 20 modules each of

length is 97 cm. Production of GEM modules for 1st sta-

tion has already started and readout PCBs have been de-

signed. But for 2nd station detector size optimization has

been done to overcome the limitations in the production of

readout PCBs larger than 90 cm. We have investigated the

performance of MUCH dimuon detection, taking into ac-

count a reduced size of modules in the 2nd station.

Figure 1: Sectional view of the CBM-MUCH geometry.

In Fig 2. the layout of the muon chambers of the 1st

station consisting of trapezoidal-shaped sectors is shown.

Half of the total number of sectors have been arranged in

the front face and rest half in the rear face. For our present

implementation, pads are based on 1◦ separation in az-

imuthal angle. We have simulated the dimuon detection

from ω and J/ψ taking the reduced size of modules (90 cm)

in 2nd station for 8 AGeV (SIS100B setup with 4 stations +

4 absorbers) and 25 AGeV (SIS100C setup with 5 stations

+ 5 absorbers) central Au+Au collisions. Geometry setups

of SIS100B and SIS100C are shown in Fig 3.

Figure 2: Arrangement of modules in the 1st station. Read-

out plane of a module has been shown separately.

Figure 3: Muon detection system with 4 stations + 4

absorbers (SIS100B) (left) and 5 stations + 5 absorbers

(SIS100C) (right).

Simulations have been performed within the CbmRoot

framework with event generators PLUTO [2] and UrQMD

[3] for generating signals and background, respectively.

GEANT3 is used for particle transport through CBM setup.

Here, full CBM detectors setup with Silicon Tracking Sta-

tion (STS), MUon CHamber (MUCH), Transition Radia-

tion Detector (TRD) and Time of Flight (TOF) have been

used. ω has been studied for 8 AGeV central Au+Au colli-

sion in SIS100B setup with selection criteria of dimuons as

STS hits ≥ 7, MUCH hits ≥ 11 ,χ2
V ertex ≤ 2.0, χ2

MUCH ≤
1.3, χ2

STS ≤ 2.0 and mTOF
2 ≤ 0.05. J/ψ has been studied

for 25 AGeV central Au+Au collision in SIS100C setup

dimuon selection criteria as STS hits ≥ 7, MUCH hits ≥
11, TRD hits ≥ 2 ,χ2

V ertex ≤ 2.0, χ2
MUCH ≤ 1.3, χ2

STS ≤
2.0, χ2

TRD ≤ 6.0 and mTOF
2 ≤ 0.05.

With the modified setup 2nd station with of 90 cm mod-
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ule length, particle density distribution has been compared

with the standard setup at 25 AGeV central Au+Au colli-

sion and shown in Fig 4. For the 2nd station with modified

geometry particle density distribution terminates at a radial

distance of 113 cm compared to 121 cm of the standard

one.

Figure 4: Average particle density distribution for different

stations at 25 AGeV central Au+Au collision.

η-φ acceptance coverage has been checked for the mod-

ified setup and compared with standard setup at 8 AGeV

and 25 AGeV. The plots are shown in Fig 5. Plots suggest

no significant loss in acceptance for the modified setup.

Figure 5: η-φ of reconstructed ω at 8AGeV (left) and for

reconstructed J/ψ at 25AGeV (right).

Transverse momentum (pT ) dependence of muon-pair

reconstruction efficiency for ω at 8 AGeV and J/ψ at

25 AGeV has been studied and the ratio of effciencies

for modified setup to the standard setup as a function of

dimuon pT as shown in Fig 6.This ratio is seen to be nearly

constant.

Finally we have calculated the pair reconstruction effi-

ciency and S/B for ω and J/ψ at 8 AGeV and 25 AGeV as

listed in Table 1 and Table 2.

From the comparison shown in the Table 1. drop in S/B

for ω has been observed while the pair reconstruction ef-

ficiency remain nearly unchanged. For J/ψ at 25 AGeV,

shown in Table 2, a drop in efficiency is noted but S/B im-

proves.

We can therefore conclude that a 2nd station of reduced

dimension from 97 cm to 90 cm does not affect the perfor-

mance of detection of ω and J/ψ adversely.

Figure 6: pT wise efficiency ratio of modified to standard

setup of ω at 8 AGeV (top) and for J/ψ at 25 AGeV (bot-

tom).

Table 1: Efficiency and S/B for ω at 8 AGeV central

Au+Au collision for two geometrical configurations.

Standarad Geometry Modified Geometry

Efficiency(%) 0.92 0.92

S/B 0.25 0.22

Table 2: Efficiency and S/B for J/ψ at 25 AGeV central

Au+Au collision for two geometrical configurations.

Standarad Geometry Modified Geometry

Efficiency(%) 4.90 4.81

S/B 5.66 5.96
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Implementation of RPC geometry for the 3rd and 4th station of CBM-MUCH

E. Nandy1, Z. Ahmed1, O. Singh2, and S. Chattopadhyay1

1Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata, INDIA; 2Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, INDIA

The muon chamber (MUCH) system of CBM will be

used to measure the dimuons originated from Low Mass

Vector Mesons (LMVMs) and J/ψ decay. Muon chamber

will have a modular configuration and can be easily up-

graded as per the beam energy requirement [1].

The CBM-MUCH has a segmented absorber system

with three detector layers (stations) placed in between two

absorbers.The Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) will be used

as active detector element in the first two stations to han-

dle high particle rate. For the 3rd and the 4th stations use

of single gap Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) is foreseen

as the particle rate is lower at these locations.Additionally

RPC is a low cost detector and can be built in large area.

The angular acceptance of MUCH detectors is from 5.7◦

to 25◦. There are 3 detector layers in a station and of circu-

lar shape in the 1st and 2nd station around the beam pipe.

Each detector layer consists of several trapezoidal modules

for 1st and 2nd station. But for 3rd and 4th station different

geometry might be used.

Figure 1: MUCH geometry with RPCs in the 3rd & 4th

station.

As a part of initial study we have implemented rectangu-

lar shaped RPC module in 3rd and 4th stations [2]. Taking

25◦ as outer angular coverage of detector, the total outer

side length of 3rd station is ∼ 300 cm as shown in Fig 2.

We have divided the entire area of the 3rd station into four

equal rectangular modules each of size 178 cm x 122 cm

as shown in Fig 2. The modules are placed by 90◦ rota-

tion to each other and in staggered manners with two alter-

nate modules on the front face and rest two modules are on

back. In this way 3 layers in a station consists of total 12

rectangular RPC modules. For the 4th station the module

dimension is 138 cm x 206 cm, placed in a similar way as

in the 3rd station modules.

In the geometry implementation RPC Glass has been

Figure 2: Rectangular shaped RPC modules for 3rd station.

used as electrode plates and RPC gas as the active sensi-

tive medium inside. The thickness of the active RPC gas

is taken as 3mm. Priliminary x-y distribution of the Monte

Carlo points in the 3rd and 4th station considering a single

rectangular RPC module have been plotted and shown in

Fig 3.

Figure 3: x-y distribution of the Monte Carlo points in 3rd

(left) and 4th station (right).

As can be seen, the particle density is very high close

to the beam pipe and gradually decreases towards the

edge.Segmentation of the module will be implemented as

per the hit density. As of now strip segmentation or pro-

jective pad segmentation with large azimuthal segmentaion

angle is under consideration and further investigations are

under process.
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Inclusion of detector in-efficiency in CBM MuCh simulations

S.P. Rode∗1, P.P. Bhaduri2, V. Singhal2, E. Nandy2, S. Chattopadhyay2, and A. Roy1

1Discipline of Physics, IIT Indore, Khandwa Road, Indore - 453552, Madhya Pradesh, India; 2Variable Energy

Cyclotron Centre, 1/AF Bidhan Nagar, Kolkata - 7000064, India

In the Muon Chamber (MuCh) system of CBM experi-

ment, GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) detector technology

is foreseen to be be used in the first two stations. In existing

simulation of gas detector response, CBM MuCh detector

is considered to be 100 % efficient. But in reality some

of the pads in the read out plane, might be dead for some

moment during data taking which would lead to detector

in-efficiency. Therefore, implementation of inefficiency in

CBM MuCh detector and its effect on some observables is

the motivation of this work.

Within Cbmroot software, GEM detector response is

included at the digitization level, in a class named

”CbmMuchDigitizeGem” where digis (fired pads) are cre-

ated from the Monte Carlo (MC) points registered in the

active volume of the detctor.

As detector is considered to be 100% efficient, all the

incident MuCh MC points are converted into digis, which

are subsequently used for reconstruction of hits. In order to

implement detector in-efficiency in the simulations, at the

MC point level. The amount of (user defined) in-efficiency

fraction multiplied by the total number of MC points in

an event gives the required number of MC points to be

thrown away. Initially, the inefficiency fraction was kept

as constant in all simulated events. To include a more real-

istic scenario, later the in-efficiency fraction has been dis-

tributed randomly following a Gaussian distribution, over

the events with user defined mean (say 0.05 for 5% ineffi-

ciency) and standard deviation of 1%.

After implemention of detector in-efficiency, full simu-

lation and reconstruction of omega mesons (ω → µ+µ−)

in 8A GeV central Au+Au collisions has been performed

using SIS100 B muon setup.

Table 1: Reconstruction efficiency of ω meson at 8 AGeV

central Au+Au collisions

Mean inefficiency (%) Reconstruction efficiency (%)

0 0.88

5 0.593

10 0.339

15 0.171

20 0.074

Before studying the di-muon reconstruction efficiency,

we have first investigated the single track reconstruction

efficiency. Figure 1 shows the variation of ratio of recon-

structed to input MC tracks for different values of mean

∗phd1501251002@iiti.ac.in
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Figure 1: Variation of the single track recontsruction effi-

ciency with detector in-efficiency (see text for more details).

in-efficiency fraction. As we are interested in the selec-

tion of muon candidates, only those reconstructed tracks

are chosen which contain more than 6 STS hits, more than

10 muon hits and more than 70 % true hits. At the input

level only those MC tracks are selected which pass through

7 or more STS points and 11 or more MuCh points.

Finally we calculate the pair reconstruction efficiency of

the ω mesons in the di-muon decay channel. 105 events

are simulated in total. In addition to the cuts on hits associ-

ated with the recontsructed track, we further apply standard

analysis cuts on MuCh track χ2, STS track χ2 and track χ2

at primary vertex. The results are depicted in Table . As ev-

ident from the results, for a detector in-efficiency of around

10 % the omega reconstruction efficiency is reduced by a

factor of two. Further investigations are in progress.
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Testing of a triple GEM chamber with independent power supply

A. Kumar1,2, A.K. Dubey1, and S. Chattopadhyay1

1VECC, Kolkata, India; 2HBNI, Training School Complex, Mumbai, India

Trapezoidal shaped triple GEM chambers will be used

in the CBM (Compressed Baryonic Matter ) experiment at

FAIR (Facility for Anti-Proton and Ion Research) at Darm-

stadt Germany. A triple GEM consists of a drift gap (ac-

tive volume), GEM (amplification region), transfer and in-

duction regions. Symbols are described in Table 1. Two

schemes are mainly used to power a triple GEM detec-

tor: (1) through resistive chain, (2) through independent

power supply to each electrode. We planned to use the first

scheme for the final MUCH (Muon Chamber) chambers.

We are also testing triple GEM chambers with independent

power supply as a backup plan. A CAEN made indepen-

dent power supply, which is specially designed to power

triple GEM detectors, have been used for the testing[1]. In

this regard, we tested the operating condition by measuring

the gain and energy resolution of the triple GEM detector

with this power supply.

Figure 1 (left) shows the block diagram of the experi-

mental setup. A 31 cm x 31 cm triple GEM detector (with

gap configuration 3 mm / 1 mm / 1 mm / 1.5 mm) has been

tested using Fe55 (5.9 keV X-Ray source). The readout

consists of pads with varying size from 3 mm x 3 mm to

10 mm x 10 mm. The picture of the experimental setup

is shown in Figure 1 (right). Signals from detector were

first given to the charge sensitive pre-amplifier (Ortec 142

IH) and then to the main amplifier (Gain 20). The ampli-

fied analog signal is then converted to digital signal using

Analog-To-Digital converter (ADC) and pulse height spec-

tra for different voltage settings were stored in computer. A

CAEN made independent power supply was used for bias-

ing the GEM detector which is shown the Figure 1(right).

We can set the voltage difference for any gap in this power

supply. The advantage is that other voltages will not be

affected by change in one voltage setting.

The effect of one voltage settings, keeping the other volt-

ages constant, has been studied. How the gain (ADC chan-

nel) and energy resolution of triple GEM detector varies

with different voltages (drift, induction, transfer and GEM)

are discussed here. A typical Fe55 (5.9 keV X-ray) spectra

is shown in the Figure 2. Energy resolution is given by

R = FWHM
PeakADCChannel

where FWHM is Full Width at Half Maximum and Peak

ADC channel is mean of Gaussian.

Figure 3 shows the variation of gain and energy resolu-

tion on drift voltage keeping other voltages fixed (Vt=280V,

Vg=370V, Vi=660V). If we increase the drift voltage gain

increase first and after certain value of Vd gain starts de-

Figure 1: Left: Block diagram of experimental setup.

Right: Picture of experimental setup

Vd Vt Vgem Vi

Drift Transfer GEM Induction

Table 1: Symbols for different regions

creasing as expected. Energy resolution improves as we

increase the drift voltage because of focusing of electrons

at GEM holes.

The effect of transfer (Vt1=Vt2) on gain and resolution

is shown in the Figure 4 keeping (Vd=680V, Vi=660V and

Vg=370) fixed. Effect of transfer voltage on gain is more

or less same as the drift voltage. Gain increases with Vt

because of proper transfer of electrons from one GEM foil

to another GEM foil. The decrease in gain at higher Vt is

because of the losses of avalanche (number of electrons) in

transfer region. Resolution at lower transfer (Vt<100V) is

large and decreases for high transfer (Vt>100).

Variation of induction voltage on gain and energy reso-

lution of detector is shown in Figure 5. keeping other volt-

ages fixed (Vd=680V, Vt=280V, Vg1=Vg2=Vg3=370V). If

we increase the induction voltage we collect more and more

charges so that the gain the increases. At lower induction

the energy resolution is high and decreases as we increase

induction voltage.

Figure 2: Typical Fe55 spectrum
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Figure 3: Variation of ADC and energy resolution with drift

voltage

Figure 4: Variation of ADC and energy resolution with

transfer voltage

The variation of gain and energy resolution with

GEM voltage by keeping other voltages fixed (Vd=680V,

Vt=280V, Vi=660V) is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Here we increase three GEM voltages equally and simul-

taneously (Vg1=Vg2=Vg3) and plotted the combined ef-

fect of GEM voltage on gain and energy resolution. Gain

increases exponentially by increasing GEM voltage as ex-

pected. But the resolution first improves and then deterio-

rates. First decrease of resolution is due to the the increase

in number of multiplication but the increase (Vg>360) is

due to the UV emission which leads to the more fluctuation

in charges. The effect of individual GEM voltage was also

studied by keeping other voltage (Vd,Vi,Vt) fixed. Here we

plotted the effect of individual GEM voltage on gain (Fig-

Figure 5: Variation of ADC and energy resolution with in-

duction voltage

ure 6) and energy resolution (Figure 7). Upper triangle is

due to the first GEM foil, lower triangle is due to the second

GEM foil and star is for the third GEM foil.

Figure 6: Variation of peak ADC channel with GEM volt-

age

Figure 7: Variation of energy resolution with GEM voltage
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Testing of Low Resistive RPC detector for 3rd and 4th station of CBM-MUCH

M. Mondal∗, Z. Ahammed, J. Saini, P. Bhaskar, E. Nandy, and S. Chattopadhyay

VECC, 1/AF, Bidhan Nagar, Kolkata, India

Resistive plate chambers (RPC) are planned to be used

for 3rd and 4th station of CBM-MUCH detector system.

However, for traditional glass or bakelite RPC, the limi-

tation of RPC rate capability is ∼ 1 kHz/cm2 [1]. Hence

the particle rates were simulated at the place of installation.

Simulation results in Figure1 shows that the maximum par-

ticle rate at 3rd and 4th station will be 9 kHz/cm2 and 3

kHz/cm2 for 10 AGeV minimum bias Au-Au collision.

Figure 1: Particle Rate on the CBM-MUCH Stations in 10

AGev minimum bias Au-Au collision

The rate handling capability of RPC is limited due to the

voltage drop across the electrodes in an RPC and equal to

δV = ρφqd, where ρ is the resistivity of the electrodes, d

is the thickness of the electrodes, q is the charge in each

avalanche which depends upon the mode of operation of

the detector i.e. avalance or streamer mode (avalanche

mode ∼ 1 pC and streamer mode ∼ 100 pC), and φ cor-

responds to particle flux. To handle such high rate in CBM

experiment, electrodes made of low resistive material, pure

avalanche mode operation of the detector and sophistaced

front end electronics are necessary.

To cover large area, ease of handling and cost effec-

tiveness, bakelite RPCs have been chosen for these sta-

tions. Low resistive bakelite RPCs have already been used

in Muon Trigger system(MTR) of ALICE experiment [2].

Figure2 shows the test results from MTR where 95% effi-

ciency was achieved at 10 kHz/cm2 particle rate. Tests at

Gamma Irradiation Facility(GIF) at CERN showed it to tol-

erate 60 mC/cm2 without degradation of any performances

[3].

We have procured a linseed oil coated, low resitivite, sin-

gle gap, bakelite RPC with 2 mm gas gap similar to the

ALICE-MTR[2] RPC detectors. The measured resistivity

∗m.mondal@vecc.gov.in

Figure 2: Efficiency of low resistivity RPC operating in

avalanche mode as a function of particle flux for 3 different

high voltage.[2]

Figure 3: Cosmic Ray Test Setup of the RPC with PADI as

FEE

of the bakelite is ρ = 3.5 × 109 Ω-cm. The RPC detector

has been operated in avalanche mode with gas mixture of

ratio R134a : iC4H10 : SF6 :: 94.2 : 4.7 : 1.1 in a stan-

dard cosmic ray test setup shown in Figure3. The detector

has been tested using both CERN developed NINO ASIC

based FEE board (results not presented here) and CBM-

TOF Front End ASIC PADI-6[4]. PADI-6 does not have a

pulse strecher after the discriminator stage of the ASIC un-

like NINO. Hence with very low input signals, digital out-

put are not detected by conventional level translators like

LVDS to LVTTL etc. GET-4 ASIC [5] designed by CBM-

TOF group has this capability to detect such low signals but

as at the time of this integration tests, GET-4 ASIC was not

avilable at VECC. Apart from this, a test beam was planned
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to be taken at COSY-Juliech in Feb-18 where RPCs were

planned to be tested with high particle rate. As the CBM-

TOF readout chain is too much complicated, we have built

a custom made discriminator to feed the PADI output to

further process the signal. The ouput signal from this dis-

criminator can be coupled by conventional electronics to

find out efficiency and other basic parameters of RPCs in

this test beam.

Figure 4: Functional Block Diagram of the Custom-made

Discriminator

Digital output from the PADI has been fed to a custom-

made fast Leading Edge Discriminator with adjustable de-

lay and width output. It comprises of a fast ECL compara-

tor, two monostables, to provide delay and width genera-

tion and subsequently gives two NIM standard outputs and

a TTL output. In the heart of the unit,a fast comparator

MAX9600 has been used. It has a maximum propagation

delay of 500 ps, dispersion of 30 ps and also a tracking

frequency of 4 Gbps.This IC also has a provision for hys-

terisis adjustment which is useful for preventing oscillation

or multiple transitions due to noise. A voltage reference

REF192 has been used to provide necessary voltage refer-

ence to the fast comparator with ultra low noise and good

stability. This reference IC has a temperature coefficient

of 5 ppm/◦C. The threshold of the comparator can be set

from +50 mV to + 2.5V which can be adjusted by a multi-

turn trimpot. Both the delay and width of the output have a

range of 10 ns to 40 µs adjustable via trimpots R1 and R2

respectively. The block diagram of the discriminator has

been shown in figure4.
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Figure 5: Efficeincy as a function of applied high voltage
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Figure 6: Noise Rate as a function of applied high voltage

The detector has shown promising results in avalance

mode using PADI as FEE. It is seen from Figure5 that the

efficiency plateau starts at 10500 Volt with 94% efficiency

at the dark count rate of 1.1 Hz/cm2. The noise rate is

within acceptable limit for RPC as ashown in Figure6. Fur-

ther study and optimization of detector parameters are in

progress.
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Figure 7: Raw timing spectra using a 12 bit TDC

We have also measured the timing spectra shown in

Figure7. The uncorrected time resolution of the low

resistive bakelite RPC is ∼ 1.23 ns.
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Study of the rate handling capacity of a straw tube detector

S. Roy1, N. Nandi∗2, R. P. Adak1, S. Biswas1, S. Das1, S.K. Ghosh1, S.K. Prasad1, and S. Raha1

1Bose Institute, Kolkata, India; 2Raja Peary Mohan College, Uttarpara, Hooghly, West Bengal, India

Straw tubes [1, 2] are one of the strong candidates for the

3rd and 4th stations of the CBM Muon Chamber (MUCH).

Basic R&D have been carried out with one small straw tube

detector prototype with premixed gas of Ar+CO2 in 70:30

and 90:10 ratio. The variation of gain and energy resolu-

tion with rate per unit length are measured. The method

of measurement and the test results are presented in this

report.
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Figure 1: (Top) Energy spectrum of the straw tube detector

with the Gaussian fitting curve (red line) to the 5.9 keV

peak. (Bottom) The Gain and the energy resolution vs.

voltage.

In the particular study the energy spectrum for the Fe55

X-rays is obtained. Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum

recorded with a straw tube detector for Fe55 source at a

biasing voltage of 1650 V with Ar/CO2 in 70/30 gas mix-

ture. In this spectrum, the 5.9 keV full energy peak and

the escape peak are clearly visible and well separated from

the noise peak. The absolute gain and energy resolution

are measured by obtaining the mean position of 5.9 keV

peak with Gaussian fitting, increasing the biasing voltage

of the straw tube detector. It is observed that the gain in-

creases exponentially whereas the energy resolution value

decreases with the voltage as shown in Fig. 1.

The variation of gain and energy resolution is also mea-

sured varying the rate of incident X-ray on the detector us-

ing a collimator made with perspex. The collimator open-

∗Now at Department of Physics, University of Calcutta, 92, APC

Road, Kolkata-700 009, India

ing is changed to vary the rate of particles incident on the

detector. The energy spectrum is obtained for each setting

of the collimator. These measurements are performed with

both Ar/CO2 70/30 and 90/10 gas mixtures. Measured gain

and energy resolution as a function of X-ray rate per unit

length are shown in Fig. 2. It is observed that for Ar/CO2

70/30 the gain and energy resolution remains constant up

to a rate of about 2 × 104 Hz/mm, then the gain decreases

and the energy resolution value increases with the rate. A

similar behavior has been seen for the gas mixture Ar/CO2

90/10 while the gain and energy resolution stays constant

up to a rate of about 3.2 × 104 Hz/mm.
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Figure 2: Gain and energy resolution as a function of rate

for both Ar/CO2 70/30 and 90/10 mixtures.

Keeping in mind the particle flux straw tube is an option

to be used for the 3rd and 4th stations of the CBM MUCH.

The possibility to use the straw tube detector for the CBM

MUCH detector system is under investigation.

We would like to thank Prof. Vladimir Peshekhonov,

JINR/Dubna, and Dr. Christian J. Schmidt, GSI Detector

Laboratory, for providing the straw tube prototype.
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Testing Pre-series prototype triple GEM chambers of CBM-MUCH with

Pb+Pb collision at CERN SPS

A. Kumar1,2, A.K. Dubey1, J. Saini1, V. Singhal1, V. Negi1, S. Mandal1, S.K. Prasad3, D. Nag3,
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Two large size (80 cm x 40 cm) trapezoidal shaped triple

GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) chambers were tested with

Pb+Pb collisions at CERN SPS in December 2016. The

details of the experimental setup, data acquisition system,

data taking and some preliminary results have been previ-

ously reported[1]. Schematic of the experimental setup is

shown in Figure 1. Pb beams was incident on the Pb target

of 1 mm thickness. In this paper we have presents the test

results of 150 AGeV run. Event reconstruction using dia-

mond as a reference detector, hit multiplicity in each plane,

ADC histograms and tracking procedure using three GEM

detectors have been discussed in detail.

Spill structures as measured by the three different GEM

detectors as well as for diamond detector are shown in

Figure 2. Different colors in the figure are for different

detector planes. Green is for GEM1, red is for GEM2, blue

is for GEM3 and black is for diamond. A free streaming

data acquisition system was used in the test run. Data were

stored in a time-slice manner (size of time-slice is 10 ms).

Diamond detector was used as a reference detector for

constructing an event. We select all hits of GEM detectors

which lie between two consecutive diamond detector hits

and calculate the time difference distribution between each

GEM detector and diamond detector. Time difference

spectra for GEM1, GEM2 and GEM3 is shown in the left

panels of Figure 3 respectively. The distribution of average

number of hits per event in each of these planes is shown

in the right panel of Figure 3. The baseline subtracted

pulse height distribution for GEM1 and GEM2 is shown

in the Figure 4. In the analysis we removed those events

where consecutive time difference between two diamond

detector was zero. Variation of average hit per event for

individual planes with ADC threshold is shown in the

Figure 5. Average number of hits in each plane remains

unchanged up to an ADC threshold of 50, implying no

significant noise contribution in the reconstructed events.

However, a further increase in the ADC threshold, starts

cutting down the signal leading to fall in the number of

tracks detected.

Assuming the target at (0,0,0), we first determine the

Global X,Y and Z coordinates of every readout pad for all

the three GEM detectors using appropriate Local-to-Global

coordinate transformations. The distributions of X-Y hits

for the three planes are shown in Figure 6 (left). The corre-

sponding η-φ of the detector hits is shown in the Figure 6

(right). We select a small region in η-φ where all the three

planes overlap. Our goal is to do a straight line fit from

these coordinates to determine a track. The parameterized

Figure 1: Schematic of experimental setup

Figure 2: Spill structure seen for three different GEM plane

and diamond detector

equations for the straight line fit is as follows:

x = a+ b ∗ z
y = c+ d ∗ z

Solution of the these equations can be found by minimizing

the χ2. The expression for χ2 in x and y is

χ2
x =

N
∑

r=1

(xr − a− bzr)
2

σ2
r

χ2
y =

N
∑

r=1

(yr − c− dzr)
2

σ2
r

where N is the total number of detector planes. In our

case four planes are available for forming the track. By

taking N=3, we select any three planes and extrapolate

the line to the fourth one to obtain fitted X and Y coor-

dinates in this plane. The distribution of the difference

between the extrapolated points and the actual hit points is

GEM1 GEM2 GEM3

50 100 100

Table 1: ADC cut used for tracking
η φ

1.37 to 1.40 264 to 266

1.39 to 1.42 263 to 267

Table 2: η-φ cut used for tracking
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Figure 3: Top: Time difference between GEM1 and di-

amond (left) and average number of hit per event for

GEM1(right). Middle: Same for GEM2. Bottom: Same

for GEM3

Figure 4: ADC histogram for GEM1 (left), GEM2(middle)

and GEM3(right)

obtained. The width of this residual distribution provides

the information about position resolution. The ADC cut

and η-φ cuts used for track selection are shown in Table 1

and Table 2. Residuals (mm) in X and Y for each track has

been calculated by extrapolating the line to GEM1 plane

as shown in the Figure 7 (top). Dimension of the pads at

GEM1 plane in the selected η-φ region is about ˜9 mm x

Figure 5: Variation of average number of hit per event with

ADC cut

Figure 6: X-Y (left) and η-φ (right) distribution of hits on

the detector plane for GEM1, GEM2 and GEM3

Figure 7: Residuals in X and Y at GEM1 plane(up) and

Residuals in X and Y at diamond plane (down)

˜9 mm. Similarly, Figure 7 (bottom) shows the residual

distribution at the origin. The size of the diamond detector

is ˜2 cm x ˜2 cm. Another set of residuals for second η-φ
window (refer Table 2) was also calculated and the sigma

of the distributions agree within 10 to 15% for the two

cases considered.

To summarize, events were reconstruction using dia-

mond as a reference detector. Average number of hit per

event in each GEM plane were calculated. Effect of ADC

threshold on the average number of hit per event has been

studied. We perform straight line tracking using hits on the

detector plane and residuals at GEM1 and origin were cal-

culated by extrapolating the fitted lines. Simulation of the

test beam geometry is under process to correlate with the

results obtained.
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Testing of Optocoupler based HV distribution for large size GEM detectors for

CBM-MUCH

J. Saini∗, V. Negi, A. Kumar, A. Dubey, and S. Chattopadhyay

VECC, 1/AF, Bidhan Nagar, Kolkata India

Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors will be used

for Muon tracking in CBM experiment [1] where the sizes

of the detector modules are of the order of 1 metre x 0.5

metre. For construction of these chambers, three GEM foils

are used per chamber. As reported earlier [2] the top sur-

face of each GEM foil is segmented into 24 sectors lead-

ing to 24 separate HV inputs. These HV segmentation cir-

cuits consisting of optocouplers which will be installed at

the broader side of the trapezoidal GEM module at about

1 meter away from the beam line. The radiation dose for

the full CBM operation(10 years of CBM operation) at this

position will be less than 20 kRad for ionizing dose while

4X1012 Nequ per cm2 for non-ionizing dose. Hence, these

optocouplers need to be verified for the radiation dose apart

from gain, noise and isolation tests which are general pre-

requisites.

Figure 1: Section of drift chamber mounted with optocou-

plers and HV connections

Optocouplers are mounted on newly made trapezoidal

drift chamber PCB upper section of same is shown in Fig-

ure 1. 24-dip-switches and 2.54 mm control-headers are

mounted above the optocouplers. Each dip-switch/control

point simultaneously switches off/on same segments of all

three (top, middle and bottom) GEM foils. With these dip-

switches we can manually isolate any faulty GEM foil seg-

ment and can have local HV segmentation control. The

headers are there to control HV segmentation from remote.

Provision has been made on the drift PCB to power the en-

tier HV by either two individual supplies or by using one

supply and two resistive chains. For the lab tests at VECC,

we used only one resistive chain coupled to one power sup-

ply.Jumper wires were used to connect to the other half as

seen in Figure 1.

To perform the isolation test, we short circuted one of

the GEM foil segment at input stage to simulate a short.

A rise of 13 uA current with one short-circuited segment

was observed. This segment was isolated by switching off

∗ jsaini@vecc.gov.in

the optocoupler. The chain-current was restored back to

its original value. To verify the possibilities of discharge

among the isolated and non-isolated segments, at opera-

tional HV of the detector, a healthy segment was cutoff

using the optocoupler dip-switch. No discharge was seen

among the segments. The next step was to test the noise

and gain characterstics of the detector powered via these

optocouplers. No noticiable increase in noise was obsered

when the detector was coupled by a nXYTER FEBs. Fig-

ure 2 shows the gain linearity of the detector with applied

HV.

Figure 2: Linearity plot with respect to Voltage

These optocouplers were irradiated with 60 kRad of

gamma dose in 60Co chamber at IUC Kolkata. The leakage

current after this much dose reached upto 1 uA but restored

to its nominal value within 10 minutes. These same op-

tocouplers were irradiated for 4.46X1012 Nequ per cm2 at

BARC, Mumbai. After the irradiation, there was no noti-

ciable change in the leakage currents of these devices and

the devices are still holding more than 400V as desired by

GEM detectors. Hence these components are certified to

be used in the GEM detector HV distribution.
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Design and development of a Low Voltage Distribution Board and its control

system for the CBM-MUCH setup

V.S. Negi∗, J. Saini, and S. Chattopadhyay

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata- 700064, INDIA

The entire readout for the first two stations of MUCH

will have 1728 FEE boards to be powered individually.

To cope with such a requirement, Low Voltage distribu-

tion Board (LVDB) is planned to be mounted on detector

with minimum cable load. As shown in Fig.1 the first pro-

totype of LVDB had been developed with 15 output chan-

nels, individual channel monitoring and control. Instead of

using switch (Logic 0 or 1), driver current had been con-

trolled using 8-bits variable resistance. This unique control

scheme gives the four fold coincidence reliability (radiation

needs to change the status of at least four bits) making the

LVDB radiation tolerant itself without relying much on the

concerned controller. The experiment will have substantial

incidence of gamma and neutrons, thus all the electronics

components need to be radiation hard.

Figure 1: LVDB prototype

As shown in Fig.2 all the electronics components were

subjected to accelerated life test with gamma irradiation

(acceleration factor 100000) and with 14 MeV neutron irra-

diation (acceleration factor 1000). Gamma irradiation test

has been conducted at IUC-Kolkata with Cobalt-60 gamma

irradiation facility with the dose rate of 4 krad/minute. Var-

ious components were tested for expected gamma radiation

level. Similarly components were tested for neutron irradi-

ation at BARC.

During irradiation test, real time monitoring and data

logging of various electrical parameters were done so that

we can have very close look at the health of devices.

As shown in Fig.3 all the components which were used

in the LVDB has desired radiation tolerances. Though

dose rate during the irradiation is 1000 times higher than

the CBM environment yet SEUs numbers were within the

∗vnegi@vecc.gov.in

Figure 2: Gamma chamber and neutron generator

Figure 3: List of radiation hard components

limit. First prototype of LVDB board with all the controls

and UDP interface has been developed and being used in

our lab. At present GUI has been developed on MAT-LAB

for control and monitoring process.
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Design and development of error resilient control system of Low Voltage

Distribution Board for CBM-MUCH detector

V.S. Negi∗, J. Saini, and S. Chattopadhyay

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata- 700064, INDIA

We are involved in building the low voltage distribution

board for the CBM muon detector at FAIR. Designing a

control system for such an experiment is always a chal-

lenge.Incidence of neutrons, hadrons and other charge par-

ticles may cause upsets in the memory of the concerned

controller, which may lead to the failure of control system.

In this work, efforts have been made to give reliable solu-

tion for MUCH control system. All the memory devices

were tested for SEUs or any permanent damages under the

stressful conditions. The control topology includes follow-

ing features, continuous scrubbing of FPGA via FLASH

memory. Redundancy in the control logic, Instead of using

conventional switch (logic 0 or 1) for DC to DC converter,

hard ON and stable OFF logic had been developed using

8-bit variable resistor. This logic not only gives four-fold

coincidence protection (radiations need to change status of

at least four bits then only it affects the controls) but also

limits the dependency of LVDB on controller.

Figure 1: Occurrence of SEUs with 2 min refresh rate

The test had been conducted at BARC Mumbai with 14

MeV, neutron generator. The bulk damage and SEU cross

section of 14MeV neutron is more than 1 MeV [1]. Dose

rate during the experiment was 6.132 x 107 N14/cm2 which

is approximately 1000 times of the CBM experiment dose

rate. There was continuous scrubbing of configuration file

via flash memory at different refresh rates. Fig.1 shows the

single event upsets in configuration file with refresh rate

of 2 min. During the experiment it was seen that in-spite

of having such a high dose rate almost insignificant upsets

were observed in 8 bit variable resistor (digital pot) .

As shown in Fig.2, 8 bit SPI variable resistor (digital

∗vnegi@vecc.gov.in

Figure 2: Layout of digital pot

Pot) is the key element in Hard ON and stable OFF logic.

100 Kohm resistance (X) is divided into 256 parts. As bi-

nary value increases from 0 to 255, value of X increases

linearly from 0 Kohm to 100 Kohm. Hard ON and stable

OFF logic circuit is shown in Fig.3. A pair complemen-

tary MOSFETs were used with the threshold of 0.8V and –

0.8V respectively.

Figure 3: Schematic of hard on and stable off circuit

Both the MOSFETs are in non-conducting state thus

inhibit pin is floating and DC-DC converter is ON. Xon

(Value of X in Ohms for which DC to DC converter is ON)

is chosen such that Vgs1 and Vgs2 are much below the

threshold level. Vgs1 ON and Vgs2 ON are shown with

red lines in Fig.4.(Xon = 0 Ohms), its corresponding binary

bits are “00000000”. To change the state of converter from

ON to OFF radiation needs to change all four consecutive

0s into 1s from the MSB side. Probability of happening

such an specific event is extremely low because all eight

transistors inside the digital pots are geometrically located
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at different positions. Moreover during the SEUs testing,

dose rate was 1000 times higher than the expected dose

rate ,still not even a single upset had been observed where

all four bits were flipped.

Figure 4: Effect of SEUs during OFF STATE

In this state, DC-DC converter is OFF. Xoff (Value of X

in ohms for which DC to DC converter is OFF) is chosen

such that R4+R2+ Xoff =R1+R3+ 100- Xoff , more-over

Vs1 and Vs2 were adjusted so that Vgs2=-Vgs1= 0.85V

just above the threshold. In this state normally both the

mosfets are conducting. As shown in fig.4, if radiation al-

ters the value of Xoff, let say X increases due to SEUs then

that may turn off one of the mosfets as its Vgs get lower

than the threshold. On the other hand (100-X) decreases

thus for another mosfet Vgs increase further more in mag-

nitude keeping it ON and the state of converter will not

change, it will remain off.

Once the variable resistor is programmed it will decides

the state of converter. once it is programmed then it does

not matter if the whole program in the controller get alter

or erased completely, since digital pot is a memory device

itself it will remember the previous state.

Figure 5: Over-all control scheme.

Moreover control system gives flexibility to the user that

he can refresh digital pots at any time with any refresh

rate. As shown in Fig.5 there is a continuous scrubbing of

configuration file via flash memory. FPGA base controller

have a provision to control the scrubbing of variable resis-

tor. As shown in Fig6. A full fledge control system had

been developed using FPGA. Two LVDB boards were con-

trolled and monitored, reliable udp link had been establish,

control panel had been made on matlab based GUI.

Figure 6: Full fledge control for two LVDB boards.
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Transition Radiation Detector - Summary

C. Blume and the CBM TRD working group

Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Figure 1: CBM-TRD geometry for SIS100, consisting of

one station with four layers of detectors. Shown here is

the implementation of the TRD geometry in the simulation

framework. Visible are the ROCs with the radiator boxes in

the front view (left), while the rear view (right) shows the

backpanels of the ROCs together with the front-end elec-

tronics.

Introduction

The main task of the Transition Radiation Detector

(TRD) is to identify electrons above momenta of 1 GeV/c
and thus to extend the electron identification capabilities of

the Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detector above mo-

menta of p ∼ 5 GeV/c. In this region the TRD should

provide a pion suppression factor in the range of 10 – 20 at

an electron efficiency of 90 %, in order to allow for a high

quality measurement of dielectrons in the mass range from

below the ρ and ω masses to beyond the J/ψ mass. Due

to its capability to identify charged particles via their spe-

cific energy loss, the TRD in addition will provide valuable

information for the measurement of fragments.

These requirements can be fulfilled with a Xe/CO2

based Multi-Wire Proportional Counter (MWPC) detec-

tor in combination with an adequate radiator. The default

MWPC design is composed of a symmetric amplification

area of 3.5 + 3.5 mm thickness, complemented by a 5 mm

drift region to enhance the TR-photon absorption probabil-

ity in the active gas volume. This geometry provides also

efficient and fast signal creation, as well as readout, with

timescales below 200 µs per charged particle track. The

performance of the detector is maximized by reducing the

material budget between radiator and gas volume to a min-

imum.

The baseline design for the TRD at SIS100 will con-

sist of one station, composed of four detector layers (see

Fig. 1). It will be positioned between the RICH and the

Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector and thus will help to re-

duce the background in the TOF resulting from track mis-

matches by providing additional position information be-

tween RICH and TOF. The TRD will also be used as track-

ing station behind the last absorber of the MUCH detector

in the muon configuration of CBM.

Technical design report

A first version of the Techical Design Report (TDR) for

the TRD has been completed early in 2017. It was then

scrutinised in an internal review in March 2017, which

was performed by a committee of international experts

on the various aspects of TRDs, electronics and the re-

lated physics topics. Based on the recommendations of

the expert committee an extensive revision of the TDR and

project was performed.

One major aspect of this process was the redesign of the

TRD geometry with the aim of achieving an overall simpli-

fication. The new design, as shown in Fig. 1, now consists

of only four (before six) different module types, two small

ones (type 1 and 3, size 57 × 57 cm2) and two large ones

(type 5 and 7, size 99× 99 cm2). This facilitates the mod-

ule production significantly and also allows for a simpler

routing of service lines. Furthermore, many complications

in the design of the readout system can now be avoided.

E.g. only one type of Common ReadOut Board, namely

C-ROB3, will now be required.

It was also decided to remove the chapter on alternative

options from the TDR, such that the new version consis-

tently describes a baseline solution for the whole TRD sys-

tem. The innermost modules of the TRD, situated in the

region of the highest hit rates, can still employ a different

technology (i.e. pad planes with triangular pads and FASP

readout), as being developed by the Bucharest group. This

design will be described in an addendum to the existing

TDR, which is currently under preparation.

The revised TDR has officially been submitted in Dec.

2017 to the ECE for the final approval.

Physics performance

The main physics cases for the TRD are the measure-

ment of dielectrons in the intermediate mass range (i.e. be-

tween φ- and J/ψ-mass) and the identification of light nu-

clei. As a consequence of the TDR revision the correspond-

ing physics performance studies had to be repeated with the

new TRD geometry and to be extended in order to address
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the referee comments. The results of the revised simulation

studies are summarized in [7] (intermediate mass dielec-

trons) and [2] (identification of light nuclei). Both analyses

were now done with three, four and five TRD layers in or-

der to determine the optimal geometry for these physics

observables. The results show that three layers would be

insufficient, while an additional fifth layer is not needed to

achieve the desired performance.

Front-end electronics

A test batch of the SPADIC 2.1 ASIC has been submit-

ted. This version includes features suggested by the TDR

referees, such as, e.g., an overload recovery and a running

averaging for the baseline determination. It will have a

BGA packaging in order to reduce the real estate occupied

by the chip on the Front-End Boards (FEBs). This will

allow to design FEBs which are small enough to fit flatly

onto the backpanel of the TRD chambers, even for module

type-1 which has the highest channel density.

The development of multi-ASIC FEBs is progressing

well [3]. A first version of a quad-FEB, to be equipped with

the SPADIC 2.0, is available and is intended to be used for

mCBM.

Readout and feature extraction

The TRD readout has been upgraded for the connection

of multiple SPADICS to a given AFCK board [4]. This

implementation has been successfully tested at DESY and

CERN-GIF and will be further extended for the quad-FEBs

to be used for mCBM and for the GBTx-based C-ROBs.

An important part of the readout chain is the feature ex-

traction stage, which will deliver event-filtered and band-

width reduced data to the FLES. First performance studies

on the online cluster reconstruction in terms of total cluster

charge and position have been performed [5].

Laboratory and beam tests

Also in 2017 extensive test have been performed, both

in the laboratory and at accelerators. The Bucharest group

has set up a test stand equipped with a high intensity x-

ray source, which allows to investigate the performance of

prototypes under high counting rate conditions [6].

In Münster an automated calibration setup for the read-

out chambers using an 55Fe-source was build [7], which

can be used for a quality assessment of newly produced

readout chambers. This setup is currently also been used to

study the multi-hit performance of the SPADIC [8].

A systematic test of four large prototypes with radiators

was performed with electron beams at DESY [9]. These

data allow for a detailed characterization of the radiators

and will serve as a reference for the fine-tuning of the de-

tector simulation.

In order to investigate the stability of the readout cham-

bers and front-end electronics in an high rate environment a

first test at the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) at CERN

was done [10].

The analysis of the test beam data of 2017 is currently

still on-going. Several software developments on the soft-

ware framework for the analysis of test beam data have

been done [11], which now provide a unified environment

for these studies.

Summary and outlook

With the finalization of the TDR the research and de-

velopment phase for the TRD can almost be concluded.

On-going activities mainly concern topics such as services,

cooling and the gas system, while the design of the read-

out chambers themselves is essentially final. Four large

chamber prototypes, which are already very close to this

design and have already been operated at the CERN-SPS

and DESY, will be available for mCBM. Also the develop-

ment of the front-end electronics is progressing and final

FEBs should be available by the end of 2018. Therefore,

it is planned to start the production readiness review by the

end of 2018 and to start mass production soon after that.
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Status update of the TRD data acquisition chain during 2017
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Overview

During 2017 two test beam campaigns were per-

formed. The first campaign at the Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron (DESY) and the second at the Gamma Irradia-

tion Facility (GIF) at CERN. For these test beams, the TRD

Data Acquisition Chain (DAQ) was upgraded to achieve

a system size not used before for the TRD. The introduc-

tion of a timing synchronizer system [1] to synchronize the

Data Processing Boards (DPB) implemented in the AFCK

[2] board and a synchronization system [3] for front-end

synchronization, enabled a synchronous readout of a total

of eight SPADIC 2.0 Front-End Boards (FEB) distributed

across four Data Processing Boards.

DESY Test Beam

The experimental setup at DESY consisted of four

CBM-TRD prototypes (near-to-final 95× 95 cm2 MWPCs

and full PE foam foil radiators), two 2012-style TRD proto-

types for position reference and two scintillator/PMT sta-

tions [4]. A total of eight SPADIC 2.0 front-end boards

were distributed across the detectors. Each Data Processing

Board (DPB) reads out two SPADIC 2.0 front-end boards.

A detailed overview is presented in [5].

Figure 1: Experimental setup at DESY. Beam table and

mounted TRD MWPCs with SPADIC 2.0 front-end boards.

GIF Test Beam

The setup used for the testbeam campaign at GIF con-

sisted of a 2012-style MWPC prototype. Four SPADIC 2.0

front-end boards covered an active area of 128 channels.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The GIF cam-

paign is reported in [6].

Figure 2: Experimental setup at GIF. A 2012-style MWPC

prototype with four SPADIC 2.0 front-end boards.

Data Acquisition Commissioning

Front-end boards using the SPADIC 2.1 are to be pro-

duced during the first quarter of 2018. A main upgrade

of the SPADIC 2.1 is an improved message format imple-

mented on the STS-HCTSP [2] protocol to increase the us-

age of the data transmission link. Further developments

steps are production and testing of quad-FEBs and the com-

missioning of the GBTx-based Common Read-Out Board

(C-ROB).
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counting rates (HCR) environment
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The CBM experiment foreseen for the FAIR facility at

GSI, Darmstadt, will study the phase diagram of strongly

interacting matter at unprecedented interaction rates. Such

conditions are driving the particle detection techniques to

cutting edge technologies by requiring trigger-less mea-

surements in interaction pile-up environments. An impor-

tant sub-system of the CBM setup is the TRD aimed at

tracking, electron identification and specific energy loss

measurements. Although a default solution exists [1], for

the intense irradiated areas close to the beam pipe, an alter-

native solution is proposed [2] which trades the continuous

registration of signal time dependence (the default version)

for position information. Our technique couples a novel

design of the readout padplane with a channel-wise trig-

gering ASIC [3] yielding single layer 2D-position resolu-

tion capabilities over the whole active area of σx × σy ≈
200× 300 µm2 position and σE ≤ 10% energy resolutions

at average hit rates of 105 particles/cm2/s1.

Figure 1: The TRD17 prototype mounted on its test stand

to monitor system performance in HCR.

Pushing the relatively slow MWPC detection technique

of the TRD to high rates needs careful testing and a ded-

icated diagnosis setup. A dedicated prototype (TRD17)

and test stand, for online monitoring of all features of

the detection system, was build (see Fig. 1). Major fea-

1Measured for x-ray irradiation.

tures include: monitoring ASIC/DAQ activities by inject-

ing formatted signals on all anode wires during data taking

[6], monitoring detector HV synchronous with data taking,

monitoring the active gas ionization state within the cham-

ber by injecting laser beams during data taking [6], con-

trolled irradiation by a x-ray tube, monitoring the position

resolution via a static mask technique [5] and monitoring

the energy resolution by a witness 55Fe source [6]. Here

we are reporting only on signal space-time topologies at

designed top rates measured with the FASPRO [4]. Further

analysis on detection resolution is in progress.

Figure 2: A 10 µs snap shot of signals’ space-time depen-

dence as delivered by TRD17/FASP/FASPRO at top rates

obtained by x-rays bombardment.

In Fig. 2 10 µs of data taking are presented as the cor-

relation of read out FASP channel vs time expressed in

25 ns clocks. Signals, having amplitudes expressed in

ADC channels, are represented by black boxes in the fig-

ure. They are defined spatially by the corresponding read-

out channel and temporarily by the DAQ clock. Red boxes

identify synchronous and spatially correlated signals recon-

structed as hits, identifying x-rays. A conservative count-

ing of hits on the operated area of 32 cm2 yield an average

rate of 1.22 · 105 particles/cm2/s. Due to the heavy data

pressure on the DAQ, missing single/multi channel events

were observed. Such time intervals are marked in the figure

as ”blind DAQ”. Additionally, due to the high x-ray rates,

spatial pile-ups within the FEE processing time are pos-

sible. Such occurrences can be identified (and eventually

disentangled) as e.g. large cluster size hits spanning sev-

eral DAQ clocks. If, in Fig. 2, corrections to such events

are applied a rate of 1.63 · 105 particles/cm2/s can be esti-

mated.

In order to have a reference rate estimation the corre-

lation of the TRD anode wire current (Ianode) and x-rays

tube current (Ix) was investigated. In Fig. 3 presents such a

correlation where the detector is exposed to three different
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Figure 3: TRD anode wire (Ianode) as function of x-rays

tube current (Ix) for 3 different x-rays spectra selected by

the tube voltage Ux of 10, 15 and 20 kV. Linear fits are

added to show the relation between the two observables.

x-rays spectra tuned by setting the tube voltage Ux at 10,

15 and 20 kV. For all cases the tube to detector distance

was unchanged. Linear fits are also added in the figure

to show the ranges of linear correlation between the two.

The bolded region of each linear function marks the data

used for the fit, while the thin black lines are extrapolations.

In the following we concentrate on the curve obtained for

Ux = 15 kV. The measurement took more than 4 hours and

it can be observed that, in the first part (Ix ≤ 50 µA), there

is a slight departure from the linearity with an overshoot

in Ianode wrt. a linear extrapolation. Such observation,

coupled with 55Fe and laser measurements (see [6]) may

indicate a conditioning of the system. For the rest of the

measurements we observe a linear correlation at least in

the mean Ianode values reported here with a slight depar-

ture for the last point. The results show that the Ianode, a

macroscopic observable of the total charge induced in the

gas, can be used as reference for the rate estimation.

A systematic scan of incident rates have been performed

by changing the current on the x-rays tube (see Fig. 4). The

spectrum of x-rays determined for Ux = 15 kV = const

contains the α-, β- and γ-lines of the Au-target. Successive

irradiation of 2 min, in increasing order of rate/Ix were fol-

lowed by 10 min cooling. During the cooling periods the
55Fe was measured while the laser spectrum was fired con-

tinuously at a rate of 10 Hz. We used the Ianode measured

in the chamber itself as reference for rate estimator. We

have excluded here the influence of charge built-up on the

Ianode based on arguments presented in Fig. 3.

The color code in Fig. 4 describes the frequency of rate

measurements at fixed Ianode. The rates are calculated us-

ing the conservative approach as presented above. A Gauss

fit was performed on the rate distribution for each Ianode
and the mean values are shown in the figure together with a

linear fit of the low rate region extrapolated to the limit of

Figure 4: An overview of the rate performance of the

TRD17 prototype in HCR x-rays environment as a func-

tion of the anode wire current. Average values as well as

linear trending are added in red to illustrate current perfor-

mance/limitations of the system.

the interval. A good agreement is observed in the low rate

part and a degradation for Ianode ≥ 8 µA.

Conclusions

Hit reconstruction was performed successfully for the

Bucharest TRD prototype for x-rays in a HCR environ-

ment using a stand-alone free-running DAQ system. Rates

exceeding the 105 particles/cm2/s were observed and ana-

lyzed. Although the linear correlation tested in Fig. 4 does

not hold up to the highest values tested the observed drop

in rate can be well explained by the conservative rate cal-

culation used here and current limitation in the data trans-

fer. Improvements in the DAQ as well as investigations of

higher rate regions are in progress.

A test setup was developed for the TRD which proved to

be a versatile device for such R&D activities. We showed

that the large set of correlated observables measured are

essential for assessing the performance of the TRD system

proposed for the inner zone of CBM.
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Analysis of the SPADIC multi-hit feature
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Exemplary for the different aspects of low level anal-

ysis, the SPADIC [1] multi-hit feature is described here.

We will also show shortly the different approaches for han-

dling the affected hits in the data from different chip revi-

sions. The SPADIC is a channel-wise self-triggered ADC

with additional logic included. If the chosen absolute or

relative threshold for one channel is triggered, the signal is

sampled in up to 32 so-called time bins. Due to the use of

the chip in high interaction-rate environments it occurs that

signals follow in a shorter time than length of one hit win-

dow. Depending on the clock frequency a time-bin is e.g.

about 64ns long. As result, two signals are recorded in one

message and could not be easily separated for analysis. To

avoid such cases, the SPADIC chip has a feature to detect

multi-hits (from rev. 1.0 on [2]).

Multi-hit

Figure 1 shows a signal shape of two signals in the time

frame of one 32 time-bin message. On the x-axis the time

in time bins(gray boxes) is shown. Whereas the ADC value

of the signal is on the y-axis. At t = 0, a particle hits

the detector; the charge pulse is represented by the blue

curve (called multi-hit predecessor). In time-bin five, a sec-

ond particle, represented by the green curve (from now on

called multi-hit-follower) hits the same channel, indicated

by the red dashed line. The follower-signal contains the

charge tail of the predecessor hit, shown as the dashed blue

line. At the moment, where the charge from the second par-

ticle hits the ADC and exceeds the trigger threshold again,

the multi-hit feature becomes active. The message from

the particle represented by the blue curve is closed and the

stop-type multi-hit is attached. Starting from time-bin five

a new message is build for the multi-hit follower (green

curve). But this message gets no special tag.

Identification in software In 55Fe measurements for

detector calibration around 20 % multi-hit messages in re-

gard to the sum of all full messages were found. This of

course depends on the setup, electronics settings and the

rate from the source. But for the further processing one has

to distinguish which SPADIC revision was used. For the

SPADIC 2.x, the chip provides pre-samples to the normal

full message, which means that the baseline of the channel

is encoded in the first two time-bins. When now a mes-

sage is found in the data stream which starts at significantly

higher ADC values it can be taken as an multi-hit-follower.

This method is not available on SPADIC 1.0/1.1 data, due

to missing pre-samples. A different approach on the level

signal

f (x)

Figure 1: Diagram of a multi-hit-predecessor in blue and a

follower in green. The red dashed line is the trigger thresh-

old.

of the raw data unpacker is to expect that after the aborted

multi-hit-predecessor message the follower-message of the

same channel should follow. Due to data processing with

buffers inside the chip, this assumption is not true. Data of

one half chip is buffered, so more booking which predeces-

sor belongs to which follower is needed.

Mult-hit-correction in software After identifying the

corresponding multi-hit messages in the software, the cor-

rection of predecessor and follower go hand in hand. The

course of the predecessor has to be reconstructed to the full

32 time-bins. After that, the reconstructed signal can be

subtracted from the follower. The methods which comes

here in mind, are the fit of the pulse-shape or a less elabo-

rate process like look-up tables.

Summary

A general outline of the SPADIC multi-hit feature was

given and also the impact it has on the data analysis of the

different in-beam test data. The subtraction of the prede-

cessor signal from the follower is currently being imple-

mented, so that the messages are correct interpreted.
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Time Of Flight Detector - Summary
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We can look back, again, on a very successful year 2017.

For the first time a trigger less readout system using close

to final electronic components was operated successfully in

the beamtime at SPS as well as in the cosmic setup in Hei-

delberg. Results concerning efficiency, time resolution and

cluster size obtained in many beamtimes demonstrate that

the counter development is far progressed and therefore in

a very satisfactory situation. Along this line the mass pro-

duction for the MRPC3a and MRPC3b counters [1] (fore-

seen for the FAIR phase 0 project at STAR and mCBM)

started after the review readiness report in March 2017.

The main tasks for TOF in the last year were the follow-

ing:

• analysis of the data taken during the beamtime at

ELBE in 2017 and at SPS in Nov. 2016,

• operation of a free streaming cosmic stand in Heidel-

berg,

• mass production of MRPC3a and MRPC3b counters

for the FAIR Phase 0 projects at STAR and mCBM,

• installation and conditioning of one eTOF sector in the

STAR experiment at BNL.

Beamtimes are essential for testing high rate counters.

At ELBE a mono-energetic single electrons beam of 30

MeV with pulse duration of 5 ps and a flux of ≤ 500

kHz/cm2 is well suited to test the rate capability of sin-

gle cell counters like the BFTC prototypes (active area is

4 cm2) with ceramic resistive electrodes. However, since

the beam has a diameter of only about 10 cm2 only the spot

response of counters larger than a few cm2 can be tested.

During the last year a beamtime at ELBE was carried out

with the BFTC prototypes and results are reported in [2]. In

order to achieve a full illumination on counters bigger than

a few cm2, beams with heavy ions impinging on lead tar-

gets like executed at CERN SPS is mandatory. The beam-

time setup in Nov. 2016 (conf. Fig. 1), described in [3],

consisted of about 500 read out channels distributed over

10 timing counters (including 2 layers of ceramic MRPCs)

and one Bakelite resistive plate counter for the MUCH

system from our Indian colleagues. For the first time a

free streaming readout system was operated successfully

and even synchronization with 2 GEM detectors (for the

MUCH-subsystem) using FEBs with nXYTER (Rev-F) [4]

could be demonstrated. During this campaign a Pb beam

with an momentum of 156 AGeV/c was impinging on a 4

mm Pb target leading to high multiplicity events which are

substantial to test the detector response under load. Oc-

cupancies higher than 50 % were reached. However, par-

ticle fluxes (measured by a plastic scintillator) above 1.5

Figure 1: Photography of the CERN November 2016 setup.

The beam enters the setup from the right side. The counters

are arranged below the beam with an angle of 7◦.

kHz/cm2 could not be reached even after adding 10 cm of

iron to the target. As in the SPS beamtime in Nov. 2015

the radiation protection alarm was triggered and a reduc-

tion of beam intensity was needed in order to continue the

measurements. In conclusion the H4 beam line at SPS is

not suited to deliver the anticipated rates for the inner part

of the CBM TOF wall. Currently such high rates will only

become accessible at the upcoming mCBM beamtimes at

SIS 18 which shows the immense importance of this FAIR

Phase 0 project not only in terms of DAQ integration tests

but also as a test facility for high rate detectors. Neverthe-

less, during the beamtime at SPS more than 100 useful runs

were taken which are right now still being analyzed. First

results for the MRPC1/2 prototypes [1] are presented in [5].

In order to adapt the MRPC1/2 prototypes to the front-end

electronic and to minimize channel costs a redesign in the

readout electrodes is currently ongoing where the number

of channels is reduced from 40 to 32. The mechanical de-

sign for the inner TOF wall where these counters will be

located is ongoing as well [6].

Equally important are counter tests with cosmic par-

ticles that have the advantage of being constantly avail-

able. A test stand for cosmics (see Fig. 2) was operated

at Heidelberg during almost the full year. Per day about

100000 good tracks (in the acceptance of all counters) can

be recorded and multi-dimensional analysis can be per-

formed. On the left side of figure 3 an event with 2 tracks is

shown that had hits in all 6 stations. Comparing 5 hit and 6

hit tracks, the efficiency as function of position in X and Y

can be measured (see right plot in Fig. 3). Similar figures

can be obtained for time resolution, cluster size, position

resolution, time over threshold distributions and so on. In
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Figure 2: Photography of the Heidelberg cosmic setup.

Three modules containing 2 counters each are placed on

top of each other so that in total 6 coaunters can be tested

sumultanously.

Figure 3: Left: cosmic setup with 6 MRPC stations. An

event with 2 tracks with 6 hits each was found. Right: Effi-

ciency of one MRPC as function of the X and Y coordinate.

the cosmic setup counter time resolution of about 55 ps, X

position resolution (across the strip) of about 2.5 mm and

Y position resolution (along the strip) of about 5.5 mm was

obtained. Beside resolution studies, the cosmic stand data

also offer the opportunity to develop the software for cali-

bration and reconstruction under clean conditions. In addi-

tion simulation with the same geometry can be performed

and the counter response from realistic digitizer [7] as well

as the analysis framework can be tested and compared to

real data. However, this is not restricted only to cosmic

data as shown in [8].

In the context of the CBM FAIR phase 0 programs for

TOF the mass production of the MRPC3a and MRPC3b

counter started in 2017. 73 MRPC3a counter with low re-

sistive glass are produced at Nuctech in Beijing and most

of them are tested and delivered to Heidelberg. The counter

specs, the progress of the production, the test results as well

as the QA procedure are described in [9]. It turned out

that a conditioning time of about 120 hours is necessary in

order to achieve stable operating conditions. 80 MRPC3b

counter (float glass) are currently produced at USTC/Hefei.

A short overview of the status and the QA procedure is

given in [10]. The integration of the MRPC3a/b coun-

ters in modules will take place in Heidelberg. Currently

36 gas tight boxes for STAR and 5 boxes for mCBM are

under construction in the mechanical workshop in Heidel-

berg. The module production for mCBM will be finished

end of April while for STAR end of August. The plan is to

test all modules extensively in the Heidelberg cosmic setup

before the modules are delivered to GSI and to BNL.

Three modules for eTOF at STAR (see FAIR phase 0

program for TOF in [11] ) were produced last year, tested

and shipped to Brookhaven National Laboratory. Figure 4

shows the 3 modules, forming one sector, mounted in the

6 o’clock position of the east-side end-cap of the magnet.

The chambers are controlled remotely from Germany. Be-

fore the RUN18 starts, cosmic data with the full STAR ap-

paratus are taken and the data from eTOF are integrated in

the data stream of STAR.

Figure 4: Sector consisting of 3 CBM-TOF modules

mounted on the east pole tip of the STAR experiment.
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Performance tests of the MGMSRPCs using a free-streaming readout
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I. Deppner3, N. Herrmann3, and C. Simon3
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The free streaming readout concept considered for the

CBM-TOF subsystem imposes to the Multi-strip Multi-gap

RPCs (MSMGRPCs) a perfect matching of the impedance

of the signal transmission line to the input impedance of the

front-end electronics in order to avoid fake signals resulted

from reflexions.

For the inner zone of the CBM-TOF wall, two new proto-

types based on low resistivity glass ( 1010 Ωcm) described

in [2, 3] were constructed having the impedance of the sig-

nal transmission line matched to the input impedance of the

front-end electronics. In the same time they fulfil the gran-

ularity requirements of the inner zone of the CBM-TOF

wall through a proper adjusting of their strip lenght. The

first developed prototype has a classical single stack archi-

tecture (RPC2015SS) with 8 gas gaps of 140 µm. The pitch

size (10.2 mm) and strip width (8.6 mm) are the same for

both high voltage and readout electrodes. The second pro-

totype has a double stack configuration (RPC2015DS) of

2 x 5 gas gaps of 140 µm. It was built based on an original

developed method [4] which allows to tune the signal trans-

mission line impedance to match any imput impedance of

the front-end electronics, independent on the granularity.

This method exploits in an inovative way the advantage of

having a strip structure for both readout and high voltage

electrodes. It was designed with the same pitch (7.2 mm)

for both high voltage and readout electrodes, but with dif-

ferent values of the strip widths: 1.3 mm for the readout

electrodes and of 5.6 mm for the high voltage ones. The re-

sults in terms of time resolution cluster size and efficiency

obtained in previous in-beam test performed at CERN-SPS

in a triggered TRB3 readout system were reported in [5].

Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup.

The prototypes were tested in-beam at CERN-SPS with

reaction products produced by a primary Pb beam of mo-

menta of 13 A GeV, 30 AGeV and 150 AGeV incident on a

Pb target. A comprehensive description of the whole setup

is given in [6].

The CBM-TOF experimental setup was positioned at a

small polar angle of 70 relative to the beam axis, the coun-

ters being exposed to particle flux on the whole active area.

Figure 2: Time difference distribution between DUT and

RPCref.

The above mentioned prototypes were positioned in the

experimental setup downstream of four MRPC modules de-

veloped for the outer zones of the TOF wall, details be-

ing shown in Fig. 1. The two tested prototypes are posi-

tioned one behind the other in the same housing box. A

diamond detector was positioned in front of the target and

used as beam reference. The signals delivered by the de-

tectors were processed by PADIX [7] as front-end elec-

tronics and for the first time in an in-beam test of the

CBM-TOF group, the further processing and readout of

the signals was performed by a free-streaming DAQ sys-

tem equiped with GET4-TDC, using AFCK with gDPB

firmware. For the estimation of the time resolution and ef-

ficiency, RPC2015SS was considered as detector under test

(DUT) and RPC2015DS as reference counter (RPCref).

Aditional track selection was made asking as second hit

selector for the MRPC detector positioned in front of the

two RPC2015 counters. Due to the large difference in size,

position cuts were applied. The system time resolution was

estimated from the time difference between RPC2015SS
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and RPC2015DS, after corrections for the slewing effect,

reaction product velocity spread and position in the refer-

ence counter. The obtained time spectrum fitted with Gauss

function is presented in Fig.2.

A very good system time resolution of 62 ps, including

the contribution of the electronics, was obtained for op-

eration of both RPC2015 at 157 kV/cm, with the PADIX

threshold set to 200 mV. A single counter resolution of

44 ps is obtained, if we suppose equal contributions of the

two counters.

The efficiency is estimated by comparing the best

matched hits in the diamond detector, in both RPC2015

prototypes and in the MRPC positioned in front of

RPC2015 detectors, with the case in which only three of

them are present (diamond, RPC2015DS considered as ref-

erence and MRPC in front of RPC2015 counters). The ob-

tained efficiency for the DUT was between 0.915 - 0.934

being dependent on the hit selection in terms of window

correlation of x and y coordinates of the hits in the two

RPC2015 detectors. The reason of these lower values rela-

tive to the previous results [5, 8, 9] obtained in a triggered

DAQ system is under investigation.

Figure 3: Cluster size distribution for 200 mV electronics

threshold.

A cluster size of 2.0 strips was obtained for the

RPC2015SS for the counter operation with 200 mV elec-

tronics threshold (see Fig.3) and it decreases at 1.9 strips if

the electronics threshold is increased at 300 mV. In Fig. 3

one can see that more than 3/4 of the events (75%) have

a cluster size of one or two strips. It is worth mentioning

that for the same high voltage and electronics threshold, the

time resolution and cluster size do not depend on the cuts

in the (∆x,∆y) correlation.
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Test results and mass production status of CBM-ToF MRPC3a
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Through years of development and verification [1-2],

we have established a counter design for the CBM-ToF

MRPC3a. The structure and parameters are shown in Fig.1.

This counter applies double-stack structure. In each stack,

there are four 0.25 mm gas gaps divided by five resistive

plates composed of the low-resistive glass [3]. The gas

gaps are defined by nylon monofilaments spacers aiming

at a more homogeneous gap width. On each readout PCB,

the 32 readout strips are on a 10 mm pitch with 3 mm inter-

val. The impedance of the counter is 60 Ω (Fig.2), which

can be matched with the 50 Ω PADI to eliminate the reflec-

tions. CBM-ToF plans to test the system in STAR-eToF

and mini-CBM in 2018 [4], and 73 MRPC3a counters are

required to be ready before then.

Figure 1: The structure and parameters of the CBM-ToF

MRPC3a counter.

Figure 2: The impedance of the MRPC3a counter can be

measured by the TDR method. It is 60 Ω, which can be

matched with the 50 Ω PADI to eliminate the reflections.

The mass production is carried out in the clean room

(100k) at Nuctech workshop located at Miyun, Beijing,

shown in Fig.3. A detailed and standard production pro-

cess has been formulated to guarantee the performance of

each counter. In the first step, every piece of low-resistive

glass is inspected. Part of them are sprayed with colloidal

graphite on surface as the counter’s electrode. At the same

time, an installing module is used to fix the PCB board and

honeycomb together exactly. Through the Myalr foil, the

HV cables are connected to each eletrode. Then the resis-

tive plates and spacers are laid in turn until the two stacks

assembling are finished.

Figure 3: The mass prodution at Nuctech workshop.

During this production process, the quality assurance is

carried out at the same time. The information of each type

of materials and the assembling procedure are recorded, in-

cluding the surface resistance of the electrodes, the value of

the 200 kΩ protective resistor, the status of the honeycomb,

PCB, Mylar foil, spacer and so on. To monitor the unifor-

mity of the gas gaps, which is especially critical to MRPC

counters, two QC methods are applied. One of them is to

measure the distance between each PCB, and the measured

values should be within ±0.2 mm compared with theoreti-

cal ones. It is easy to implement, however, the disadvantage

is that the distance measured at the edge is not absolutely

equal to the thickness in detective region. Thus we use

a digital microscope to observe and measure the gas gaps

directly in the second method. As shown in Fig.4, the au-

tomatic boundary recognition method makes the measure-

ment more accurate. All the information is restored in the

QR code on the counters itself as well as the production

website http://hepd.ep.tsinghua.edu.cn/CBM TOF/.

All these produced MRPC3a counters should be exam-

ined with HV first. 3 counters are tested in the gas box at

one time. The working gas mixture is 90% C2H2F4, 5%

i-C4H10 and 5% SF6. The counters should be flushed with
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Figure 4: A digital microscope helps to monitor the unifor-

mity of the gas gaps.

the working gas for 2 days, and then trained 10 hours at the

nominal voltage of ±5600 V. The dark current should be

below 50 nA, otherwise this counter will be sent back to the

workshop and disassembled. Fig.5 shows the dark current

and noise rate (MRPC3a-000, MRPC3a-002, MRPC3a-

003) monitored in 170 hours since the HV is applied. The

dark current drops to a value below 50 nA after 10 hours’

HV training, and it eventually decreases and stabilizes to 10

nA after fully trained. The noise rate is around 1 Hz/cm2.

Figure 5: The dark current and noise rate of 3 MRPC3a

counters monitored in 170 hours since HV training.

To examine the performances of these produced coun-

ters, part of them are tested with cosmic ray. The test sys-

tem based on TRB board, FPGA TDC and PADI10 front-

end electronics from GSI are successfully established in

our lab, shown in Fig.6. It can provide 256 channels and

support 3 MRPCs to be tested with cosmic-ray at the same

time. The system is triggered by two PMTs placed top and

bottom of the test box. The test results are obtained through

a modified CBM-Root analysis macro.

We have put a relatively loose time resolution require-

ment in our cosmic tests compared with that needed in

CBM-ToF [5], because some calibrations are insufficient.

As shown in the green dashed region in Fig.7, the counter

is regarded qualified as long as the time resolution is below

90 ps. The efficiency stills needs to be above 95%. Each

spot in Fig.7 represents the efficiency and time resolution

of one produced counter after the calibration and analysis

by CBM-Root. We can see that all the points are in the

qualified region, and most of the counters show a stable

performance of 70 ps time resolution and 98% efficiency.

Figure 6: The diagram of the cosmic test system based on

TRB board, FPGA TDC and PADI10 front-end electronics.

Figure 7: The analyzed efficiency and time resolution of

the counters tested with cosmic ray. All of them meet the

requirement of over 95% efficiency and below 90 ps time

resolution (marked by the green dashed region).

Until now, all the 73 MRPC3a counters have been pro-

duced and passed the HV examination. They will be in-

stalled into STAR modules in Heidelberg University and

compose STAR-eToF and the ToF system at mini-CBM in

the following 2018 runs. The results from these tests will

be helpful to confirm the performances of these first-batch

produced MRPC3a counters. The next step of the MRPC3a

mass prodution in Tsinghua is expected to continue at the

beginning of 2019.
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Simulation and Software Verification of CBM-ToF beamtime analysis

Ph. Weidenkaff, I. Deppner, N. Herrmann, and C. Simon

Ruprecht-Karls-Universität, Heidelberg, Germany

Monte-Carlo simulations of CBM-ToF test environ-

ments have been combined with the detector-test analy-

sis chain. Time resolution and efficiency output values are

compared to the model input in order to verify test-beam re-

sults and quantify systematic uncertainties of the software

chain.

The simulated geometry consists of a stack of four alu-

minum box. The first box is positioned at 3, 86m distance

to the target. It contains two MRPCs behind each other.

Two boxes identical to this are placed at 0.58m and 1.16m
behind first one. All MRPCs in these boxes have identi-

cal simulated input parameters. Between the first and the

second a fourth box containing a single MRPC with inde-

pendent input parameters is placed. The setup is irradiated

with 158GeV pb-pb URQMD collisions.

A variable cut for the maximum multiplicity of recon-

structed hits on any single detector in an event is applied.

Figure 1: Efficiency results from the detector analysis

chain for different maximum single counter hit multiplic-

ities compared to simulation input

To determine the efficiency of a specific detector, one

looks at tracks which contain a hit in at least all other de-

tectors. The efficiency is then defined as the fraction of

those tracks for which a hit on the detector under test was

found at a position close to the projected track in space and

time.

As seen in figure 1, the determined detector efficiencies

differ from the simulation input in the order of 5% when

taking only events with less then 10 hits (which corre-

sponds to an occupancy of ≤ 50%) on any detector into ac-

count. This effect was quantitatively consistent under a ten-

fold increase of the analyzed statistics. When events with a

maximum multiplicity larger then 10 hits are included, the

efficiency determination performs significantly worse.

Figure 2: Time resolution results from the detector analy-

sis chain for different maximum multiplicities compared to

simulation input

To determine the time resolution of a specific detector,

one looks at tracks which contain a hit in all detectors. The

width of the distribution of the temporal pull of the hits on

the detector with respect to the track is measured. From the

pull-widths of all detectors one calculates the contribution

of each detector on the error of the track-fit. This is defined

as the individual time resolution of the detector.

As seen in figure 2, the determined time resolutions are

again stable up to a maximum multiplicity of 10 hits on

any detector. For higher maximum multiplicities, the time

resolutions get systematically worse.

The time resolutions show a relative standard deviation

around 10% among detectors with equal simulation param-

eters. The observed pattern and the relative standard devi-

ation are consistent under a tenfold increase of the used

statistics, irradiation with parallel geantinos instead of lead

ions or changes in the input time resolution. This effect has

to be treated as a systematic error until it’s exact cause is

determined.

A large impact on the performance of the CBM-ToF de-

tector analysis chain from high multiplicity events was ob-

served. It is shown, that a selection on events with a max-

imum multiplicity of less then 10 hits on a detector signif-

icantly improves this performance. It was found that the

detector analysis chain can reproduce simulated detector

efficiencies and time resolutions with a systematic uncer-

tainty of 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Projectile Spectator Detector and Electromagnetic Calorimeter - Summary

F. Guber∗1, I. Korolko2, and the CBM PSD/ECAL working group
1INR RAS, Moscow, Russia; 2ITEP, Moscow, Russia

Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD). The PSD [1] will

be used in CBM for estimates of centrality and reaction

plane orientation in heavy-ion collisions in the beam en-

ergy range of 2-11 AGeV .

The CBM PSD project has made substantial progress in

2017. An important milestone was completion of the as-

sembly of 44 modules at INR and beginning of the module

tests with cosmic muons. Using a 3x3 PSD supermodule,

the PSD energy resolution and linearity of its response has

been measured for protons in the energy range of 2 - 9GeV
at the T9/T10 test beamlines (CERN) in Fall of 2017. The

measured energy resolution σE/E ≈ 0.57/
√
E is consis-

tent with expectations from GEANT Monte-Carlo simula-

tions. These results comply with the PSD design require-

ments.

The response of the PSD module equipped with irradi-

ated MPPCs has been also studied at T19/T10 test beam-

lines at CERN. The same configuration was tested with the

similar PSD module at the NA61/SHINE for higher energy

protons. Several SiPM batches with 5 MPPCs samples in

each batch were irradiated by neutron fluences in the range

4x1010 - 3x1012 n/cm2. Each sample of MPPC with given

irradiation was used to readout the light from the first five

sections of the single calorimeter module. Energy resolu-

tion of the first half of the calorimeter module equipped

with MPPCs irradiated with same dose has been measured

and compared with the resolution using non-irradiated MP-

PCs. Operating voltage was chosen for every MPPCs indi-

vidually based on the measured breakdown voltages and

calibration by LED. All irradiated MPPCs were operated

at over-voltage around 3 V . Because energy resolution was

measured only for the first half of the calorimeter module

it is greater than in the case of the full 10-sections module.

Nevertheless, it was shown that even for MPPCs irradiation

in such extreme neutron fluencies the energy resolution of

module only decreased by a factor of two.

A new configuration of the CBM PSD with increased di-

ameter of the beam hole is currently under consideration.

Monte-Carlo simulations demonstrate that the PSD geom-

etry with a beam hole of 20x20 cm2 of diamond shape re-

duce substantially the radiation damage of the modules and

of the MPPCs. It is planned to study in 2018 the full PSD

module response equipped with 10 MPPCs irradiated by

neutron fluence about (2-5)x1011 n/cm2.

Current version of readout electronics used at 2017 beam

tests is based at ADC64s2 board manufactured in Dubna

by AFI Electronics [2]. The ADC64s2 is a 64-channel 12-

∗guber@inr.ru

bit 62.5 MS/s ADC device with signal processing core

and Ethernet interface. Data readout, trigger and timing

function is performed by single fiber-optical link. The

ADC64s2 board measures signal waveform with precision

of 16 ns. Digital signal processing allows one to perform

signal integration and prepare output of measured signal

area with only one number. For tests in 2018, new board

with 125 MS/s capability (ADC125) will be used as well.

In order to have differential signal outputs new version of

front-end electronics (FEE) has been designed and pro-

duced also in Dubna.

An alternative readout is a prototype board based on ToT

method and designed to work with TRB3 [3]. This board,

designed in INR (Moscow), has 8 channels and was tested

during 2017 beam tests. An alternative PaDiWa AMPs

board was designed also to work with TRB3. This board

is being upgraded by GSI in 2017 and was not used during

the CERN beam tests.

To study perfromance of different PSD FEE prototypes

and readout electronics at the interaction rates up to

10 MHz and with the full free-streaming data acquisition

system and the corresponding online/offline software,

it was proposed to install one PSD module (mPSD) in

mCBM [4]. The mPSD operation and its response at

mCBM will be studied in a high-rate environment with

Ag+Ag@1.65 AGeV and Au+Au@1.23 AGeV reactions.

Because the beam energy will be low, it is important to

optimize the mPSD position relative the beam axis such

that there is enough energy deposition in different sections

of the PSD module. Simulations performed in 2017 have

shown that to observe a signal in a first few sections above

the MIP level an angle of mPSD relative to the beam axis

should be about 5 degrees.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL). Perfromance of

the data-driven neutral mesons reconstruction in central

gold-gold collisions at 10 AGeV has been demonstrated

in the TDR of the ECAL. Statistics used for these stud-

ies (1.5x106 events) has been insufficient to observe a sig-

nificant peak in two photon invariant mass distribution in

the η-meson invariant mass region. Collaboration has pro-

posed to conduct a dedicated study of neutral meson re-

construction efficiency as a function of the ECAL position

and its dependence on amount of material in front of the

ECAL. Neutral pion reconstruction efficiency and signal-

to-background ratio were studied as a function of distance

between halves of the ECAL and the distance between the

target and the ECAL.

The reconstruction efficiency increases with increasing
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distance between the ECAL and the target and it drops

when enlarging the distance between the halves of the

ECAL. Dead material effects were also estimated. On av-

erage neutral pion reconstruction efficiency drops by 0.4%.

Signal-to-background ratio also reduced by a factor 1.25.

Dependence of η meson reconstruction efficiency on dis-

tance between ECAL and target is driven by two concurrent

effects. From one side, occupancy of the ECAL decreases

when increasing the distance between the ECAL and the

target. Therefore, the efficiency of the photon reconstruc-

tion increases, which subsequently result in increased effi-

ciency of the η meson reconstruction. From the other side,

the ECAL acceptance drops with distance to the target.

Therefore, the probability for both η meson decay photons

to hit the ECAL also drops. For neutral pions the situation

is different. Neutral pions reconstructed from the photons

which hit the same ECAL section when the ECAL is lo-

cated at 8.1 m from the target. If the distance between the

ECAL and the target increases and/or the distance between

the two ECAL halves is decreasing, then the reconstruction

of neutral pions from the photons which hit different ECAL

halves becomes more probable. As a result, with the dis-

tance between the ECAL and the target increased not only

occupancy drops, but also effective calorimeter acceptance

rises.
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The PSD supermodule response to a few GeV protons measured at CERN test

beams

A. Ivashkin∗1, D. Finogeev1, M. Golubeva1, F. Guber1, A. Izvestnyy1, N. Karpushkin1, S. Morozov1,2,

and O. Petukhov1

1INR RAS, Moscow, Russia; 2MEPhI, Moscow, Russia

The CBM Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) will mea-

sure the energy of projectile nucleons and produced parti-

cles in the range of 1-11 GeV. The PSD has 44 modules

with the beam hole in the center. Each module consists of

60 lead/scintillator sandwiches with the 4 (16) mm thick

scintillator (lead) plate, which satisfies the compensation

condition. All sandwiches are wrapped in 0.5 mm stain-

less steel sheet and tied together in one block with length

about 120 cm (5.6 nuclear interaction lengths). The trans-

verse size of the modules is 20x20 cm2 and a weight of

each module is about 500 kg. Similar hadron calorimeter

is used now at NA61 experiment and its response has been

studied at proton energies in the range of 20 - 150 GeV [2].

A similar calorimeter is developed for MPD/NICA experi-

ment at JINR [3], where the spectators with the energy of

2-6 GeV will be detected.

The only experimental data available for energy resolu-

tion and the linearity of the single calorimeter module are

for the proton and pion energies in the range of 2 - 5 GeV

[4]. Since the module’s transverse size is only 20x20 cm2,

a significant lateral shower leakage would affect the en-

ergy resolution. Therefore, the response of the full hadron

calorimeter must be comprehensively investigated at low

proton energies. For this purpose, the calorimeter super-

module with larger transverse sizes was constructed and

tested at the T9/T10 test beamlines at CERN.

A PSD supermodule consists of 9 individual modules

with the transverse sizes of 20x20 cm2 arranged in a 3x3

array as shown in Fig. 1. The total longitudinal length of

each module is 5.6ΛI . The transverse size of the super-

module is 60x60 cm2 that is enough to contain the most of

the hadron shower inside the calorimeter. The total weight

of the supermodule is about 4.5 tons. Light readout is pro-

vided by WLS-fibers embedded in the grooves in the scin-

tillator plates. It provides high efficiency and uniformity of

the light collection in the scintillator tile. The WLS fibers

from each 6 consecutive scintillator tiles are collected to-

gether and connected to a single photodetector at the end of

the module. The longitudinal division into 10 sections en-

sures the uniformity of the light collection along the mod-

ule. Ten Hamamatsu MPPCs S12572-010P are used as

photodetectors in each module. The light yield measured

with cosmic muons is about 50 ph.e per each section. More

details about the PSD module design can be found in [1].

The PSD supermodule response was studied at the

T9/T10 beam lines of Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN.

This beam lines provides secondary beams of pions and

∗ ivashkin@inr.ru

Figure 1: Photo of PSD supermodule installed at CERN

test beam.

protons with a momentum in the range of 2– 10 GeV/c.

The identification of beam particles was carried out by the

Cherenkov detectors installed upstream of the PSD super-

module. The energy calibration of all 10 sections in each of

the 9 modules was performed by the muons contaminated

in the hadron beams. These muons are produced during

the in-flight decays of pions in the beam line. The identifi-

cation of muons was done using the two-dimensional cor-

relation between the energy deposition in the first half of

the module (first five sections) and the second half of the

module. These energy depositions for the muons should be

practically the same, while the hadrons deposit their main

fraction of energy in the first half of the module, see Fig. 2.

The muon energy deposition was measured in each of 10

module sections. The mean value of the amplitude distri-

bution corresponds to the muon energy loss of about 5 MeV

in 6 layers of scintillators with the total thickness of 24 mm.

The obtained calibration coefficients for all 90 sections of

supermodule are used for the calculation of the energy de-

positions separately for pions and protons.

A scan of the beam momenta was done to measure the

PSD supermodule response in the available energy range.

For each beam momentum the spectrum of the deposited

energies in the PSD supermodule was recorded. The mean

values and the width of these spectra allow determination

of the linearity and the energy resolutions, respectively.

The energy resolution and the dependence of the detected

in the supermodule energy on the protons energy are pre-

sented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The obtained en-

ergy resolutions at different proton energies were fitted by
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Figure 2: Correlation between the energy deposition in the

first (first five sections) and the second half of the module.

Muon events are with energy depositions about 25 MeV in

both cases.

the function with the only stochastic term. As it is seen in

Fig. 3, this stochastic term is about 57%, which is in good

agreement with the Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 3: Energy resolution of the PSD supermodule for

protons as a function of beam energy.

Including the noise and constant terms in the fit does not

change significantly the stochastic term.

In summary, the preliminary results of the PSD super-

module response measurements with proton beams in the

energy range of 2 - 9 GeV have been presented. Due to bet-

ter hadron shower confinement in the supermodule the ob-

tained energy resolution is better that in the previous mea-

surements for a single module [4]. The results demonstrate

that supermodule performance based on lead/scintillator

sampling with the sampling ratio of 4:1 and with the se-
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Figure 4: Supermodule energy as a function of the proton

beam energies.

lected light readout using micropixel photodetectors satisfy

the requirements of the CBM experiment.
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The PSD read-out electronics
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The modular structure of the PSD is described in [1].

The PSD has 44 modules of 10 sections which gives 440

channels to read-out. Each channel will be connected with

one MPPC Hamamatsu S12572-010P which produces sig-

nal of ∼50ns width. For expected CBM read-out rate of

1MHz only 1µs will be available to read the signal and be

ready for the next one.

Pipeline ADC is the main proposed method to read-out

fast signals from MPPCs. Current version of electronics is

presented with ADC64s2 board manufactured in Dubna by

AFI Electronics [2] (see Fig. 1.)

Figure 1: Photo of ADC64s2 board.

The ADC64s2 is a 64-channel 12-bit 62.5 MS/s ADC

device with signal processing core and Ethernet interface.

Data readout, trigger and timing function is performed by

single fiber-optical link. Optional QSFP connector may

be used to provide external clock for very high precision

measurements as well as trigger and readout links. The

ADC64s2 board measures signal waveform with precision

of 16ns. Digital signal processing allows one to perform

signal integration and prepare output of measured signal

area with only one number. Results of testing the board on

cosmics are shown in Fig. 2. In future, the board with 125

MS/s capability (ADC125) will be also tested. This board

can provide reading of ∼40 channels at 1MHz.

In order to have multiple signal output a new version

of front-end electronics (FEE) has been designed and pro-

duced in Dubna (see Fig. 3).

The PaDiWa ADC is designed to work with TRB3 [3]

board. Principle of operation is based on charging and dis-

charging a capacitor and measuring the time of discharge.

Photo of PaDiWa ADC board is shown in Fig. 4 while logic

layout is presented in Fig. 5.

Unfortunately the current version of PaDiWa is not suit-

able for CBM PSD. A jitter of baseline makes bias for small

Figure 2: Signal in one of the PSD section measured for

cosmic rays.

Figure 3: A ten channel FEE board with differential out-

puts.

signals especially at MIP scale where the PSD calibration

is needed. Large signals have a long tail of remaining dis-

charge current which goes up to 100µs. New version of

PaDiWa has been designed at GSI and will be tested in fu-

ture.

A ToT method is an alternative for indirect measurement

of signals. The initial pulse from the MPPC is directed to

shape generator. Afterwards the shaped signal is discrimi-

nated with some threshold and the time pulse is produced.

A prototype of ToT board with 8 channels has been de-

signed at INR (Moscow) for tests with the CBM PSD pro-

totypes (see Fig. 6). Schematic view of one channel of ToT

board is presented in Fig. 7.

The ToT board has been tested at CERN SPS for one

of the PSD modules. Atypical response curve is shown in

Fig. 8 and the signal measured with TRB3 board for small
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Figure 4: Photo of PaDiWa board.

Figure 5: Logic layout of PaDiWa.

signals is presented in Fig. 9. The read-out rate of ToT

method as well as that of PaDiWa is mainly depends on the

TRB3 board capabilities.

In summary, the preliminary results of the PSD read-out

electronics study have been presented. The ADC64s2 is the

most promising option. A new version of PaDiWa as well

as the ToT board are considered as possible alternatives.
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Figure 6: Photo of ToT 8 channels board.

Figure 7: Schematic view of one channel of ToT board.

Figure 8: The response curve of ToT board. The red line is

a second order polynomial fit.

Figure 9: Signals of ToT measured with TRB3 board. From

left to right: 5mV, 20mV, 40mV.
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Tests of the NA61 and the CBM PSD module response with irradiated SiPMs

at CERN beams

V. Mikhaylov∗1,2, A. Kugler1, V. Kushpil1, S. Morozov3,4, and O. Svoboda1
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Russia

The Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) of the CBM ex-

periment is a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter de-

signed to measure the energy distribution of the forward

going projectile nucleons and nuclei fragments (spectators)

produced close to the beam rapidity [1]. High intensity

beams at FAIR SIS100/300 up to 106/107 interactions/s

lead to the high radiation emission to the PSD making it

act as a spallation target producing the high neutron flu-

ence up to 5× 1011 neq/cm2 accumulated during a year of

the experiment operation. Studies of passive parts of PSD

including the scintillators shown that it can work in such

conditions. However, the radiation hardness of the Silicon

Photomultipliers (SiPM) used for the light readout has to be

investigated. During the previous SiPM irradiation tests,

Hamamatsu MPPC S12572-010P was chosen as the best

available candidate for the PSD readout [2, 3]. We have

irradiated the SiPMs at the cyclotron of NPI with a ”white”

(from thermal up to 34 MeV) neutron spectrum and total

fluences in the range of 4 × 1010 – 6 × 1012 n/cm2.

During the last years we have studied the performance of

the PSD module with irradiated SiPMs to evaluate the in-

fluence of the radiation-induced SiPM degradation on the

energy resolution of PSD. During 2017 we have performed

several tests at similar NA61 PSD calorimeter currently op-

erating at CERN [4] and at the newly built CBM PSD su-

permodule at the T9/T10 test beamlines at CERN.

Several SiPM batches with five MPPC samples in each

batch were irradiated by neutron fluences in the range of

4 × 1010 – 3 × 1012 n/cm2. Each of SiPM batches

with given dose was used to read out the light from the first

five sections of a single calorimeter module. Energy res-

olution of first half of calorimeter module equipped with

SiPMs irradiated with the same dose has been measured

and compared with the resolution of module equipped with

non-irradiated SiPMs. Operating voltage was chosen for

every SiPM individually based on the measured breakdown

voltages and calibration by LED. As a result, all irradi-

ated SiPMs were operated at overvoltages around 3 V. Be-

cause energy resolution was measured only for first half

of calorimeter the measured energy resolutions are greater

than in the case of the full 10-sections operation.

Noise increase in 2 – 10 times was observed for irra-

diated SiPMs, which resulted in inability to detect small

signals such as muons. However, this is not a problem for

the detector operation, but makes muon-calibration impos-

sible, so other calibration methods have to be employed.

Noise reduction and total energy normalization were ap-

∗mikhaylov@ujf.cas.cz

plied during the offline analysis.

Figure 1: (top) Relative energy resolution measured for the

proton beam energy scan from 20 up to 80 GeV. Half of

NA61 PSD module was equipped with Hamamatsu SiPMs

irradiated by neutrons with fluences in range from 4×1010

up to 3 × 1012 n/cm2. Energy resolution measured with

all the 10 sections of module equipped with non-irradiated

SiPMs is also shown for comparison in dark red (the low-

ermost curve). (bottom) Distribution of energy deposition

in a single module for the 80 GeV/c proton beam.

Figure 1 (top) depicts the dependence of calorimeter

module energy resolution on the proton beam energy for

protons with momentum in range from 20 up to 80 GeV/c.

Generally, for highly irradiated SiPMs energy resolution

decreased in 1.5 – 2.5 times. Resolution dropped more sig-

nificantly at the lower proton energies. It happens because

signal to noise ratio naturally decreases when smaller sig-

nals are measured and highly increased noise term of the
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energy resolution dominates at lower energies.

Figure 1 (bottom) provides the detailed view of the

calorimeter module energy deposition distributions for the

80 GeV/c proton beam. Energy resolution σE/Erec of the

full module was estimated to be 9 %, but for the analyzed

5 sections (half-module) it dropped to 15 % due to the

inevitable leakage of some part of the shower. Value of

σE/Erec remained the same for SiPMs irradiated by total

fluence of 4×1010 n/cm2, while after 4×1011 n/cm2 it de-

creased by less then 2 %. For SiPMs irradiated by 1×1012

and 3 × 1012 n/cm2 the resolution dropped quite signifi-

cantly down to 21 – 22 % which indicated much higher

radiation damage that was also previously observed in the

lab.

In the September – November 2017 we tested the same

irradiated SiPMs mounted to one module of the assembled

CBM PSD supermodule. Figures 2 (top) and (bottom) de-

pict dependence of calorimeter module energy resolution

on the proton beam energy for protons with momentum in

range from 2 up to 10 GeV/c, which corresponds to the

anticipated range of SIS100.

We must note that at T9 beamline, the identification of

beam particles was carried out by the Cherenkov detectors

installed upstream of the PSD supermodule, which pro-

vided good proton identification for the 3.5 – 10 GeV/c

momentum range. While at T10 beamline it was done by

the TOF scintillator counters, which provided good proton

identification for the 2 – 6 GeV/c momentum range. Also,

temperature conditions and SiPM calibration were some-

what different at T9 and T10, which resulted in slight dif-

ferences in the observed energy resolution values.

Generally, for highly irradiated SiPMs energy resolution

decreased in up to 2 times which is roughly in agreement

with the data acquired during the NA61 tests.

In summary, during the SiPM irradiation tests, we stud-

ied the PSD module performance with irradiated SiPMs at

NA61 and also at CBM supermoudule at CERN. For SiPMs

irradiated by 1 × 1012 and 3 × 1012 n/cm2, energy res-

olution decreased in up to 2 times. Nevertheless, SiPMs

were proven to operate even in such extreme conditions. At

present, new configuration of the CBM PSD with increased

diameter of the beam hole in the PSD is considered. Sim-

ulation predicts one order lower neutron fluence near the

SiPM position in the PSD and in this case only a slight en-

ergy resolution deterioration is expected.
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Effect of the beam hole size on the radiation damage to the PSD

A. Senger

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

A Monte-Carlo FLUKA simulations [1, 2] are used to

study the possibility to reduce the level of the ionizing

dose in the scintillators and of non-ionizing dose level in

multi-pixel photon counters (MPPC) of the CBM PSD. The

FLAIR interface ([3]) was used for visualization of the re-

sults.

The simulations were done for Au beam at 4 and 10

AGeV with an intensity 108 ions per second, using a 250

µm gold foil as a target. Two different PSD configurations

with a circle beam hole of 6 cm and with a diamond shape

beam hole of 20×20 cm2 have been investigated.

The ionizing and non-ionizing energy losses were calcu-

lated for a running period of 2 months. The results of the

FLUKA calculations for ionizing energy loss are presented

in Figs. 1 (4 AGeV) and 2 (10 AGeV). As shown in the

upper panels of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the ionizing dose in the

inner part of the PSD configuration with a small hole ex-

ceeds by far a value of 103 Gy, which is the upper limit of a

non-destructive dose for polymers. In case of the PSD con-

figuration with a large beam hole this limit is not reached

(see lower panels of the same figures).

Figure 1: The ionizing energy loss at 4AGeV for PSD with

beam hole: 6 cm (upper picture) and 20×20 cm2 (bottom

picture) for horizontal cut.

The most critical effect concerning the MPPCs is degra-

dation caused by the neutron flux trough the rear side of the

PSD. The tests of diodes show an increase of the internal

noise of MPPCs after more than 1011 neq/cm2. The non-

ionizing energy loss spectra in MPPCs for different PSD

configuration and for different beam energies are presented

in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: The ionizing energy loss at 10 AGeV for PSD

with beam hole: 6 cm (upper picture) and 20×20 cm2 (bot-

tom picture) for horizontal cut.

Figure 3: Non-ionizing energy loss in MPPCs. Black (10

AGeV) and grey (4AGeV) lines correspond 6 cm hole, red

(10 AGeV) and blue (4 AGeV) - 20×20 cm2 hole.

In conclusion, the Monte-Carlo FLUKA simulations

clearly demonstrate that the PSD geometry with a diamond

shaped beam hole of 20×20 cm2 has substantially reduced

radiation damage of the PSD modules and of the MPPCs.
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The Fault Tolerant Local Monitoring Control Board

J.A. Lucio Martı́nez and U. Kebschull

Infrastructure and Computer Systems for Data Processing (IRI), Frankfurt University, Frankfurt/Main, Germany

A robust control system relies on parts that are as re-

dundant as possible. Redundant Microcontrollers (MCU)

are nowadays available as COTS (Commercial Off The

Shelf), for example the CortexR5F TMS570LC4357. A

new Fault Tolerant Local Monitoring Control (FTLMC)

Board was designed and built based on the TMS570. The

TMS570 was configured with the Open Source RTEMS,

whose libraries support real time functionality and EPICS

processes. The safety and fault tolerance features of this

MCU family were tested while running RTEMS/EPICS as

reported in [1].

Background

Experiment tasks such as e.g. Gas level, low and high

voltage monitoring are to be performed by the control sys-

tem. The majority of the sensors and actuators have generic

digital interfaces, namely SPI, 1Wire, RS232, RS485 and

CanBus. All of them are supported by the MCU and thus

by the new FTLMC Board. The TMS570 includes also

an EMAC interface which allows to implement an ip-stack

package to communicate through Ethernet with the board,

as it is predefined by EPICS.

MCU capabilities

The manufacturer Texas Instruments provides in [3] the

following features:

• Dual-Core Lockstep CPUs With ECC-Protected

Caches,

• ECC on Flash and RAM,

• Built-In Self-Test (BIST),

• Error Signaling Module (ESM),

• Voltage and Clock Monitoring.

• Embedded Trace Module (ETM) Module for full pro-

gram reconstruction and real-time instruction trace.

Resources include address comparators and data

value comparators, counters and sequencers. [2]

The FTLMC Board

The PC-104 connector included in the FTLMC board is

used to connect GPIOs and further interfaces that are in-

ternally multiplexed in the TMS570 with other function-

alities, such as synced PWM terminals or I2C hubs. A

Jtag interface is also provided for flashing and debugging

of the MCU. Two CANBUS ports are added and connected

through a double decker USB terminal, suggested for bet-

ter impedance matching. Two screw holes are also present

to fix the board, they have by default no contact to any of

the grounds available in the board. The board power con-

sumption is at the moment 0.9 Watts in normal operation.

Figure 1: FTLMC first protype.

The connectors for the RS-485 and R-S232 are inter-

faced to the MCU using a driver with isolation by default.

The isolation for the CAN-BUS is performed optionally by

the AduM isolators family. If it is decided that such iso-

lators are not needed, 0Ω resistors can be added instead of

the AduM isolator. A 1-Wire interface was also added due

to its easy practical use.
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FPGA radiation resilience through GBT-SCA: a proof of concept

A. Oancea and U. Kebschull

Infrastructure and Computer Systems for Data Processing (IRI), Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Germany

A Hardware setup was developed for monitoring and

control of FPGAs in radiation environments via GBT-SCA.

The setup was tested in a proton beam which demonstrated

that the utilized FPGA was monitored, repaired and reset

successfully and correctly through the GBT-SCA chain.

Overview

SRAM-based FPGAs are susceptible to Single- and

Multiple-Event Upsests (SEUs, MEUs) in their configura-

tion memory when exposed to ionizing radiation. These

upsets lead to device malfunction and eventually to de-

vice failure if these soft errors are not mitigated. A pre-

viously developed concept for soft error mitigation dur-

ing active operation [1] was implemented using the GBT

read-out chain. The GBT chain is advantageous for the

management and control of radiation-susceptible hardware

such as FPGAs, since the chain itself consists of radiation-

hard components. The Versatile Link Demonstrator Board

(VLDB) was used, which offers a GBTx chip optically con-

nected downstream, as well as a GBT-SCA connected via

dedicated E-link to the GBTx chip. A Schematic setup is

presented in Figure 1. The FPGA under irradiation was

controlled exclusively via the GBT-SCA on a VLDB. The

only connection downstream towards the computing node

room was via optical link connected to the GBTx. The

VLDB was connected optically to a C-RORC card running

a T-RORC firmware in a computing node. Low-level com-

munication with the GBT-SCA was performed on software

level with a developed tool based on soft- and firmware by

Heiko Engel1 and Stefan Kirsch2. The original soft- and

firmware was developed for use in ALICE TPC beamtest

readout, and extended here to support firmware program-

ming via SCA JTAG and communication via SCA SPI in-

terface. The computing node was accessible via TCP/IP

using a management tool.

Results

Irradiation was performed with a 2 GeV proton beam at

intensities of 2× 105 and 1× 106 protons per second (p/s).

The runs at different intensities were accumulated over five

days. The total run time was ca. 15 h at 2×105 p/s, and ca.

10 h at 1× 106 p/s. Upset rates at 2× 105 p/s were compa-

rable with previous results from implementations without

GBT chain [2](SBU: 9× 10−3/s, MBU: 8× 10−4/s, reset:

3× 10−4/s). Upset rates increased accordingly during runs

1IRI, Goethe-University Frankfurt
2FIAS, Frankfurt

Figure 1: Schematic setup of the FPGA configuration and

management setup. The interpretation and control of ong-

ing events is performed in the Control and Monitoring Tool

on the User PC. The necessary Files (i.e. FPGA bitfile and

single configuration frames) are held locally in the comput-

ing node.

at 1× 106 p/s (SBU: 1× 10−2/s, MBU: 1× 10−3/s, reset:

4× 10−4/s).

Conclusion

The performed beam test proved that the developed soft

error mitigation approach running on the designated hard-

ware is feasible for radiation enviroments with proton in-

tensities of at least 1×106 p/s. The rates did neither plateau

nor was there a sharp increase in MBU and reset rate, which

is expected when the upset rate is higher than the setup’s

maximum refresh rate. The approach as-is has a JTAG data

rate of ca. 14.3 KB/s, being limited by overhead neces-

sary for HDLC and GBT protocol to communicate with the

GBT-SCA.
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stsDPB firmware development - preparations for CRI

W. Zabolotny∗ , A. Byszuk , M. Guminski , G. Kasprowicz , K. Pozniak , and R. Romaniuk

Institute of Electronic Systems, Warsaw University of Technology, Warszawa, Poland

New functionalities in the tester firmware

The firmware for the tester of MUCH-STS-XYTER 2

(SMX2) ASIC was further developed. The implementation

of the GBTX-based access to the SMX2 chip required seri-

ous rework of the SMX2 controller core. The GBT-IC/EC

controller was delivered by the CERN GBT team and was

integrated with the tester firmware. That allowed control

of the phase of downlink clocks and delay of the uplink

data via the optical link. Successful synchronization of e-

Links and transmission of data was achieved. However, the

I2C access to the GBTX chip is still needed for its initial

configuration.1 The support of “time deterministic” com-

mands, needed for proper synchronization of the front-end

ASICS has been added to the tester firmware and success-

fully tested.

Development of the stsDPB firmware

Even though the final solution for the CBM readout will

be the Common Readout Interface (CRI) board, the Data

Processing Boards (DPBs) are needed for development and

test purposes. Therefore, the functionalities tested in the

tester firmware were integrated into the stsDPB firmware

initially developed by Junfeng Yang. Additionally, some

new functionalities have been implemented directly in that

firmware. The tester firmware supports only a single

SMX2. In the stsDPB, it was required to add support for

multiple SMX2 chips. That resulted in the reorganization

of the firmware, modification of the block used to generate

the phase-shifted downlink clocks, and modification of the

Python procedures so that adjustment of one downlink does

not corrupt state of the SMX2 ASICs connected to other

downlinks. In particular, the downlink transmitter had to

be completely stopped when the clock phase was adjusted.

The Python procedures have also been refactored and sup-

plemented with extensive logging functionalities.

Another task was the integration of the FLIM module

with the stsDPB firmware. New functions for sorting and

splitting the received data into microslices were added. A

dedicated sorting system [1], shown in figure 1, was devel-

oped to merge multiple streams of sorted 32-bit data into

a sorted output stream of 32-bit data at 320 MHz, without

a necessity to operate complex sorters at so high clock fre-

∗wzab@ise.pw.edu.pl
1The initial configuration of the GBTX provides settings needed to

establish the connection via the optical GBT link. In the final setup the

initial configuration will be read from e-Fuses. Because programming of

e-Fuses is an irreversible operation, they could not be used at the develop-

ment stage.

quency. The final sorter-merger performs the comparison

of 4 data words in parallel, selecting two oldest in a sin-

gle 160 MHz clock cycle, producing the sorted stream of

32-bits words at 320 MHz.

The sorted data stream is split into Micro Slices and send

via FLIM module to FLES.

Preparation for CRI

As a preparatory step for the development of the CRI

boards, a review of available hardware solutions for the

PCIe-based readout system was performed [2]. The results

of this review allowed defining the viable configurations of

the CRI boards and contributed to selection of the HTG-

Z920 board as the first prototype of the CRI board.
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Figure 1: Structure of the data concentration system devel-

oped for stsDPB (SM - simple mergers).
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Multichannel ADC and analog front-end ASIC for readout electronics

Yu. Bocharov, V. Butuzov, and A. Simakov

National Research Nuclear University ”MEPhI”, Moscow, Russia

Two application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) have

been designed for prototyping of IP-blocks for readout

electronics. First one is a multichannel micropower ADC.

The prototype, which was implemented in XFAB 0.35u

CMOS process has 10 channels, containing 10-bit ADC

in each channel, FIFO buffer memory, SPI serial interface

and a precision voltage reference (Fig. 1) [1].

Figure 1: Architecture of multichannel ADC

It features very low power consumption, which is less

than 0.5 mW per channel at the sampling frequency of

150 kHz. The proposed new design technique [1] achieves

ADC differential non-linearity (DNL) that is less than 0.5

of the least significant bit (LSB). Integral non-linearity

(INL) is less than 1.6 LSB (Fig. 2).

Another chip is an analog front-end for current output

sensors. In particular, it can be used for silicon photo-

multiplier (SiPM) signals processing (RICH, etc). The

number of channels of ASIC as well as the types of their

input stages depends on the application. The prototype

contains three current-input channels and three voltage-

input channels. Each of the channels includes a pro-

grammable pre-amplifier, integrator with baseline holder,

code-controlled amplifiers, amplitude discriminator, two

programmable timers, low pass filter, peak detector, and

output buffer with the baseline tuning circuitry (Fig. 3).

The ASIC is implemented in 0.35um CMOS technology.

The device uses a serial interface for programming its con-

Figure 2: Measured typical static performance of ADC. (a)

Differential non-linearity and (b) Integral non-linearity

Figure 3: Functional diagram of one channel of analog

ASIC

figuration and parameters. The main performance parame-

ters of the ASIC are as follow: input impedance of current

input amplifiers – (47 - 54) Ohm; current gain control range

– 2 bit; voltage gain control range – 8 bit; dynamic range

(0.1 - 60) pC; conversion ratio (max.) – 400 mV/pC; shap-

ing time – 60 ns; power consumption per channel – 5.5

mW.
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and analyse physics events in an integrated environment.

It, however, provides no inherent mechanism to parallelise

the execution of tasks and thus make full use of the avail-

able computing architectures. This strongly limits its ap-

plicability for real-time data processing on the CBM com-

pute nodes. First studies to introduce parallelism schemes

into CbmRoot were undertaken [6,7], but showed little per-

formance gain owing to the structure of the reconstruction

processing graph. In the future, the possibility to use the

message-queue based FairMQ scheme, developed by the

Scientific Computing group of GSI as extension to Fair-

Root, will be investigated.

Databases for various purposes (configuration, condi-

tions, components) will be important ingredients to the

framework. FairDB is currently used for managing the

hardware component properties in several detector systems

and may also be usable for other purposes [8].

Data Analysis Algorithms

The core reconstruction algorithm, the track finding in

the STS, was already enabled to operate on free-streaming

data. The event-building procedure from reconstructed

STS tracks is also available and was tested with physics

analysis [9]. The proper time-based input from cluster and

hit finding, however, is currently only available for the STS

and MUCH systems [7, 10]. Thus, current efforts are de-

voted to extend the existing time-based reconstruction to

the downstream detectors (global tracking). Progress was

made for tracking in the muon system [11, 16] and in the

TRD [12]. In addition, the particle identification potential

for light nuclei, relevant for the study of e.g., hyper-nuclei

production, was investigated using the energy loss in the

STS [13] and in the TRD [14]. Moreover, a first version of

track finding in mCBM, which differs from the full CBM

in the track model, was made available [15].

Development of the time-based procedure for recon-

struction of global tracks is in progress. Two ap-

proaches are being considered at the moment: based on

the littrack and the CA track finder algorithms. The

littrack method is the current standard, and addition

of the time measurement to the reconstruction scheme is

a straightforward solution. However, it is based on the

track following algorithm using STS tracks as seeds, which

makes it complicated to be applied for the detector align-

ment task. In its turn, the CA track finder in STS is al-

ready fully adapted for time-based reconstruction and ex-

pansion of the method to the downstream detectors is cur-

rently being implemented [16]. The task of the time-based

global track finder requires realistic description of the time

response of cluster and hit finding algorithms, which will

be addressed in the nearest future. Based on this realis-

tic input, the existing solutions for global tracking will be

compared w.r.t. performance in order to arrive at an opti-

mal solution.

Simulation Software

The two major ingredients for simulations are the de-

scription of the detector geometry and a model for the de-

tailed detector response (digitizer). The detector geome-

tries for CBM were consolidated; by now, all detector sys-

tems deliver the geometry in the ROOT TGeoManager for-

mat as agreed on for standalone visualisation and manage-

ment through a database (see [17–19]). Geometry descrip-

tions for all detector system participating in mCBM are

also available. In order to manage the increasing number

of geometry versions for the detector system for different

contexts / setups and provide them in a controlled and user-

friendly way, the development of a Geometry Database was

continued; a prototype is now available for testing [20].

Time-based version of all digitizers were provided

(see [18, 21]), which is of particular importance for the

modeling of the actual data stream from both mCBm and

CBM. Together with a (simplified) software representation

of the time-slice building, the simulation output is now log-

ically equivalent to the raw data expected from the data ac-

quisition. It is, however yet on the digi (ROOT) level and

does not include all details of the time slice building (e.g.,

micro-slice sub-structure). Similarly, not all relevant fea-

tures (e.g., data loss due to pile-up from different events)

are yet included in all digitizers; this will be the task for

the immediate future.

The next issues to be addressed by simulation software

are thus: the proper treatment of inter-event pile-up in the

digitizers, the inclusion of not event-correlated background

sources into the simulations (see [22,23]), and the descrip-

tion of the data stream in the actual raw data format.

Offline Analysis Environment

Considerations to organise the offline analysis of the

huge amount of data CBM will archive when starting op-

erations in 2024 have not started yet in earnest. A strategy

will be developed in close cooperation with the other FAIR

experiments, in particular with PANDA as the other data-

intensive experiment, and with FAIR/GSI-IT. First steps to

develop a common FAIR computing model, of which the

CBM computing model will be one part, will be taken in

2018, with the aim to arrive at a Technical Design Report

in 2020.

Software Development Infrastructure

The basic tools to enable an effective and collaborative

software development are in place and operational since

several years.

• Software Distribution: CbmRoot, comprising simu-

lation, reconstruction and analysis software, is dis-

tributed through a Subversion repository hosted

on a GSI server. Several packages (KFParticle,

KFParticleFinder, FlesNet) are hosted separately

on git servers and are integrated into CbmRoot in the
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build process. The movement of the entire CBM soft-

ware to a git repository is one of the tasks for the next

future.

• Build system: We use CMake to build CbmRoot, which

takes also care of the integration of external packages.

Shell scripts for the installation of external packages

and of FairRoot are provided. The installation is

supported on all Linux flavours as well as for OS X.

• Documentation: By convention, documentation is

provided in-code in Doxygen format. The documen-

tation is generated nightly on a GSI server, which

provides a browser-based output [24]. Additional re-

quirements on documentation are to be defined by the

Computing Projects.

• Software integrity management: the possibility to per-

form regular tests (nightly or on commit) is provided

through a CDash system. Tests are to be defined by

the Computing Projects. The test results are furnished

on a web server [25].

• Project management and communication: The collab-

orative platform for software development in CBM is

a Redmine instance [26]. It integrates a browser front-

end to the repository, systems for issues, news, fo-

rum and Wiki, and project planning facilities. The

Redmine system is also used for some hardware

projects.

The development tools and the deployment of servers are

subject to constant maintenance and further development

following the needs of the Computing Projects.
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Data-flow scheduling for a scalable FLESnet

F. Salem, F. Schintke, T. Schütt, and A. Reinefeld

Zuse Institute, Berlin

Abstract

FLES is the first-level event selector of the CBM project.

For the timeslice building, the FLESnet software uses

tightly coupled processes. Unfortunately, slow processes

and network congestion cause a serious performance bot-

tleneck, especially in large systems. We therefore devel-

oped a scheduling mechanism to minimize the synchro-

nization overhead and enhance the scalability. We highlight

the main components of our new scheduling mechanism

and we show how it enhances the performance of FLESnet

on large deployments.

Introduction

The First-Level Event Selector (FLES) high perfor-

mance computing cluster builds timeslices for analysis us-

ing a project called FLESnet [1], which is ported to Lib-

fabric [2]. FLESnet consists of two kinds of processes,

‘input nodes’ and ‘compute nodes’. Input nodes receive

data from the sensor links and chop the stream into time

intervals, called micro-timeslices. Compute nodes receive

from input nodes all micro-timeslices of a given time inter-

val. They build a complete timeslice before analyzing them

further.

Each compute node maintains one memory buffer for

each input node. Input nodes use remote direct memory

access (RDMA) to write their contribution directly to the

compute nodes’ buffers and inform them accordingly. Be-

fore overwriting a remote memory buffer, the input nodes

wait for an acknowledgment from the compute node that

the timeslice was processed and the buffer is free for reuse.

The buffer space at a compute node cannot be reused un-

til all contributions from all input nodes have been received

and the analysis is finished. Hence, a single lazy node or

slow connection may cause input nodes to become out of

synchronization and slow down the entire cluster.

For this reason, FLESnet needs a global scheduler for

timeslice transmission, so that each compute node could

receive the contributions of a particular timeslice from all

input nodes within a small time frame. Furthermore, the

scheduler should be able to take different injection rates

from different input nodes into account and it should avoid

overload of the network and buffer space. If done prop-

erly, the aggregate bandwidth should scale linearly with the

number of nodes.

In this paper, we present a distributed scheduler that syn-

chronizes the input nodes’ injection rates and scales with

the system size. We present empirical benchmark results

and show how the new scheduler improves the performance

of FLESnet on larger deployments.

Data-Flow Scheduling

The Data-Flow Scheduler (DFS) synchronizes the input

nodes to send their contributions within a particular time

interval. DFS attempts to eliminate the endpoint conges-

tion at the compute nodes. It does so by proposing a start

time and duration for each interval of the timeslice distri-

bution that input nodes should adhere to.

DFS consists of two schedulers, one at the input nodes

and the other at the compute nodes. Figure 1 shows the

components of the scheduler.

Figure 1: DFS components

Compute Scheduler

The Compute Scheduler stores the history of the trans-

mitted intervals and proposes the needed information for

the upcoming intervals. It consists of four modules: Re-

ceiver, History Manager, Proposer, and Clock Synchro-

nizer. The Receiver collects the starting times and dura-

tions from input schedulers. After that, it sends them to

the History Manager for calculating statistics and storage.

The Proposer calculates the expected starting time and du-

ration of upcoming intervals based on the statistics from

the History Manager and sends it to Input Schedulers. The

Clock Synchronizer considers different clock drift rates of

the different machines to improve the clock accuracy.

Input Scheduler

The Input Scheduler receives the proposed starting time

and duration of an interval and then schedules the transmis-

sion accordingly. It consists of three modules: Sender, Re-

ceiver, and Scheduler. The Sender transmits the actual start
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Parallelization of CbmRoot at task level

M. Prokudin

Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia

Parallelization of CbmRoot at the task level is

based on the simple idea that FairTasks not requir-

ing data from each other can be executed in par-

allel. Each FairTask requests needed data using

FairRootManager::GetObject and exports processed

data using FairRootManager::Register. If Task 1 ex-

ports some data and Task 2 requests it, then Task 2 de-

pends on Task 1 and Task 1 should be executed before

Task 2. A typical dependency graph for a CbmRoot run

(macro/run/run reco.C) is shown in Fig. 1. In this

graph, each task is a vertex and each dependency is an edge.
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Figure 1: Flow graph of CbmRoot (digitisation plus recon-

struction)

To enable the parallel execution of independent tasks

within CbmRoot, the Intel R© TBB library [1] was used.

A dedicated class CbmRunAnaParallel was implemented

to convert the graph of FairTasks dependencies according

to the TBB requirements. The methods GetObject and

Register were implemented in the CbmRunAnaParallel

class, and corresponding framework-wide wrapper func-

tions were introduced to ensure backward compatibility.

Addition problems were encountered because

the existing FairRoot and CbmRoot code is not

thread-safe. Thus, FairRun::Instance() and

FairRootManager::Instance() return a null pointer

# threads Digitization Digitization+reconstruction

1 1043 4621

2 953 4289

3 824 3962

4 756 4066

6 704 4066

8 762 4038

Table 1: Run times (in seconds) for digitization and digiti-

zation plus reconstruction vs. number of threads.

for all threads except for the main one. So, addi-

tional wrapper function were introduced. Similarly,

the methods TClonesArray::Delete() (and possibly

TClonesArray::Clear()) are not thread-safe resulting

in potential memory corruption. Mutex was introduced to

ensure consequent cleaning of arrays. The RICH, TRD

and TOF cluster and hit finders rely on the gGeoManager

object which should preserve its state for each thread. A

dedicated mutex was used here to avoid state corruption.

The amount of mutexed TOF code is quite small. In

contrast, almost all code of TRD cluster and hit finders had

to be mutexed preventing its execution parallel to RICH

and TOF because of overuse of gGeoManager.

The run time of the standard run reco.C macro as a

function of the number of running threads is shown in

Table 1. A four-core i7-4790K processor (4.2 GHz ef-

fective frequency) with hyper-threading was used for the

test. 1000 central UrQMD gold-gold collisions at 10 AGeV

were digitized and reconstructed in each run. A speed-up

of up to 1.5 for digitization and 1.17 for a full run was ob-

served.

To understand such poor results let us look at the depen-

dency graph (Fig. 1) once again. The execution time for

each task is shown in the picture. According to the graph,

tasks shown by red color must be executed sequentially.

This means that run time cannot be smaller than the sum of

run times of these tasks even for ideal parallelization. The

total execution time of the tasks is 3660 seconds not includ-

ing I/O, initialization time and framework overheads. From

the numbers shown in Fig. 1 is is obvious that the benefits

of task-level parallelism are limited. Emphasis should be

put on using parallelism within single tasks, in particular

for the most time-consuming one (global tracking).
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Update on the CBM MVD Geometry

P. Klaus1, P. Sitzmann1, M. Deveaux1, J. Stroth1,2, and the CBM-MVD Collaboration
1Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The CBM physics cases request employing the CBM

Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) with a next generation sen-

sor technology, so-called MIMOSIS. It will be derived

from the ALPIDE sensor developed for the ALICE ITS up-

grade. Among the benefits is an acceleration of the sensor

readout. This new concept, developed at IPHC Strasbourg,

modifies the form factor of the MIMOSIS sensor compared

to the old one (MIMOSA-type), as depicted in Fig. 1. This

has triggered a moderate adjustment of the CBM Micro

Vertex Detector (MVD) layout.

Figure 1: Comparing MIMOSA vs. MIMOSIS sensor lay-

outs (2 adjacent sensors, station 0, front side) in one quad-

rant. Circles depict the geometrical acceptance.

As a consequence of the new, larger MIMOSIS form fac-

tor, the MVD geometry was adapted (now version 17a),

based on the new sensor layout provided by IHPC. This

layout slightly increases the lateral size of the individual

MVD modules (quadrants). Also, a moderate reduction of

the material budget was achieved, and the total number of

sensors was decreased. To facilitate production, the third

and the fourth MVD stations are always identical. Fol-

lowing the needs defined by the physics cases for which

the MVD will be employed, two MVD geometries are de-

fined. The “Vertexing” geometry is optimized for high-

precision secondary vertex tracking with a smaller, very

low material-budget station close to the target. It features

a setup with stations at 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm from the tar-

get (Fig. 2, left). The more compact ”Tracking” geometry

(Fig. 2, right) is optimized with respect to tracking of low-

momentum particles, i.e. supplementing the tracking capa-

bility of the STS detector. It features stations at 8, 12, 16

and 20 cm from the target. The distance to the target was

increased to reduce the occupancy (dominated by δ elec-

trons). Together with the now larger first station the ge-

ometrical acceptance is increased. To implement the new

geometries with flexibility towards possible future modifi-

cations, new scripting tools to create ROOT geometries for

use in simulations were developed.

Figure 2: New MVD geometries with stations 0-3. Left:

“Vertexing”, right: ‘Tracking” geometry. Colors depict the

station layout, i.e. three different station layouts in total.

Numbers indicate the distance to the target in cm.

The two new geometries were included into the CbmRoot

framework. First, still rather preliminary results indicate

the improvement in tracking of low-momentum particles

especially at reduced magnetic field with the ”Tracking”

MVD geometry. More systematic studies are in progress,

e.g. with respect to background suppression in di-electron

measurements.

Figure 3: Preliminary efficiency of track reconstruction for

both MVD geomtries (”Vertexing” vx, ”Tracking” tr, see

text), Au+Au 10A GeV, 50% magnetic field.
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Implementation of electronic noise in the simulation of the CBM-STS

V. Friese

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The task of detector simulation is to generate a raw data

stream as realistic as possible with respect to the data ex-

pected from the real experiment. Hitherto, the detector re-

sponse to collisions of beam particles with target nuclei,

modeled by generators like UrQMD, was implemented in

software. However, for a free-running, untriggered sys-

tem like CBM, the electronic noise, which is not correlated

to beam-target interactions, constitutes an important back-

ground, which must be modeled in order to study its in-

fluence on data rates and reconstruction performance. In

the following, we describe the inclusion of noise into the

time-based simulation of the CBM STS detector.

According to the Rice formula [1], the single-channel

noise rate is

f =
f0
2

e
− q2

thr

2q2
noise ,

where qthr is the applied charge threshold and qnoise the

equivalent noise charge. f0 is the zero-crossing rate, i. e.

the rate with which the noise level changes sign. It com-

putes to

f0 =
1

πτ
,

τ being the rise time of the ADC shaper. For the STS-

XYTER, the rise time of the slow shaper (80 ns) is the

relevant one, which gives f0 = 4 MHz. At a threshold-

to-noise ratio of 3, this gives a single-channel noise rate of

about 22 kHz.

The generation of noise was implemented in the

time-based STS detector response simulation through

the method CbmStsModule::GenerateNoise(t1, t2),

which generates noise signals for the time interval [t1, t2].
The method is called from the task class CbmStsDigitize

for each module in the setup and for each event using the

time of the preceding and the current event as arguments,

i. e. for the time interval between the two events.

In the average time interval between two subsequent

events of 100 ns (corresponding to 10 MHz interaction

rate), the expectation value for the number of noise sig-

nals for a given electronics channel is, at the above noise

rate of 22 kHz, 0.0022. Sampling for each channel from

a Poissonian distribution with this mean value would com-

putationally not be effective. Instead, the average number

of noise signals for the entire module (2,048 channels) is

sampled; the expectation value in this case is about 4.5.

The resulting noise digis are randomly distributed over the

channels in the module; their time is sampled from a uni-

form distribution between the two event times. The noise

charge is randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution

left-truncated at the charge threshold, i. e. from the distri-

bution

dN

dq
∝

{

0 q < qthr

e
− q2

2q2
noise q ≥ qthr .

The required parameters qnoise, qthr and f0 are contained

in the set of module parameters which can be set from the

run macro. Their default values are qnoise = 1000 e, qthr =
3000 e and f0 = 4 · 10−3s−1 for all modules.

Noise generation is by default de-activated in the

STR digitizer since it produces vast amounts of data

in particular at low interaction rates. It can be acti-

vated from the digitisation run macro by the method

CbmStsDigitize::SetGenerateNoise().

Table 1: Fraction of noise digis in the total data rate for

different event rates and threshold settings. The num-

bers were calculated for minimum-bias Au+Au collisions

at 10A GeV.

10 kHZ 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz

qthr/qnoise = 3.0 99.8% 98% 86% 40%

qthr/qnoise = 3.5 99.2% 92% 55% 11%

qthr/qnoise = 4.0 95.0% 65% 15% 2%

Table 1 summarizes the fraction of noise digis in the total

simulated data for different event rates and ratios of thresh-

old to noise level. It is obvious that at low interaction rates,

corresponding to data taking without software trigger (be-

low 100 kHz), the noise constitutes the major data source

even with strict threshold settings, which at four times the

noise level already cut noticeably into the signal. This is

uncritical for the DAQ bandwidth which must be able to di-

gest 10 MHz interaction rate, where noise contributes only

marginally to the data rate; it seems, however, not advis-

able to archive data which consist to a large fraction of

noise. Similarly, the noise is unlikely to influence the ef-

ficiency of track reconstruction, but may impact the speed

of the corresponding algorithms. To suppress noise in the

archival rate, the implementation of real-time event build-

ing from raw data, acting as an effective noise filter, seems

an adequate measure. Corresponding developments are in

progress.
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sion sts v16g was used. Figure 4 shows all particles de-

tected in the RICH detector for the two beam energies.

Figure 4: Detected particles in the RICH detector (with at

least one hit) in dependence on momentum. Left: 8A GeV,

rich v18a 1e. Right: 25AGeV, rich v18a 3e.

The Reconstruction performance was studied with

simulations for central Au+Au collisions at 8A GeV and

25AGeV beam energy embedding 10 additional e± in each

event. Figure 5 shows the ring reconstruction efficiency for

primary electrons. The mean efficiency for 8A GeV beam

energy is 96.7% for electrons with at least 7 hits (red) and

97.6% for electrons with at least 15 hits (blue). The cor-

responding numbers for 25A GeV beam energy are 90.9%

and 92.4%, respectively. A summary of the reconstruction

results is presented in Table 1.

Figure 5: Ring reconstruction efficiency for primary

electrons embedded in central Au+Au collisions. Left:

8A GeV, right: 25AGeV beam energy.

In summary, the new RICH geometry (v18a) showed

similar performance comparing to the previous version

(v17a) [1].

Time-based simulation

CBM will work in a triggerless mode, which means that

data received in the DAQ from detectors will not be as-

sociated with events by a hardware trigger. All raw data

within a given period of time will be collected continuously

in containers, so called time slices. The task of the recon-

struction algorithms is to create events out of this raw data

stream. The cbmroot framework provides basic function-

ality which allows to handle time slices and events at the

same time [4]. We started to integrate the RICH software

to the free-streaming data flow.

Table 1: Summary table of the reconstruction results for

primary electrons embedded in central Au+Au collisions,

integrated over the momentum range 0 – 6 GeV

8A GeV (SIS100) 25A GeV (SIS300)

Ring reconstruction efficiency (all e±) [%]

96.5 91.2

Ring reconstruction efficiency (ref e±) [%]

97.7 93.2

STS-RICH matching efficiency [%]

91.8 83.7

Electron identification efficiency in RICH [%]

88.4 81.1

Pion suppression in RICH

391 135

The first modification was in the basic data class

CbmRichDigi in which a time variable was added.

The main class for detector response simulation

CbmRichDigitizer was modified to support both

event-based and time-based simulations. The output digis

are added either to TClonesArray or to CbmDaqBuffer.

The dead-time of a PMT pixel after photon detection

(30 ns) is taken into account, also the simulation of noise

digis between Monte-Carlo events (10 kHz per pixel) is

implemented.

For the moment the ideal event builder

CbmBuildEventsIdeal, using Monte-Carlo infor-

mation, is used to combine RICH digis to events. Events

are represented by the dedicated data class CbmEvent.

The dedicated implementation of the RICH event builder

has to be investigated further. For the moment two

options are considered: hit preselection in a time win-

dow or ring reconstruction with time measurements

as an additional parameter. After an event is build,

CbmRichHitProducer reads digis from CbmEvent,

creates hits out of these digis and adds them back to

CbmEvent. Then CbmRichReconstruction reads these

hits from CbmEvent, performs reconstruction and adds

output rings to CbmEvent.

In summary, a first version of time-based simulation for

the RICH detector was implemented. The RICH software

supports both event-based and time-based simulation.
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Description of the CBM-MUCH geometry in CbmRoot
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Within the CbmRoot software framework, the detector

geometries shall, by convention, be provided in the ROOT

TGeoManager format. The reasons for this decision are

that each detector geometry can be visualised stand-alone

using the ROOT TBrowser, and that the geometry files can

be handled by a geometry database. The Muon Chamber

system (MUCH), however, did not yet follow this conven-

tion but used a legacy ASCII format to specify its geometry.

In this report, we describe the development of the MUCH

geometry description in ROOT format matching the speci-

fications of CbmRoot. The task of “rootification” includes

the development of a macro to create the MUCH geometry

and the development of GeoHandler classes for the inclu-

sion of the rootified geometry into transport simulations.

The optimized MUCH geometry consists of several de-

tector layers placed between segmented absorbers. A set

of three detector chambers of identical size placed between

two consecutive absorbers is denoted as “station”. In or-

der to develop the geometry using a macro, the follow-

ing procedure has been adopted. First we have created

a top volume filled with air using the TGeoVolume class.

A TGeoVolume named “much” is created and added as a

node to the top volume. Inside ”much“, different volumes

are created for stations, absorbers and beam pipe shields.

Each station node contains three “layer” nodes which in

turn contain trapezoidal gas detector modules of realistic

size. A schematic layout of the entire procedure is shown

in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows a display of the SIS100B version of the

Figure 1: Layout of the MUCH geometry

MUCH geometry constructed using the macro. It consists

of four stations and four absorbers. The first absorber is

made of graphite, the others of iron. The first part of the ab-

sorber is a trapezoid which will be placed inside the dipole

magnet. The rest of the absorbers are parallelepiped in

shape. Argon gas of 3 mm thickness is used as the active

medium of the detector modules.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the SIS100B MUCH geome-

try

In order to implement the rootified geometry in

the transport process, modifications to the CbmMuch

and CbmMuchGeoScheme classes, which contain all pro-

cesses of earlier geometry creation, were necessary. In

the older version of the CbmMuch class, the function

ConstructGeometry was used to call the instance of

CbmMuchGeoScheme for reading the ASCII file. This was

replaced by the function ConstructRootGeometry which

takes the MUCH geometry prepared in ROOT format as in-

put.

The modified classes along with the macro were commit-

ted to the repository. The full simulation chain was tested

in the CbmRoot framework with ROOT6 and was found to

work properly.

We would like to thank V. Friese and F. Uhlig for many

stimulating discussions.
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Beamtime simulations in CbmRoot with an improved ToF digitization scheme

C. Simon1, N. Herrmann1, I. Deppner1, P.-A. Loizeau2, Ph. Weidenkaff1, and the CBM ToF working

group
1Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Due to the challenging requirements constraining a

large-area ToF detector to be operated under CBM design

conditions the CBM ToF group has always been commit-

ted to pushing the combined limit of MRPC detection effi-

ciency, time resolution, and rate capability to beyond cur-

rent technical feasibility. While a holistic approach that re-

spects the interplay of individual contributions to the detec-

tor response function has driven the planning, realization,

and analysis of multiple successful in-beam prototype tests,

the ToF simulation software in the past—for the sake of

simplicity—allowed for independently specifying detector

characteristics for digitization that are actually interwoven.

An efficient and precise detection of a primary charged

particle traversing an MRPC depends, among other things,

on the amplitude of the signal induced on the readout

plane, the corresponding slope when/if crossing the dis-

crimination threshold, and its spatiotemporal interference

with other primary signals. The sampling distribution of

the induced charge—skipping avalanche formation to keep

execution times at a manageable level—is, in turn, influ-

enced by the impact of preceding particles on the electric

field in the gas gaps. A new ToF digitization scheme which

was initially developed as a set of ROOT macros [1] in-

corporates many of the interlinked steps that lead to the

final detector response and has been ported to CbmRoot

in 2017. Owing to the aforementioned interplay of contri-

butions the parametric digitization model takes as input a

given reference state—a result from beamtime/cosmic data

analysis—for a certain counter geometry (described by a

detection efficiency, a time resolution, a mean cluster size

etc.) and then utilizes the simplex optimization method to

reproduce this state as closely as possible with a set of free

model parameters (e.g. the total induced charge distribution

modus, its scaling, and the discrimination threshold).

The so modeled reference state can be used as a start-

ing point for various simulation scenarios among which

the main focus is on reproduction and extrapolation of

beamtime results, in particular with respect to the response

degradation due to a sustained particle flux through the de-

tector. As the (for the latter purpose required but gener-

ally switchable) memorization of preceding primary par-

ticles which all contribute to the response function at a

given point in time is of complexity O(n2) [1], the multi-

threaded environment provided on the Kronos cluster was

exploited for the example case of a flux study as depicted

in Fig. 1, mimicking a rate scan performed at the ELBE fa-

cility in April 2011 [2]. The simulated efficiency and time

resolution degrade linearly with increasing particle flux for

the modeled counter (relaxation time τMRPC = 100ms

and impact radius rimp = 100µm [1]) as expected from

analytical approximations [3] and measured at ELBE.

As the model inherently produces uncalibrated detector

data (cf. Fig. 2) – a calibration file which can be applied

during digitization is automatically generated by the mod-

eling procedure – it could deliver valuable input to the cali-

bration routines and reconstruction algorithms to be written

for both mCBM@SIS18 and STAR eTOF.
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Figure 1: Average counter efficiency decline (left plot) and

worsening of the time resolution (right plot) both as func-

tions of an incident particle flux uniformly illuminating a

surface spot of 1 cm2 on a 900 cm2 MRPC for 30 s. The

lines correspond to linear fits to the simulated data.
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Figure 2: Signal position misalignment along the readout

strips (left plot) and dependence of the signal time resid-

ual on the time over threshold (“time walk”; right plot) as

introduced in the new digitization scheme.
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Time-based cluster finding in the CBM-STS detector

V. Friese

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

A charged particle traversing a sensor of the CBM Sili-

con Tracking System (STS) will, depending on its incident

angle with respect to the sensor surface, deposit charge

in one or several read-out strips. The first step in recon-

struction is thus to group the signals in the corresponding

electronic channels (“digis”) to clusters, which deliver one-

dimensional position information on the intersection of the

particle trajectory with the sensor.

If the association of the digis to events (beam-target in-

teractions) is known, this problem can be solved straight-

forwardly. First, all input digis are sorted to their respective

readout modules (a module representing a unit of several

read-out ASICs connected to a sensor); then, in each mod-

ule a linear scan over all channels is performed to group

adjacent active channels into clusters.

The data stream to be expected for CBM, however, will

contain no a-priori association of raw data to events. The

input data format is the so-called time slice, a container

comprising the raw data from a large number of events. A

time-based cluster finder must thus operate on such data

input. This has two consequences: First, a time cut must be

introduced to define under which conditions neighbouring

active channels can be considered to belong to a cluster;

second, the input data size is much larger than in the event-

by-event case, such that naive implementations involving

huge combinatorics are prohibitive in terms of execution

time.

A first version of a time-based cluster finder for the STS

was implemented in 2015 [1]. This version was an exten-

sion of the event-based cluster finder, enabling each mod-

ule to internally store multiple digis per channel by using

a std::multimap instead of a std::map. It was found,

however, that the execution time for this ansatz did not

scale with the size of the input data, i.e. with the number

of events contained in the time slice.

The new implementation of the STS cluster finder uses

a completely different logic which allows it to operate in

a “streaming” fashion without combinatorics. Its only pre-

requisite is that the input digis come sorted with respect

to time, a condition which is met by the software repre-

sentation of the CBM DAQ. Cluster finding is performed

for each module separately and (potentially) in parallel, us-

ing one instance of the class CbmClusterFinderModule

per module. The input digis are read by the central task

class CbmStsFindClusters and are delivered one-by-one

to the respective module. Each module records its running

status by storing for each channel the time of the last digi

and its index in the input array. The status is realised by

two std::vector instances. Two channels or digis are

considered “matched” if they are neighbouring and their

time difference is less than 3
√
2σt, where σt is the time

resolution of the module. For each new digi, the following

procedure is executed:

• If the channel is active (already contains a digi), the

corresponding cluster is written to the output and the

respective channels are cleared in the status.

• If the left and/or right neighbouring channel is active

and does not match the digi, the corresponding cluster

is written to the output and the respective channels are

cleared in the status.

• The module status is updated with the new digi.

After having processed all digis from the time slice, the

clusters remaining in each module are written to the output.

This simple procedure produces clusters in a quasi-

continuous way without involving any combinatorics. Its

execution time is about 10 ms per central event and 3 ms

per minimum-bias event, both numbers being independent

of the number of events per time slice. The speed of the

new algorithm is similar to that of the old one for a single

event per time slice, but faster by a factor of two for ten

events per time slice and by a factor of about 20 for 1,000

events per time slice (see Table 1). The resulting clusters

are identical to those obtained with the old cluster finder.

Table 1: Cluster finding speed for the old and the new STS

cluster finder for different time-slice sizes (minimum-bias

Au+Au events at 10A GeV). The execution time was mea-

sured on an Intel Core 7 2.5 GHz processor using a single

core.

Events in time slice time/event old CF time/event new CF

10 4 ms 2 ms

30 5 ms 2 ms

100 9 ms 2 ms

300 17 ms 3 ms

1,000 48 ms 3 ms

A drawback of the new cluster finder is that the output

clusters are not sorted with respect to time. Should the next

reconstruction step, the hit finding, require a time-sorted

input, sorting would have to be accomplished before.

The presented strategy for “4D” cluster finding appears

appropriate for the STS and can serve as a model for similar

tasks in other CBM detectors.
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Parallelisation of cluster and hit Finding for the CBM-MUCH
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In reconstruction for CBM, parallel computing can be

achieved by two approaches: a) Parallelisation between

events (collisions) by running one thread for each event;

and b) parallelisation inside a given event. A study for the

fist approach was performed earlier [1]. In this report, we

investigate the in-event parallelisation of the cluster and hit

finding processes in the MUCH system, which are the first

reconstruction tasks, to be executed before track finding.

We used suitable parallel paradigms which are compatible

with the CbmRoot framework. Since it was observed that

the processes of cluster and hit finding are equally compute

and I/O intensive, we did not consider to use co-processors

like GPU for computation.

A class CbmMuchFindHitsGem was developed to find

clusters and hits. First, using both spatial and tempo-

ral information, neighbouring fired pads are grouped to

form a cluster (CbmMuchCluster). The centroid of a clus-

ter is then used to construct a hit (CbmMuchPixelHit).

The implementation sorts the input raw data (digis: the

smallest information unit of one readout channel) into a

std::vector for each module. Cluster and hit finding in

each module can then be executed independently and thus

in parallel. The same class can be used for both the event-

by-event and the time-based mode, the latter being compli-

ant to free-streaming data.

All results presented in the following refer to event-by-

event processing. The experimental setup consisted of a

server with two Intel Xeon 2.4 Ghz 12-core processors

with hyper-threading enabled and 5 GB/core RAM. Re-

sults were generated using simulated data from 1,000 cen-

tral Au+Au events at 35A GeV, generated by UrQMD.

Parallelisation was implemented using the OpenMP

standard library [2] and the BOOST parallelising library [3]

allowing to execute tasks in parallel on multiple threads.

For optimising and work-load balancing of each parallel

thread, we investigated different work-distribution mecha-

nisms, like static and dynamic scheduling of digis for clus-

ter finding and clusters for hit finding. We found that dy-

namic scheduling provided equal workload sharing among

all threads.

The process flow of parallel cluster and hit finding pro-

cess is as follows. First, digis are read in parallel for cre-

ating module by module local containers of digi pointers.

MUCH consists of 12-18 layers (depending on the set-up),

each layer being divided into a number of modules. Sec-

ond, in each module, a loop over all digis is performed to

find clusters in parallel. The persistent output of the clus-

ter finding uses a TClonesArray of CbmMuchCluster,

which is the input for the hit finding process. Third, for

the hit finding, all clusters are read in parallel, and data sets

containing a number of clusters are distributed to different

threads running in parallel.

Figure 1: Execution time comparison for cluster finding

(upper) and hit finding (lower) for a single event using the

OpenMP and BOOST parallel paradigms

Figure 1 shows the execution time per event as func-

tion of the number of threads for the OpenMP and BOOST

implementations of the cluster and hit finding processes.

We found that BOOST provided better timing results com-

pared to OpenMP. A maximum speed-up of about 5 can

be achieved using 16 out of the possible 24 threads on the

server. This is significantly smaller than the speed-up ob-

tained by parallelization across events (running each event

in a single thread). A possible interpretation is that the

amount of data to be processed per thread is too small to

effectively employ parallelisation features: the thread over-

head is too large. This assessment is likely to change when

not only one event but an entire time-slice consisting of a

large number of events is processed. Future work will thus

focus on parallelisation within time-slices.
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In order to obtain sufficient statistics for rare probe mea-

surements, CBM will operate at high interaction rates of

up to 10 MHz. Unlike conventional, triggered experiments,

CBM will ship and collect time-stamped data into a readout

buffer and deliver it to a large computer farm for online re-

construction and selection. The information obtained from

the detector in a certain time period is called a time-slice. In

such a scenario, at high interaction rates detector measure-

ments from different collisions can overlap in time. For the

correct physics analysis, however, the information on indi-

vidual collisions of ions (events) is required. Thus, indi-

vidual collisions should be build from time-slice data with

a dedicated event-building algorithm.

In order to disentangle different overlapping collisions

from each other, the information on space and time coor-

dinates measured in the detector is used (so-called 4D rou-

tines). The time-based reconstruction chain includes sev-

eral stages: 4D track finding, 4D track fitting, event build-

ing, short-lived particle finding, and event selection. The

event-building algorithm for the highest CBM interaction

rate is based on the tracks which are reconstructed and fit-

ted with 4D routines.

The core of reconstruction in CBM is track reconstruc-

tion in the Silicon Tracking System (STS) based on the Cel-

lular Automaton (CA) and Kalman Filter. The 4D track

finder algorithm takes as an input all hit measurements

from a time-slice and reconstructs tracks from them using

their time and space information. Simulation studies show

that the track finding efficiency is stable with interaction

rate and changes by less than 1% for the extreme case of

10 MHz interaction rate in comparison to the event-based

approach.

The parameters of reconstructed tracks are fitted in 4D-

space with the Kalman Filter track fitter. The state vector

of a track includes six parameters, namely the x and y po-

sitions, the tx and ty slopes, the momentum and the time.

The algorithm allows to estimate the track time with a pre-

cision of 1.25 ns based on the hit measurements in the STS.

The next stage of the reconstruction procedure is the

event building. In the current implementation of event

building at track level, the tracks are split into event-

corresponding clusters according to the estimated time at

the target position and its errors. The algorithm chooses

the best fitted track according to the minimal time error and

collects all tracks which coincide within the estimated time

errors with the best track in a cluster. This cluster is called

an event. The procedure is repeated until no tracks are left.

This approach allows to resolve 100 % of collisions for an

interaction rate of up to 1 MHz. For the highest interaction

rate of 10 MHz, the algorithm allows to resolve 83 % of

collisions. No splitting of events is observed.

Figure 1: Invariant mass spectra of Ξ− reconstructed in

a time-slice with 0.5M minimum-bias Au+Au events at

10A GeV. Different interaction rate scenarios are shown

with different colors.

Table 1: Particle reconstruction efficiency for minimum-

bias Au+Au collisions at 10A GeV at different interaction

rates

Efficiency, % 3-D 0.1 MHz 1 MHz 10 MHz

Ks0 20.7 21.1 19.4 17.6

Λ 19.4 20.6 18.7 16.7

Ξ
− 10.5 11.7 10.6 8.2

The obtained track clusters are given as an input to the

KF Particle Finder package for the reconstruction of short-

lived particles. A primary vertex is constructed in each

event. Monte-Carlo information for the identification of

charged particles was used. The obtained Ξ− mass spectra

for different interaction rate scenarios are shown in Fig. 1.

A study with 300k simulated UrQMD events at 10 AGeV

showed that the reconstruction efficiency (including de-

tector acceptance) for Ξ− varies from 10.5% for the case

of event-by-event reconstruction to 8.2% for the case of

10 MHz interaction rate (see Table 1). The observed ef-

ficiency degradation is under investigation. It can be ex-

plained by the finite STS strip dead time, which leads to

the fact that measurements for some particles, which cross

the detector, are not registered. Since the track finder effi-

ciency is normalized to the reconstructable tracks the effect

is not seen on the track finder level. However, owing to the

lower quality of track parameters the effect is seen on the

resulting particle reconstruction performance.

Work on adding other detector systems to the analysis

is ongoing and is expected to improve the resulting recon-

struction performance.
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Application of the vector finding-based track reconstruction method for the

CBM muon setup

A. Zinchenko and V. Ladygin

VBLHEP JINR, Dubna, Russia

In Refs. [1–3] a track reconstruction method in the

CBM-MUCH detector based on a vector finding approach

was described, which was inspired by the CA track finder

in the STS [4]. Since then, the method and procedure have

been extended to include the other detectors downstream

from the MUCH (TRD and TOF), which form together the

muon setup, with one of its versions designed for studies of

low-mass vector mesons (LMVM) being shown in Fig. 1.

In a few words, the vector finding method is based

on building vectors for each sub-detector separately and

matching them to each other and to STS tracks. In this

approach, MUCH stations are also treated independently

since they are separated by thick absorbers. Presumably,

such a scheme should better handle a heterogeneous track-

ing environment and offer higher flexibility with respect

to algorithm tuning as compared with a track following

method (implemented, for instance, in the littrack pack-

age). Moreover, this algorithm is naturally parallelizable

and extendable to the triggering application.

However, there is also the possibility to use vectors from

more downstream detectors (with lower hit number and

density) to constrain vector search in more upstream detec-

tors in order to reduce the combinatorics. In particular, if

vectors in the two most-downstream stations of MUCH are

built, they can be matched through the absorber and prop-

agated to the upstream stations, where the vector building

is done within certain roads around extrapolated lines. The

TRD vectors can also contribute to this process. Moreover,

they will be necessary if the last MUCH stations are built

in a “reduced” format (with the number of measurements

per track being not enough to constrain a vector).

Figure 1: SIS100 CBM LMVM muon setup

Currently, the method is implemented for the muon setup

with the “baseline” MUCH design (four 3-layer GEM sta-

tions). The TOF detector does not produce its own vectors

because of its quite complicated geometry but is used for

track - hit matching to improve the background suppres-

sion.

To illustrate the package performance, 1,000 central

gold-gold events at 8A GeV from UrQMD containing one

additional ω-meson forced to decay into two muons from

the Pluto generator were produced. The results on muon re-

construction efficiency and background contamination re-

produced the earlier ones [3], while the processing time

decreased by almost a factor of 10 because of better data

handling and logic improvement. The results for the TRD

and TOF can be evaluated from Figs. 2 and 3, where the

vector multiplicity distribution in the TRD and an example

of the TRD vector matching with TOF hits are shown.

Figure 2: Distributions of numbers of “reconstructable”

and reconstructed vectors in the TRD. “Reconstructable”

tracks have at least 3 hits in the TRD.

Figure 3: TRD vector to TOF hit matching example: circles

are TOF hits, black circles are the ones matched with TRD

vectors (lines), red color is for muons from ω decays.
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Reconstruction of π0 via double conversion method

I. Kres , C. Pauly , and K.-H. Kampert

Department of Physics, University of Wuppertal, Germany

The CBM experiment is designed to study the QCD

phase diagram at high net-baryon densities and moderate

temperature with heavy-ion collisions at the high interac-

tion rates. The produced heavy particles containing charm

quarks, like J/ψ, and also rare vector mesons ω, ρ, φ can be

detected via their leptonic decay ω/ρ/φ → e+e−. As lep-

tons are insensitive to hadronic interaction with the dense

medium, their leptonic decays offer a possibility to look

into the early, dense phase of the fireball evolution. Due

to their comparatively small production cross section, to-

gether with small branching ratio (BR) into e+e− a pre-

cise understanding of background is needed. A major

source of background stems from neutral pions decaying

into π0 → γ + γ (BR 98.8%), or from π0-Dalitz decays

π0 → e+ + e− + γ (BR 1.1%).

Instead of measuring directly photons, using an electro-

magnetic calorimeter, the CBM-RICH detector is able to

measure photons indirectly by detecting e+e−-pairs stem-

ming from conversion γ → e+e− in the target or in the

material of the detectors. Two such reconstructed photons

are then further combined to form a π0.

The detailed reconstruction procedure of the neutral pi-

ons via double conversion method was already explained

in the previous progress report [1]. The reconstruction

efficiency for pions via double conversion is rather low

(∼ 10−4), mainly due to the low conversion probability of

the two photons. A precise acceptance and efficiency cor-

rection is required in order to quantitatively describe the π0

background in dilepton studies.

Two statistically independent Monte Carlo samples

(each consists of 5×106 UrQMD events of central Au+Au

collisions at 8AGeV beam energy) are used to evaluate the

analysis procedure. The first sample is used to derive a

multi-dimensional (as a function of pt and rapidity) accep-

tance and efficiency correction matrix. Using the fixed cor-

rection matrix, the data from the independent second sam-

ple (and also others in future) are analyzed.

In Fig. 1 one can see the comparison between all gener-

ated (left panel) and reconstructed (middle panel) number

of π0 from the first simulated sample. The right plot shows

their ratio, which determines the correction factors. These

factors will be used for the realistic π0 estimation from the

second simulated sample. As can be seen from the different

colors on the right plot of the FIg. 1, correction factors for

different rapidity-pt bins differ, therefore, the double con-

version analysis have to be done for every rapidity-pt bin

separately, adding on top corresponding correction factors.

Summing up all numbers of π0 after the correction gives

us the proper number of generated pions in the available

acceptance.

Figure 1: Phase-space coverage of all generated π0 on the

left plot, all reconstructed π0 via conversion method on the

middle plot, together with the their ratio on the right plot.

The corrected number of pions can be used for the tem-

perature estimation of the emmitting source using the for-

mula:

1

m
3/2
t

dσ

dmt
= C ∗ exp[− (mt −m0)

T
], (1)

where m0 is a particle mass, mt =
√

p2t −m2
0 is trans-

verse mass, and T is the inverse slope parameter, com-

monly called ”temperature” of the emitting source.

After summing up over rapidity to form 1-dimensional

pt distribution one can fit the resulting distribution with

above mentioned formula and extract the corresponding

temperature. In Fig. 2 one can see the comparison between

reconstructed and generated pt distributions.

Figure 2: 1-dimensional pt distributions of reconstructed

π0 after corrections (open circles) and simulated π0 (full

circles), fitted using formula 1.
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Reconstruction of short-lived particles with the KF Particle Finder

M. Zyzak∗1, I. Kisel1,2,3, P. Kisel1,2,4, and I. Vassiliev1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 3Frankfurt Institute for

Advanced Studies, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 4JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation

The main goal of the short-lived particle analysis is to ex-

tract physics observables that characterize the system pro-

duced in a heavy-ion collision. One of such observables are

particle yields as a function of momentum, rapidity, trans-

verse mass, etc. In order to reconstruct short-lived particle

spectra two methods were implemented in the KF Particle

Finder package: side bands and background fit methods.

The side bands method assumes that the background un-

der the mass peak and around it has the same shape for

all physics parameters. Under such assumption two kinds

of spectra are collected for each parameter (p, rapidity, pt,
mt) as well as two dimensional y-pt and y-mt spectra: sig-

nal+background within ±3σ of the peak and background in

the region (3-6)σ around the peak. Then the background is

normalized with respect to the integral of the background

function in the region of ±3σ around the peak and sub-

tracted from the signal+background spectra, that gives a

reconstructed signal spectra.
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Figure 1: Efficiency corrected spectra of K0
s → π+π−

decay as a function of mt and y-mt obtained by the side

bands and background fit methods in comparison with

the simulated MC signal from 5M central AuAu UrQMD

events at 10 AGeV.

The second method which uses the background fit is im-

plemented as follows: three dimensional histograms y-pt-
M and y-mt-M are collected, where M is mass. Then

the mass spectrum in each y-pt or y-mt bin is fitted with

a signal+background function and the integral of the signal

∗m.zyzak@gsi.de

function provides the number of short-lived particles with

given y and pt or y andmt respectively. The obtained num-

ber is filled to the corresponding bin of the signal spectra.

Tools for collection of the efficiency plots were added to

KF Particle Finder, that allow to reconstruct distributions

of particles produced in the collision. Efficiency corrected

spectra obtained with both methods are shown in Fig. 2 at

an example of mt and y-mt of K0
s → π+π− decay in 5M

central AuAu UrQMD events at 10 AGeV. Reconstructed

spectra are in a good agreement with each other and with

the simulated Monte Carlo spectra.

Figure 2: Reconstructed mt signal in comparison to the

simulated MC signal in different rapidity bins at an ex-

ample of K0
s → π+π− obtained from 5M central AuAu

UrQMD events at 10 AGeV.

The obtained mt spectra can be further analyzed, for in-

stance, in different rapidity bins, as it is shown in Fig. 2:

both reconstructed and simulated distributions are fitted

with exponential functions, thus, providing the slope pa-

rameter. Under assumption, that produced particles are

thermally distributed, the temperature can be extracted

from the slope parameter.

Summarizing, new tools for physics analysis were devel-

oped within the KF Particle Finder package, that allow to

reconstruct efficiency corrected spectra and to extract in-

versed slope or effective temperature. Since methods are

completely independent, they will allow to study system-

atic errors of the collected spectra. Being a universal tool,

KF Particle Finder allow to apply developed machinery to

all decays from its reconstruction scheme.
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CBM performance for directed flow measurement

V. Klochkov1,2 and I. Selyuzhenkov1,3

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany; 3NRNU MEPhI, Moscow, Russia

The measurement of the anisotropic transverse flow is

an important part of the CBM physics program. Due to the

interaction among particles produced in a heavy-ion col-

lision, the initial spatial asymmetry in the overlap region

of the collision leads to the asymmetry in the direction of

the particle’s transverse momenta. This asymmetry can be

measured via azimuthal distributions of produced particles

with respect to the initial symmetry plane (reaction plane,

RP) spanned by the impact parameter and the beam direc-

tion. For a given reaction plane angle in the laboratory

frame (ΨRP ) the azimuthal angle (φ) distribution of the

particle momenta can be decomposed as

ρ(ϕ−ΨRP ) ∼ 1 + 2

∞
∑

n=1

vn cos
(

n[ϕ−ΨRP ]
)

, (1)

where flow coefficients vn quantify the asymmetry in a

given harmonic.

A sample of 5 million Au+Au collisions with beam

momentum of 10 AGeV simulated with UrQMD event

generator [1] was used. Charge particles tracks were

reconstructed using the Silicon Tracking System (STS)

and Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD). The Projectile Spec-

tator Detector (PSD) modules were grouped for analysis

into three sets: central (PSD1), middle (PSD2) and outer

(PSD3). Particle identification was done using Monte-

Carlo information. Centrality determination was based on

STS track multiplicity following the procedure described

in [2].

The momemtum asymmetry is quantified by

constructing two-dimensional vectors qn =
(1/M)

∑

i {cosnϕi, sinnϕi} determined event-by-

event from the STS tracks and Q =
∑

iEini/
∑

iEi

calculated for three PSD module groups (ni is a unit vector

pointing to the center of the i-th PSD module and Ei is its

energy deposition).

Independent estimates of the directed flow coefficients

v1,j{QA} (j=x, y) can be obtained using equation

v1,j{QA} =
2〈q1,jQA

j 〉
RA

j {B,C;D} , (2)

where correction factor RA
j {B,C;D} for subevent A is

calculated with mixed harmonic method relative to the

subevents B,C and D

RA
j {B,C;D} =

√

2
〈QA

j Q
B
j 〉〈QA

j Q
C
j q

D
2,j〉

〈QB
j Q

C
j q

D
2,j〉

. (3)

Introducing a second harmonic vector qD2,j in Eq. 2 helps to

reduce non-flow correlations, such as contribution due to

total momentum conservation. Imperfect acceptance and

efficiency of the detector are biasing the azimuthal angle

distribution of measured particles. A correction procedure

for the qn and Q vectors was proposed in [3] and is imple-

mented as a part of the QnCorrections framework [4].

Extracted values of the directed flow as a function of ra-

pidity for negatively charged pions with reaction plane es-

timated from three different PSD subevents are shown in

Fig. 1. Results were produced for the 20-40% event (cen-
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Figure 1: Directed flow of negatively charged pions for the

20-40% centrality class obtained using the y components of

the PSD Q-vectors. Shaded area corresponds to v1 calcu-

lated using MC-true reaction plane. The open points have

been reflected anti-symmetrically relative to zero rapidity.

trality) class and are in a good agreement with that cal-

culated using the reaction plane angle from Monte-Carlo.

At the moment no pT-dependent acceptance and efficiency

correction is applied, which is a subject of a future work.

In summary, CBM detector systems will allow to mea-

sure directed flow of hadrons with high precision. In future

we will include particle identification with the CBM time-

of-flight detector and extend this study for flow coefficients

of other harmonics and for different particle species (pions,

protons, kaons).
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Di-muon measurement at low, intermediate and high invariant masses

A. Senger

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The design of the CBM MUCH system [1] consists of

one absorber made of 60 cm carbon with additional Pb

shielding around the beam pipe (5.7 degrees) and iron ab-

sorbers with thickness 20, 20, and 30 cm. Triplets of track-

ing detectors are mounted behind each absorber layer. The

tracking stations behind the first and second absorber layer

each consist of 3 GEM detectors with high granularity in

order to cope with the high particle density in these sta-

tions. The particle density behind the third and the fourth

absorber is already significantly decreased, so that detec-

tors with lower granularity could be used in order to re-

duce the channel number. A feasibility study with such

low granularity detectors in stations 3 and 4 was presented

in [2].

The setup discussed above was optimized for measure-

ments of the dimuon spectra in low invariant mass region.

In this case, the Time-of-Flight (ToF) detector located 8 m

downstream the target is used to suppress the background

of protons and kaons. Figure 1 depicts the mass distribu-

tions for muons from ω (top) and for background (bottom)

which are calculated using the time information. These

simulations were performed for central Au+Au collisions

at 8 AGeV generated with the UrQMD code ([3]) assum-

ing radial segmentation of 1 degree in stations 1 and 2, and

2 degrees in stations 3 and 4. The acceptance of the setup

as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity is illus-

trated in the upper panel of Fig. 2.

An additional iron absorber of 1 m thickness behind the

last detector station is required for measurements of the

intermediate and high invariant mass regions. This study

is devoted the investigation of the possibility to measure

muon pairs over the full invariant mass spectrum. The

simulations are based on the absorber system including

the last absorber of 1 m thickness. In this case, the time

measurements using the ToF detector are possible only for

“long” tracks passing through all absorbers. Therefore, the

soft muons are absorbed, and the acceptance of the recon-

structed muons pairs will be shifted to forward rapidities

(see central panel in Fig. 2). On the other hand, the signal-

to-background ratio is very good, exceeding a value of 2

for omega mesons (see black histogram in Fig. 3).

A possibility to shift the acceptance for dimuon sig-

nals back to midrapidity is to combine different types of

tracks, for example “long” tracks with ToF information,

and “short” tracks without ToF information. The accep-

tance for “long-short” and “long-long” combinations is

shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2,. The corresponding

signal-to-background ratio is represented by the green his-

togram in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: Squared mass distributions versus momentum of

muons from omega meson decays (upper panel) and for

protons, kaons and pions (lower panel) using ToF measure-

ments. The red lines represent a 3 sigma Gauss fit for the

selection of muon candidates by ToF.

In order to shift the acceptance further towards midrapid-

ity, and simultaneously increase the signal-to-background

ratio, one can consider an additional time-of-flight mea-

surement in front of the last 1 m thick absorber. In this

case, the contribution of short tracks to the background can

be reduced, and all track combinations for muon pairs can

be used: long-long, short-long, and short-short. Simula-

tions have been performed with a ToF detector in station 4

with a time resolution of 80, 200, 500 and 800 ps. Assum-

ing a time resolution of 80 ps, the acceptance corresponds

to the upper panel in Fig. 2, and the resulting signal-to-

background ratio is represented by the red histogram in
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Figure 2: Acceptance for reconstructed muon pairs as func-

tion of transverse momentum and rapidity. Upper panel:

muon pairs from all muon track candidates. Center panel:

muon pairs from long tracks traversing 1 m iron absorber.

Lower panel: muon pairs from short and long tracks (see

text). The red lines refer to mid-rapidity for 8 AGeV.

Fig. 3. For a much worse time resolution of 800 ps the

signal-to-background ratio decreases by 35% only. When

using only long-long and long-short track combinations to-

gether with the time measurement in station 4, the signal-

to-background ratio improves further (see grey histogram

in Fig. 3).

In summary, the simulations demonstrate that muon

pairs can be measured over a wide range of invariant

masses with very good signal-to-background ratio when

adding an iron absorber of 1 m thickness and using the stan-

dard ToF detector for background suppression. In this case,

the acceptance is shifted towards forward rapidity. The ac-

ceptance can be recovered at the expense of the signal-to-

background ratio, when reconstructing the invariant mass

of a muon pair from a long and a short track. The signal-to-

noise ratio can be improved, when adding a time-of-flight

detector in station 4 of the muon system. In conclusion, the

CBM muon detector system including the 1 m thick iron

absorber is very well suited to measure muon pairs over a

wide range of invariant masses, and, therefore, allows to

study the properties of dense QCD matter simultaneously

with observables like low-mass vector mesons, thermal ra-

diation, and charmonium.

Figure 3: Signal-to-background ratio for muon pairs as

function of invariant mass for central Au+Au collisions at

8 AGeV. Black: muon pairs from long tracks with ToF

information, Grey: muon pairs from long-long and long-

short tracks, both with ToF information, Red: muon pairs

from long-long, long-short, and short-short tracks, both

with ToF information, Green: muon pairs from long-long

and long-short tracks, ToF information for long tracks only,

Blue: muon pairs from long-long, long-short, and short-

short tracks, ToF information for long tracks only.
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Performance study on dielectron measurements in Au+Au collisions at 8 AGeV

with the CBM-TRD

E. Bechtel and C. Blume

Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The measurement of dielectrons with sufficient signal-

to-background ratio is essential for the CBM experiment.

A good particle identification has to be provided in all

momentum regions. For momenta below 6 GeV/c this can

be done with the RICH. In the region of higher momenta

the RICH loses its identification capabilities. The TRD

can expand the particle identification and provide the

necessary pion suppression to get access to the thermal

radiation created in heavy-ion collisions.

Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution for different unlike-

sign pairs identified as electrons for central (10 %) Au+Au

collisions at 8 AGeV (red points), together with various

signal channels (upper panel) and the combinatorial back-

ground contributions (lower panel). All contributions are

weighted with their expected yield and branching ratio.

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass spectrum for different

dielectron channels in the upper part. The simulation is

done with 5 million Au+Au collisions at 8 AGeV beam

energy for central (10 %) events with the newest geometry

of the TRD detector modules and four layers and a target

thickness of 25 µm. A cocktail of low mass vector mesons

(ρ, ω, ωdalitz and φ) as well as thermal radiation from the

hadronic and partonic medium [1] is added via PLUTO

generator. The electron identification for the RICH is done

with the ANN output, tuned to a momentum independent

efficiency of 90 %, and for the TRD with the likelihood

method tuned to 80 % efficiency. The TOF identification

uses βmeas − βe (± 1.65σ) to achieve an identification

efficiency of ∼ 90 %. A pT cut was used with a minimum

of 0.2 GeV/c. The red points at the top are showing the

total amount of reconstructed unlike-sign pairs which were

identified as electrons. The signals of the in-medium and

the QGP radiation are shown as violet and dark green

dotted lines and can be accessed in the invariant mass range

above 1 GeV/c2 with a sufficient signal-to-background

ratio.

In the lower panel of Fig. 1 the corresponding back-

ground contributions are shown. The dotted green line

presents the residual combinatorial dielectron pairs (ee)

which are the most significant background contribution

up to ∼ 1.8 GeV/c2. The other three lines consist of

different hadronic combinations, which were misidentified

as electrons but are strongly suppressed with respect to the

ee component.

Figure 2: Total signal-to-background ratio in the range

around the ω (0.65 − 0.9 GeV/c2 - left), the φ (0.95 −
1.05 GeV/c2 - middle) and where the thermal radiation is

expected to be dominant (1.1− 2.1 GeV/c2 - right).

To verify the best detector setup the simulation was also

done for three and five TRD layers. Their performance can

be quantified via the different signal-to-background ratios

in the respective invariant mass regions as shown in Fig. 2.

The four layer TRD setup shows a strong performance im-

provement in comparison to the three layer setup and pro-

vides sufficient identification for the requirements.
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Hadron identification via energy loss measurements with the TRD

S. Gläßel , C. Blume , J. Book , and H. Schuldes

Institut für Kernphysik, Frankfurt, Germany

An important part of the CBM physics program is a high

statistics measurement of double-Λ hypernuclei. Since up

to now only very few double-Λ hypernuclei events have

been identified, the measurement is considered to be a

break-through in this field of physics [1]. The Transi-

tion Radiation Detector (TRD) will significantly extend the

number of hypernuclei states accessible within the pro-

gram. For the identification of 6
ΛΛHe, which decays as

6
ΛΛHe → 5

ΛHe + p + π− and subsequently as 5
ΛHe → 4He

+ p + π−, the separation of d and 4He is particularly im-

portant. The m/Z measurement of hadrons alone, as pro-

vided by the Time of Flight Detector (TOF), is not able to

distinguish between the two different charge states. The

TRD contributes to the separation of charged hadrons with

a measurement of the specific energy loss. Fig. 1 shows

how the identification of the light nuclei d and 4He can be

performed by combining TOF and TRD information.
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Figure 1: Mass squared as measured by the TOF versus

TRD signal for 1.5 < p/Z < 2.0 GeV/c.

The distributions of the averaged energy loss signal

〈dE/dx〉 of d and 4He, as reconstructed in the TRD for

Au + Au collisions at 8 AGeV, are displayed in Fig. 2 for

one momentum interval. A clear separation of d and 4He is

visible. The 〈dE/dx〉 distributions are fitted with a modi-

fied Gaussian, which includes the non-Gaussian tails of the

distributions via the parameters α and β:

f(x) = Ae−(|x−µ|/(σ
√
2))β

(

1 + α erf

[ |x− µ|
σ
√
2

])

. (1)

Based on the corresponding energy loss resolution

σ(p/Z)/〈dE/dx〉(p/Z), the separation power can be de-

termined for the particle species i and j as

Sij(p) =
〈dE/dx〉i(p/Z)− 〈dE/dx〉j(p/Z)

σi(p/Z)
. (2)

The separation power for deuterons and 4He for different

detector geometries is shown in Fig. 3. A separation of d

and 4He on a level of σ ≥ 4 is achievable in the whole

accessible momentum range with four TRD layers.
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Figure 2: 〈dE/dx〉 distributions for d and 4He, as recon-

structed with the TRD, fitted with a modified Gaussian.
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Charged particle identification with the CBM TOF

S. Gope and B. Bhattacharjee

Department of Physics, Gauhati University, Guwahati-14, India

The goal of the CBM experiment at FAIR is to ex-

plore the properties of dense nuclear matter, somewhat 5-

10 times denser than the normal nuclear matter [1]. The

TOF is one of the core detector which provides particle

identification for all charged hadrons and would be used

in all CBM experiments at SIS100 [2]. In TOF detector,

the charged particle identification is based on estimating

m2 of the charged particle by measuring the time of flight

from the collision vertex to TOF detector and momentum

information from the STS track curvature.

Figure 1: 1/β vs p/q (GeV/c) plot (upper panel), m2

(GeV/c2)2 distribution of charged particles in momentum

range 2.6 ≤p(GeV/c)≤ 2.7 (lower panel).

In this report an effort has been made to identify π, K,

p using the TOF detector, extract their pT -spectrum, and

then calculate the inverse slope of the individual spectra.

We used the UrQMD-3.3 event generator to produce a sam-

ple of Au+Au collisions at 10 AGeV. The CBM simulation

setup versions CbmRoot-JUN16 and FAIRROOT-nov15p7

are used for this analysis. The upperl panel of Fig. 1 shows

1/β vs p/q distributions, while the lower panel shows the

m2 distribution. It could be seen from these plots that the

TOF geometry, along with the selection criteria (track fit

quality cut χ2/NDF<3) used for this analysis, can be used

to identify π, K, p up to the momentum of 3 GeV/c.

Figure 2: pt-spectra of identified hadrons.

In Fig. 2, the pT -spectra of identified charged particles

are presented. The inverse slope parameters along with

χ2/NDF values are listed in Table 1.

Table.1: Inverse slope and χ2/NDF for π/k/p

Particles Inverse slope(MeV) χ2/NDF

π 264.34± 16.42 0.0210

k 267.37± 21.50 0.0120

p 285.46± 17.38 0.0222

In summary, we have presented the pT -spectra of identi-

fied charged particles extracted using the TOF detector.
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Reconstruction of the neutral mesons with the CBM ECAL

A. Akindinov , I. Alekseev , D. Golubkov , F. Khasanov , S. Kiselev , I. Korolko , N. Lyublev ,

D. Malkevich , K. Mikhailov , V. Plotnikov , M. Prokudin∗ , A. Semennikov , R. Sultanov , D. Svirida ,

Yu. Zaitsev , and I. Zivko

Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia

A possibility of the neutral pions reconstruction in cen-

tral gold-gold collisions at 10 AGeV without using Monte-

Carlo information has been demonstrated in the prelimi-

nary version of the calorimeter TDR. Statistics used for

these studies (1.5×106 events) has been insufficient for ob-

servation of significant peak in two photon invariant mass

distribution at η meson mass region. Collaboration has pro-

posed to conduct dedicated studies of neutral meson recon-

struction efficiency as a function of the calorimeter posi-

tion and its dependence on amount of material in front of

the ECAL. CbmRoot release from June 2016 has been cho-

sen for our studies. The following detectors have been in-

cluded: MVD (version v15a), STS (version v16x), mag-

net (version v15a, magnetic field version v12b), RICH

(version v16a_1e), TRD (version v15a_1e), TOF (version

v16a_1e) and the ECAL. The PSD detector has been re-

moved from the model because it is located downstream to

the ECAL and should not affect the π0 and η meson re-

construction. Simplified version of the CBM setup (light

version) without TRD and TOF has been also studied to

estimate the influence of dead material.

Figure 1: Cbmroot model of the CBM detector used in sim-

ulation.

The ECAL consists of two rectangular halves built with

a matrix of 34 × 26 modules (408 × 312 cm) as shown in

Fig. 1. The distance between the ECAL halves is 96 cm.

Vertical size of the simulated calorimeter has been in-

∗Mikhail.Prokudin@cern.ch

creased to allow building the realistic (smaller) calorime-

ter at reconstruction step, which significantly speed up our

simulation. The ECAL has been placed at 8.1 meters from

the target (7.5 meters in previous studies). The distance has

been increased because the central part of the TOF detector

has been moved away from the target. Several calorime-

ter positions relative to the target (5.4, 6.3 and 7.2 meters)

have been studied for light version of the setup.

Photon reconstruction has been performed according to

the standard procedure. Cuts on energy of the reconstructed

photon (> 0.5 GeV) and χ2 of corresponding calorimeter

cluster (< 25) has been applied. π0 or η meson have been

defined as reconstructable if its decay in two photons and

energy of each photon is larger than 0.5 GeV. The π0 or η
meson has been defined as reconstructed if both decay pho-

tons have been reconstructed and invariant mass of the pair

has been correct (0.1122GeV/c2 < mπ < 0.1578GeV/c2

and 0.417GeV/c2 < mη < 0.6229GeV/c2).
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Figure 2: Neutral pion reconstruction efficiency (left plot)

and signal-to-background ratio multiplied by factor 100

(right plot) as a function of distance between calorimeter

halves and distance between target and calorimeter. 500K

reconstructed events have been used for calorimeters lo-

cated at 9 m and more from the target.

Neutral pion reconstruction efficiency and signal-to-

background ratio as a function of distance between

calorimeter halves and distance between the target and the

calorimeter is shown in Fig. 2. The reconstruction ef-

ficiency increases with distance from calorimeter to tar-

get and drops enlarging the distance between calorimeter

halves. Dead material effects can be estimated by com-
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parison of curves marked with full stars (these curves are

drawn for light setup) and full triangles (these curves are

drawn for full setup) in Fig. 2. In average neutral pion re-

construction efficiency drops by 0.4% or tenth part. Signal-

to-background also drops by a factor 1.25.
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Figure 3: η meson reconstruction efficiency (left plot)

and signal-to-background ratio multiplied by factor 10000

(right plot) as a function of distance between calorimeter

halves and distance between target and calorimeter. 500K

reconstructed events have been used for calorimeters lo-

cated at 9 m and more from the target.

η meson reconstruction efficiency and signal-to-

background ratio as a function of distance between

calorimeter halves and distance between the target and

the calorimeter is shown in Fig. 3. Efficiency of η me-

son reconstruction drops enlarging the distance between

calorimeter halves. Dependence of η meson reconstruc-

tion efficiency on distance between calorimeter and target

is described by two concurrent effects. From the one side,

occupancy of the calorimeter decreases increasing the dis-

tance between the calorimeter and the target. Therefore,

the efficiency of photon reconstruction rises up, which sub-

sequently rises the efficiency of η meson reconstruction.

From the other side, calorimeter acceptance drops with dis-

tance to the target. Therefore, the probability, that both η
meson decay photons hit the calorimeter, also drops. For

neutral pions situation is different. Neutral pions recon-

structed from the photons hit the same calorimeter section

for the calorimeter located 8.1 m from the target. If the

distance between the calorimeter and the target increases

and/or the distance between calorimeter halves decreases,

then the reconstruction of neutral pions from the photons

hit the different calorimeter halves becomes effectively

possible. So, for neutral pion reconstruction not only occu-

pancy drops but also effective calorimeter acceptance rises

with the distance between the calorimeter and the target.

From the curves shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 one can de-

duce the following:

1. The distance between the calorimeter and the target

should not be decreased in comparison with prelimi-

nary TDR version (7.5 m) for effective reconstruction

of neutral mesons. Moreover, the optimal distance be-

tween the calorimeter and the target is found to be 8
—- 9 m.

2. Calorimeter with lowest possible distance between

halves should be used for η meson reconstruction but

the impact of the distance between halves to signal-

to-background ratio is not high. The reconstruction

of neutral pions should be performed with largest dis-

tance between calorimeter halves. But π0 reconstruc-

tion is also possible in tracker, while η meson re-

construction with conversion method is difficult. Just

to remind, the optimal distance between calorimeter

halves for J/ψ-meson reconstruction is 204 cm for

the calorimeter located at 7.5 m downstream the tar-

get.

Signal-to-background ratio for η mesons rises with dis-

tance between calorimeter halves if calorimeter is located

closer than 7 m to target and drops otherwise. Dead ma-

terial effects can be estimated by comparison of curves

marked with full stars (these curves are drawn for light

setup) and full triangles (these curves are drawn for full

setup) in Fig. 3. In average, η meson reconstruction effi-

ciency drops by 0.4% or tenth part. Signal-to-background

also drops by a factor of 1.19.

Results of realistic (i.e. without using Monte-Carlo in-

formation) η meson reconstruction for full setup and dis-

tance between calorimeter halves 96 cm and 216 cm is

shown in Fig. 4. The width of the distributions differs but

still within the error limits. Available statistics (5M events)

do not allow a shape analysis of the distributions.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass of photon pairs in η meson mass

region after subtraction of normalized “supereven” his-

togram. Distance between calorimeter halves was 96 cm

(left plot) and 216 cm (right plot).
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Investigating the potential for particle identification of the CBM STS

H. Malygina1,2,3, M. Teklishyn3,4, I. Vassiliev2, and M. Zyzak2

1Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3KINR, Kyiv, Ukraine;
4FAIR, Darmstadt, Germany

Particle identification based on the energy loss in a thin

absorber is a well-known technique in nuclear and parti-

cle physics. It can be naturally implemented in a tracking

system by studying the energy loss ∆E/∆x as function

of the measured ratio of particle momentum and charge

p/q. In the following we study the possibility of using

the CBM-STS detector for particle identification in addi-

tion to the dedicated PID detectors (e.g., TOF). This way

we expect to obtain a separation power for some particular

cases such as low momentum particles not registered by the

downstream detectors, decays inside the STS, and particles

with the same m/Z ratio, e. g. 2H and 4He, which cannot

be distinguished by means of a time-of-flight measurement

alone.

Since each track consists of several hits, each of which

consists of two clusters, there are 2×Nhits measurements of

∆E/∆x for a track. Each reconstructed track has at least

three hits in the STS. The chosen implementation for STS

is based on the tracker geometry and readout electronics

characteristics.

The STS readout ASIC (STS-XYTER) has a dynamic

range of 15 fC and a 5-bit flash ADC for each channel.

These properties limit the implementation of the ∆E/∆x
technique. If the charge in a given channel exceeds 15 fC
(overflow), the energy loss measurement for the entire clus-

ter (sum of all channels in the cluster) cannot be relied on.

The calculation of 〈∆E〉 is thus implemented as:

1. Clusters with overflow are excluded;

2. the arithmetic mean of the energy losses of the two

clusters in a hit is calculated;

3. 〈∆E〉 is set as the median over all hits in a track;

4. the path length ∆x is calculated as 300µm/ cos θ,

where θ is the angle between the normal to the sen-

sor plane and the particle momentum.

For a proof of concept, we simulated 105 particles of var-

ious types (see Fig. 1) according to a thermal momentum

distribution for Au+Au collisions at 10AGeV. A realis-

tic detector response [1] was involved in the simulation.

An equivalent-noise charge of 1500 e was used, which is

150−200% of the expected noise for a sensor connected to

the readout electronics with a micro-cable [2]; the thresh-

old value was 3 × 1500 e = 4500 e. Figure 1 shows that

the energy loss measuerement gives a reliable separation

between single- and double-charged particles for the total

momentum range, and separation between Hydrogen iso-

topes up to 2.5GeV.

The presence of clusters with overflow limits the appli-

cation of the method in particular for heavy particles with

low momentum. The efficiency is > 99.99% for tritium

Figure 1: The reconstructed 〈∆E/∆x〉 normalised to the

sensor thickness versus the reconstructed momentum-to-

charge ratio from simulation of the CBM-STS

and lighter particles, and 96.6% for the heaviest simulated

particle 4He (integrated over the whole momentum range).

It is 100% for p > 2.5GeV for all particles and drops for

lower momenta.

The ∆E/∆x technique was tested on the example of
3
ΛH reconstruction (see fig. 2). In this particular case it

improved the signal-to-background ratio by a factor of 50

compared to using TOF alone for the identification of the

decay products; the efficiency drops only by 0.3%. The

method appears to be promising and shall be further devel-

oped for the implementation in the CBM software as one

of the PID tools.
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Figure 2: 3
ΛH reconstruction involving only TOF (left

panel) and with an additional PID from STS (right panel).

5 × 106 central Au+Au collisions at 10AGeV were simu-

lated.
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Time scale of the thermal multifragmentation in 4
He+ Au at FAIR energies

S.P. Avdeyev∗1, A.S. Botvina2, W. Karcz1, V.V. Kirakosyan1, V.P. Ladygin1, P.A. Rukoyatkin1, and

V.I. Stegaylov1

1JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2FIAS, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany

The time scale of the intermediate mass fragment (IMF)

emission is a key point for understanding decay mode

of highly excited nuclei. One of possible mechanism is

the multi-body decay mode with simultaneous emission

of fragments governed by the total accessible phase space

when the primary fragments are liberated at the freeze-out

during the time interval which is smaller than the Coulomb

interaction time τc ≈10−21 s (300-400 fm·c−1) [1]. In this

case fragment emission time is not independent as IMF’s

interact via Coulomb forces while accelerating in the com-

mon electric field. The measurement of the IMF emission

time τem (i.e. the mean time interval between sequential

fragment emission), or the mean life time τ of the frag-

menting system is a direct way to answer the question about

the nature of the multifragmentation phenomenon. There is

a simple relation between these two quantities via the mean

IMF multiplicity [2, 3].

Figure 1: Relative angle correlation function for IMF pro-

duced in 4He+Au collisions at 4 GeV. Lines are explained

in the text.

The time scale of the process can be determined experi-

mentally by the analysis of the IMF-IMF correlation func-

tion with respect to the relative angle or relative velocity.

The correlation function exhibits a minimum at θrel = 0
(or Vrel = 0) arising from Coulomb repulsion between the

coincident fragments. The magnitude of this effect drasti-

cally depends on the mean emission time, since the longer

the time separation of the fragments, the larger their space

separation and the weaker the Coulomb repulsion. The

time scale for IMF emission is estimated by comparing the

∗ avdeyev@yandex.ru

measured correlation function to that obtained by the multi-

body Coulomb trajectory calculations with τ (or τem) as a

parameter.

The first time scale measurements for the thermal mul-

tifragmentation have been done in [2, 3] for 4He + Au
collisions at 14.6 GeV by the IMF-IMF relative angle cor-

relation analysis. It was found to be less than 75 fm · c−1.

The results on the relative angle correlation function for

IMF produced in 4He+Au collisions at 4 GeV are shown

in Fig. 1 by the solid circles. The process of fragment

emission can be described by the combined model which

includes intranuclear cascade model (INC) [4] with the ex-

pansion driven by the thermal pressure in the hot remnant

[5] and statistical model of multifragmentation (SMM)

[6, 7] to describe the decay properties of hot nuclei. The

solid and dotted lines are the results of the INC+SMM [4]-

[7] calculations with prompt secondary disintegration and

with mean time of secondary disintegration 100 fm · c−1,

respectively. The mean decay time of fragmenting system

was found to be 47±12 fm·c−1. Therefore, IMF-IMF cor-

relation analysis is a powerful tool to investigate the prop-

erties of the nuclei-nuclei interaction.

CBM can provide the possibility for detailed studies of

the multifragmentation in the collisions of light relativistic

ions with the gold target using IMF correlations [8]. Slow

IMF can be detected by the MVD detector. Another option

is to use the interaction of the gold beam with the carbon or

beryllium target. In this case, the identification of the IMF

can be done using TOF and TRD.
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System size dependence of the net-charge fluctuations at FAIR energies

P. Mali, S. Ghosh, and A. Mukhopadhyay∗

Department of Physics, University of North Bengal, Siliguri 734013, Darjeeling, India

The intermediate ‘fireball’ to be produced in a nucleus-

nucleus (AA) collision at FAIR energies, is expected to be

lower in temperature and higher in net baryon density than

that of the RHIC or LHC collisions. Under such conditions

the fluctuation of conserved charges is therefore, expected

to be different in their characteristics. We report a study

based on Si+Si, Ni+Ni, In+In and Au+Au interactions at

energies Elab = 20A and 40A GeV and present some

results on the dynamical net-charge fluctuation obtained

thereof. The AA events are simulated by using the ultra-

relativistic quantum molecular dynamics (UrQMD) model

(version v3.4). Lets respectively denote as N+ and N− the

multiplicities of positively and negatively charged particles

produced in AA collision. The dynamical net-charge fluc-

tuation is defined as [1]

ν±,dyn =
〈N+(N+ − 1)〉

〈N+〉2
+
〈N−(N− − 1)〉

〈N−〉2
− 2 〈N−N+〉
〈N+〉 〈N−〉

.

If all the charged particles (Ntot) emerging from an AA
event are measured, due to the global charge conservation

(GCC) the fluctuations will vanish. Under such circum-

stances the minimum value of the dynamical net-charge

fluctuation becomes −4/ 〈Ntotal〉 [1], and the GCC cor-

rected measure of dynamical net-charge fluctuation be-

comes

νcorr±,dyn = ν±,dyn +
4

〈Ntotal〉
The GCC correction term becomes significant when Ntot

is moderately low, as it is the case here. Because of this

reason at FAIR conditions the multiplicity bin correction

(finite multiplicity bin averaging) is also very crucial. In

our analysis the ν±,dyn values are averaged over multiplic-

ity bins according to the following averaging scheme [2]

ν±,dyn(M) =

∑

ν±,dyn(M)P (M)
∑

P (M)
,

where P (M) is the probability of having a charge parti-

cle multiplicity M , and ν±,dyn(M) is the value of ν±,dyn

calculated over the events of multiplicity M within a pseu-

dorapidity (η) cut |η − η0| < 1.0, where η0 is the centroid

of the η distribution.

Figure 1 shows the distributions of net-charge multiplic-

ities in Si+Si, Ni+Ni, In+In and Au+Au interactions at

Elab = 20A and 40A GeV at some selected centralities.

At each Elab the mean and the width of the distributions

are larger for central collisions and smaller for peripheral

∗ amitabha 62@rediffmail.com
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Figure 1: Distributions of event-by-event net-charge multi-

plicity within |η − η0| < 1.0 at three centralities.

collisions. This shows that for a given centrality the mean

values of the distributions are lower and the standard de-

viations are higher at higher Elab. For a given centrality

both the mean and the standard deviation increase with in-

creasing interacting system size. In Fig. 2 the dynamical

net-charge fluctuation (ν±,dyn) is plotted against the num-

ber of nucleons participating in an AA collision Npart, a

measure of collision centrality, for all the interactions stud-

ied. The ν±,dyn values are found to have a negative value.

In all cases ν±,dyn initially increases with increasing cen-

trality, achieving a saturation in the mid-central to central

collisions. The centrality dependence of ν±,dyn is consis-

tent with that observed in RHIC and LHC experiments [3].

However, as shown in Fig. 2 the finite size of multiplicity
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Figure 3: Centrality dependence of the dynamical net-

charge fluctuations multiplied by the number of participat-

ing nucleons.

bin has a significant impact on ν±,dyn. The introduction

of the multiplicity-bin averaging scheme enhances the val-

ues of ν±,dyn for Si+Si collisions by about 55% for the

20A GeV and by about 40% for 40A GeV collisions. For

the Au+Au collisions these values are respectively, ∼12%

and ∼10%. All subsequent results are obtained after in-

corporating the multiplicity bin averaging scheme as men-

tioned. In Fig. 3 we plot the product ν±,dynNpart against

Npart. The ordinary and GCC corrected values are shown,

respectively in the top and the bottom panels of the dia-

gram. For light and intermediate sizes of the colliding sys-

tem e.g. in Si+Si, Ni+Ni and In+In collisions, the prod-

uctNpart ν±,dyn shows a prominent centrality dependence.

For a large system like Au+Au collisions this dependence

is however very nominal. In the lower panels of the same

figure we see that the GCC corrected values of charge

fluctuation, denoted by νcorr±,dyn, behave differently. In a
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Figure 4: Dynamical net-charge fluctuations multiplied by

dNch/dη|η=η0
are plotted against dNch/dη|η=η0

.

semi-log plot the values of Npart ν
corr
±,dyn increase almost

linearly with Npart. For a given Npart bin the values of

Npart ν
corr
±,dyn are higher at lower system size. However,

for a given centrality class the product increases with in-

creasing system size. The results shown in the top (lower)

panels of Fig. 3 show a prominent (marginal) energy de-

pendence. The product of ν±,dyn and η density of charged

particles (dNch/dη|η=η0
) is plotted against dNch/dη|η=η0

in Fig. 4. If we consider an AA collision as a superpo-

sition of many, say Ncoll no. of nucleon-nucleon (NN)
collisions, then the quantity (dN/dη) ν±,dyn is expected

to be independent of the centrality of the collisions, and

also independent of the colliding system size. In a previous

simulation study at FAIR energies [4] we have seen that

(dN/dη) ν±,dyn decreases by a moderate amount as one

goes from peripheral to central collisions. In contrast, here

we observe a completely different nature of the dNch/dη
dependence of (dN/dη) ν±,dyn. This preliminary simula-

tion study on system size dependence of net charge fluctu-

ation at FAIR energies using the UrQMD, does exhibit an

expected behavior of the observables concerned. For com-

parison with experiment a more detailed analysis incorpo-

rating the detector criteria is needed.
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System size dependence of elliptic flow at FAIR energies
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The presence of strong collective property in the bulk

matter produced in high-energy heavy-ion collisions is

measured through the anisotropic azimuthal distribution of

the final state hadrons [1]. The anisotropy is expressed in

terms of the Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal distribu-

tions of produced particle, called the harmonic flow coeffi-

cients,

dN

dφ
∝

[

1 + 2

∞
∑

n=1

vn cos {n(φ− ψn)}
]

(1)

Here φ is the momentum azimuthal angle of each particle,

and ψn is the azimuthal angle of the reaction plane defined

by the impact parameter vector and the incident beam di-

rection. In most of the transport models, the impact pa-

rameter is chosen along the x-axis and the beam along the

z-axis which makes ψn zero. Under such circumstances

the n− th Fourier coefficient is defined as,

vn = 〈cos(nφ)〉 (2)

The initial geometric deformation of the overlapping region

of two colliding nuclei is defined by the eccentricity,

εstd =
σ2
y − σ2

x

σ2
y + σ2

x

, (3)

where σx and σy are, respectively the variances in the x
and y position coordinates of the nucleons. The above sce-

nario could explain the large values of v2 observed in ex-

periments at RHIC and LHC, which is in conformity with

non-viscous hydrodynamic expansion of the quark-gluon

plasma (QGP) [2]. However, this picture is not quite capa-

ble in describing the surprisingly large values of v2 mea-

sured for central Cu + Cu collisons, where we expect that

smaller system size would result in much smaller flow [3].

The PHOBOS collaboration has shown that the event by

event fluctuations in the position of the participating nu-

cleons which in turn leads to fluctuation in the shape of

the initial overlapping region of the two colliding nuclei,

largely affects the collective flow. Taking care of the afore-

said fluctuations it has been suggested that Eq. 1 still repre-

sents the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal distribution of

final state particles [4], but ψn is the nth order event plane

angle in the center of mass system of the participating nu-

cleons,

ψn =
1

n

[

arctan

〈

r2 sin(nϕ)
〉

〈r2 cos(nϕ)〉 + π

]

(4)
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Figure 1: Eccentricity as a function of Npart for various

heavy-ion collisions at Elab = 30A GeV.

In this framework the initial geometric anisotropy associ-

ated with the n− th harmonic is modified to [4],

εn(εpart) =

√

〈r2 cos(nϕ)〉2 + 〈r2 sin(nϕ)〉2

〈r2〉 , (5)

where (r, ϕ) denote the position coordinates of participat-

ing nucleons in a plane polar system. On the other hand,

the n− th harmonic flow coefficient is quantified as,

vn = 〈cos[n(φ− ψn)]〉 (6)

We now present our results obtained from minimum bias

Au + Au events simulated by the AMPT (string melting)

model [5] at Elab = 30A GeV. The sample size for the

AA systems under consideration, viz. Au + Au, In + In,

Ni + Ni, and Si + Si are respectively, 1 million, 2 million,

3 million and 7.5 million. In Fig. 1 we show the centrality

dependence of the geometric deformation parameter asso-

ciated with the second harmonic flow (ε2), which is defined

in Eq. 3 and Eq. 5. In each of the colliding systems we find

that the ε2 decreases in the central events, the rate of de-

crease being rapid in smaller systems. The relative varia-

tion of εstd and εpart as a function ofNpart is also distinctly

seen. εstd is less than εpart at all Npart and the difference

is considerably magnified with decreasing system size. In

particular, in the most peripheral collisions we find a dip

in εstd. However εpart follows a monotonic increase from

most central to peripheral events. Therefore, one should

be concerned while estimating the eccentricity from either

of the definitions, particularly in smaller systems like Si +
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Figure 2: (a) Elliptic flow, (b) standard eccentricity (εstd)

scaled elliptic flow, and (c) participant eccentricity (εpart)
scaled elliptic flow of charged hadrons as functions of

Npart at Elab = 30A GeV.

Si and Ni + Ni, where initial fluctuations are expected to

play a more important role. We compute the elliptic flow

as a function of collision centrality measured in terms of

Npart for all the colliding systems considered in this anal-

ysis within the rapidity interval |η − η0| = 1.0. The corre-

sponding results are shown in Fig. 2 (a). The v2 values are

smaller for the extreme central and peripheral collisions, an

observation similar to that of RHIC and LHC, which can

be explained in terms of simple geometric effects and the

pressure gradients developed thereof. It is also interesting

to find that, with increasing system size the flow peaks shift

toward the peripheral collisions. This could be attributed to

a hydro-dynamical picture of the system evolution [6]. The

magnitude of v2 at a particular Npart is found to increase

with increasing system size. We have normalized v2 at a

specific centrality by εstd and plotted against Npart in the

same centrality range in Fig. 2 (b). It is noticed that the

bell shaped pattern of v2 as observed in Fig. 2 (a) is now

absent. In stead v2/εstd increases monotonically with cen-

trality and the highest value is attained at the most central

collisions. It is also important to note that this increase is

v2/εstd becomes stiffer with decreasing system size. This

observation can be ascribed to the fact that in Eq. 3 the geo-

metric deformation of the overlapping system has not been

defined properly. When the eccentricity of the colliding

system is redefined after taking care of the fluctuating po-

sitions of the participating nucleons (see Eq. 5) a scaling

nature of v2/εpart is noted in Fig. 2 (c) for all colliding

systems considered. Once the nuclear geometry is taken

care of, we are left only with the multiplicity effects. The

scaling nature thus makes it easier for us to reckon that the

rescattering physics is the same for all the colliding sys-

tems at FAIR energy. We have also investigated the reflex

of re(scattering) or the multiplicity effects on v2−pT
plots.

One should note that the maximum Npart is quite widely

distributed, varying from 56 in Si + Si system to 394 in

Au + Au system. Therefore, we have categorized our data
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Figure 3: p
T

dependence of v2 (upper panel) and v2/ε2
(lower panel) of charged hadrons for different colliding

systems at Elab = 30A GeV.

into a specific group (〈Npart〉 = 100) for larger systems

(Au + Au and In + In) and into another (〈Npart〉 = 35
for the smaller systems (Ni + Ni and Si + Si). In the up-

per panel of Fig. 3 we schematically present the p
T

depen-

dence of v2, and in the lower panel the similar dependence

of v2/ε2. v2 increases almost linearly with p
T

, the rate be-

ing higher in larger system. However, once again when the

geometric effect is removed v2 is found to scale being in-

dependent of the colliding system size ((lower panel). This

scaling nature can be attributed to the particle production

mechanism and the collective flow developed thereof at a

precise 〈Npart〉, at which the particle density is expected to

be almost identical in every system. This preliminary in-

vestigation on the system size dependence of elliptic flow

at FAIR conditions using the AMPT string melting model,

will certainly serve the purpose of an indicative to what are

actually expected in the real experiment.
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The Compressed Baryonic Matter experiment (CBM) at

FAIR will measure nucleus-nucleus collisions at beam en-

ergies up to 14AGeV. The key objective of CBM is to inves-

tigate the QCD phase diagram in the region of the highest

net-baryon-densities. The experiment is well suited to ex-

plore the equation-of-state of nuclear matter at densities as

they might occur in the interior of neutron stars or during

neutron star mergers.

Recently, a new event generator, THESEUS, has been

developed [1]. It is based on the three-fluid hydrodynam-

ics approach for the early stage of the collision, followed by

a particlization at the hydrodynamic decoupling surface to

join to a microscopic transport model, i.e., UrQMD. This

accounts for hadronic final state interactions. The three-

fluid approximation is a minimal way to simulate the finite

stopping power at the initial stage of the collision. The

model incorporates the evolution of three baryon-rich flu-

ids: a target and projectile fluid, and a fluid describing the

hot fireball of participant matter. Fig. 1 shows the proton

rapidity distribution for THESEUS from [1]. The generator

allows, e.g., to employ different Equations-of-State for the

description of nuclear matter.

Figure 1: Proton rapidity distribution for Au+Au collisions

for different EoS, energies and impact parameters from [1].

We have access to the NICA cluster, where THESEUS

data for different energy, EoS and impact parameters are

available. To introduce THESEUS as the CBM event gen-

erator, it is necessary to convert it’s output to the CbmRoot

format, then simulate the CBM detectors response and re-

construct events.

We reproduced the proton rapidity distribution for differ-

ent impact parameters and energies of THESEUS events.

Results for 10 AGeV are shown in Fig. 2. They are cal-

culated fror a sample of 1000 events generated according

∗ elena.volkova@uni-tuebingen.de

to the Monte Carlo procedure with UrQMD simulation of

final-state interactions.

Figure 2: Proton rapidity distributions for THESEUS

events at 10 AGeV and impact parameters 2fm and 11fm.

The rapidity distribution of THESEUS events within the

CBM detector acceptance is showed in Fig. 3. The distribu-

tion reflects the STS acceptance (2.5o < Θ < 25o) around

mid-rapidity.

Figure 3: Proton rapidity distribution for THESEUS events

at 10 AGeV, b = 2fm and STS simulation and reconstruc-

tion.

We plan to investigate the physics performance of the

CBM detector by testing the sensitivity of various observ-

ables (e.g. flow) to different EoS as input to the 3FH part

of THESEUS.
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Figure 7: Chicane entrance to the mCBM cave (HTD).

limited to 0.45 AGeV generating unrealistic conditions due

to a large number of low-momentum fragments emitted

during the collision. In order to exploit the full beam en-

ergy range of SIS18 we are going to exchange the vacuum

chamber of the switching magnet by a spare chamber with

vacuum outlets for 0◦ and 7.5◦. With the given magnetic

induction, beams will be bend on a radius of ρ= 11.25 m

at top SIS18 energy which results to an effective deflection

angle of 8.0◦.

Benchmarking the mCBM test-setup

To verify the performance of the CBM data taking con-

cept the mCBM setup will be used to reconstruct physics

observables that can be compared to published data. A fea-

sibility study with the mCBM setup was performed using

the Λ production probability in heavy-ion collisions as a

benchmark observable. At SIS18 beam energies Λ baryons

are produced close to or below the free NN production

threshold. Thus their production probability is rather small

posing a CBM-like challenge to the reconstruction and se-

lection task.

Since mCBM does not include a magnetic field for mo-

mentum measurement, the reconstruction has to be done

via time-of-flight (TOF) and track topology, assuming the

pion and proton mass for (π−p) pair candidates. For sim-

plicity, only STS and TOF hits are considered for the recon-

struction algorithm. As geometry, the most recent mCBM

setup has been used within the MC simulation as it is de-

picted in Fig. 1. Fig. 8 demonstrates that the limited in-

formation available is sufficient for Λ reconstruction. Im-

provements are certainly possible by tuning the selection

cut values. As simulation input, 108 minimum bias events

of the reactions Ni + Ni at an incident energy of 1.93 AGeV

and 5.3 · 107 minimum bias events of Au + Au collisions at

1.24 AGeV have been generated with the UrQMD transport

model [17]. The corresponding phase space coverage (effi-

ciency in z-direction) for Ni + Ni collisions at 1.93 AGeV

is shown in Fig. 9 demonstrating that the acceptance of

Figure 8: Λ-identification in minimum bias UrQMD events

in Ni + Ni collisions at 1.93 AGeV (top) and in Au + Au

at 1.24 AGeV (bottom). Invariant mass distributions are

shown for (π−p) pair combinations (combinatorics) within

events (black line, signal + bg), for pair combinations from

mixed events (green symbols, comb. bg) and for the re-

sulting distribution after subtraction (blue symbols, signal).

Statistics information is obtained from a Gaussian fit to the

subtracted distribution (red line).

mCBM is limited to a small angular range close to mid-

rapidity.

For both ”benchmark” collision systems published data

from the FOPI collaboration are available in [18] as well

as from the HADES collaboration in [19] that the mCBM

results can be quantitatively compared to. It is worth noting

that the technical goal and challenge is to reconstruct the

invariant mass distributions shown in Fig. 8 within a time

period of about 10 s data taking at SIS18, assuming 107
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Concrete shielding and beam dump for mCBM
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The primary aim of the mCBM experiment is to study,

commission and test the complex interplay of the different

CBM detector systems with the free-streaming data acqui-

sition and the fast online event reconstruction and selection

at interaction rates of up to 10 MHz. The experiment will

take place in the HTD cave of SIS18. FLUKA calculations

([1], [2]) were performed in order to study the necessary

concrete shielding of the cave (see red area in Fig. 1). An

Au beam at 1.24 AGeV and a 10% interaction Au target

were used as a input for FLUKA calculations. The results

are normalized on a beam intensity of 108 Au ions per sec-

ond.

First results of the FLUKA calculations based on the

original concrete shielding of the HTC cave found large

dose rates outside of the cave walls of HTC. Addition-

ally, the high radiation level inside the HTC cave during a

mCBM run could generate a high risk to damage R3B de-

tectors and electronics. The main source of radiation turned

out to be the beam hitting the concrete wall between HTD

and HTC. Therefore a beam dump and additional concrete

shielding had to be designed in order to reduce the radiation

level outside the HTC cave to a level of 0.5 µSv/h which

corresponds to the natural radiation background level.

After several iterations of FLUKA calculations it was

found that a beam dump consisting of a 1.44 m iron core

surrounded by 0.8 m concrete is sufficient to reduce the ra-

diation level to an acceptable level. In order to shield the

radiation from the mCBM target, additional concrete lay-

ers at the entrance of the HTC cave (blue box, Fig. 1) as

well as a chicane entrance into the HTD cave had been

designed. In the top panel of Fig. 2 the added concrete

shielding is shown as gray shaded areas, red colored the

iron core of the mCBM beam dump. Furthermore, radia-

tion from the mCBM target as well as from the iron core

Figure 1: Experimental hall at SIS18: the area inside the

red box are the caves HTD (mCBM) and HTC (R3B exper-

iment).

Figure 2: Top panel: the mCBM cave with additional con-

crete shielding (gray) and with the iron core of the mCBM

beam dump (red). Bottom panel: corresponding FLUKA

calculation (cross section = beam level), 108 Au ions s−1

at 1.24 AGeV on 10% interaction Au-target.

of the beam dump require an increase of the thickness of

the HTC cave ceiling by up to 4 layers of concrete slabs,

0.8 m thickness each. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 contains

the result of the corresponding FLUKA radiation level sim-

ulation (height = beam level). As shown, the dose rate

at freely accessible areas outside HTC/HTD stays on the

level of natural background radiation during mCBM exper-

iments with top mCBM collision rate. However, access to

neighboring experimental areas may have to be restricted

while mCBM experiments are performed approaching the

highest collision rates (see red box in Fig. 2, bottom panel).
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CAD integration of the mCBM subsystems

L. Radulescu1, D. Emschermann2, and A. Bercuci1

1National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH), Bucharest, Romania; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

The mCBM setup [1] is an important milestone in real-

izing the final CBM experiment at FAIR. For its realiza-

tion was important to build a 3D model and positioning it

within the allocated area of the HTD cave at SIS18 exper-

imental hall at GSI. The AutoCADTM design and drafting

software application from AutoDesk was selected as tool.

This CAD format gives the possibility to visualize realisti-

cally and measure the whole set-up.

A major outcome of the current study was to evaluate the

interaction of the mCBM detector volume with the existing

infrastructure (e.g. hall walls, beam pipe, etc.) and estimate

the availability of space left for services and access.

The model of the mCBM assembly was constructed by

integrating 3D sub-system components as presented in [1].

Although different groups represented their 3D model dif-

ferently, in order to have a integrated view of the whole

set-up, a single format was necessary (DWG) [2]. An ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 1 for a TRD chamber prototype.

Figure 1: The Bucharest TRD prototype as implemented in

the mCBM model.

The experimental setup of active detection volumes is

matched to the ROOT geometry implemented in the Cbm-

Root [3]. Downstream from the target, the sub-systems, are

located in the following order: mSTS, mMUCH, mBUCH,

mTRD, mTOF while the mPSD is situated under the beam

pipe (see Fig. 2 top). Their relative distance from the target

is shown in Fig. 2 bottom.

Combining the independent versions of each sub-system

we found certain inconsistencies. In such cases the posi-

tion and/or the size of some elements have been reconsid-

ered and adjusted. The final mCBM configuration, found

to comply with all requests is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The mCBM set-up (top) and its positioning inside

the HTD cave (bottom).

The current 3D analysis of the mCBM set-up exposed

some geometrical conflicts which were solved. The cur-

rent configuration resulting from these iterations with sub-

system representatives provides answers for the requested

extra spaces for services and maintenance. Although this

model does not include all mechanical support details for

all sub-systems a sharp request can be derived from it and

an agreement was found for their construction.
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Progress with the integration of the mCBM Mini Silicon Tracking System

O. Vasylyev1, D. Emschermann1, U. Frankenfeld1, J. M. Heuser1, P. Koczon1, J. Lehnert1,

C. J. Schmidt1, H. R. Schmidt2, S. Schwab1, D. Soyk1, and J. Weinert1

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Universität Tübingen, Germany

The design effort of the mSTS [1] detector targets the

testing of several critical issues of the original STS. Such

aspects as ladder assembly and the complete mechanical

C-frame integration are addressed. The current engineer-

ing state can be described as pre-manufacturing, meaning

that corresponding CAD modeling is nearly finished, the

general dimensions and geometrical shapes are frozen and

only detailing work is being done. Required mechanical

components are prepared for the manufacturing and order-

ing from the corresponding vendors. Figure 1 depicts the

current CAD model without the detector enclosure.

Figure 1: mSTS detector assembly.

Brief System overview

The mSTS detector consists of four initially C-Shaped

frames, which carry the carbon fiber ladders, the front-end

and peripheral electronics. The assembled mSTS ladder

represents the STS “half-ladder” in the best possible way.

In opposite to the original half-ladders the ones from mSTS

carry only one or three detector modules instead of possi-

ble five. The cooling design was primarily driven by the

very limited time before production start. The mechanics

behind the cooling concept for the electronics is the same

as for the STS. Front-end electronics is placed on the cool-

ing shelves, which are then screwed to the cooling block

on the C-frame. Figure 2 illustrates the front-end boards on

the mSTS cooling block.

In contrary to STS, the cooling fluid is water, which is

in conformity with the mSTS design requirements. In such

way it is possible to use commercially available cooling

blocks for consumer electronics, without need for a further

expensive and time consuming development process.

Figure 2: Front-End boards of the mSTS.

Synergies of the mSTS with the STS

Within the mSTS setup it is possible to investigate sev-

eral mechanical issues which are nearly identical with the

original STS [2]. First in-field tests of the ladder assembly

process and subsequent transferring from the fixture to C-

frame will be accomplished with the STS scale assemblies.

The same is also valid for the cooling concept test with

consideration of all required thermal interfaces, as well as

the mechanics behind pressure application onto the front-

end boards. With such approach it is possible to gather

first experience with fully functional components, which is

essential for further development of the STS. Figure 2 il-

lustrates a fully assembled ladder for the Unit 02. Another

point of interest is the achieved overall assembly precision.

Based on the precision measurements at different levels,

e.g. ladder, C-frame and different ladders on different C-

frames, first statements regarding the process and concept

validation for the STS can be made.

Figure 3: mSTS fully assembled ladder - Unit 02.
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First results of mMUCH simulation for the mCBM full system setup at SIS18

O. Singh1, P.P. Bhaduri2, E. Nandy2, S. Chattopadhyay2, and N. Ahmad1

1Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, INDIA; 2Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata, INDIA

A full test setup for the Compressed Baryonic Mat-

ter (CBM) experiment consisting of final prototype com-

ponents as CBM detector subsystems has been proposed

under the name mCBM (”mini-CBM”)[1] at the exist-

ing SIS18 accelerator facility at GSI. The plan is to test

the detector and electronics components developed for the

main CBM experiment as well as the corresponding on-

line/offline software packages, under a realistic experimen-

tal conditions. In the present report, we discuss about

the preliminary simulation results for the mMuCh (”mini-

MuCh”) system. In the planned experimental setup, all de-

tector modules (mSTS, mRICH, mMUCH, mTRD, mTOF,

mRICH) will be arranged at 20◦ downstream from beam

axis as shown in Fig. 1.

The sectors of the first two stations of the Muon Cham-

ber system (MuCh) are made of trapezoidal shaped GEM

modules. Three of those trapezoidal shaped GEM mod-

ules placed at horizontal distance of 70, 80 and 90 cm

from the target will form the mMuCh subsystem provid-

ing additional space points for track reconstruction. Each

GEM module will be mounted on a 10 mm Aluminum plate

which would provide the necessary cooling to the readout

electronics and also act as support structure to the detector

chambers.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the effect of

additional material budget due to Aluminum cooling plates.

The simulations were preformed for 1.24 A GeV central

Au + Au collisions using 10k UrQMD events of varying

thickness (2-10 mm) of Al plates. STS, MuCh, TRD and

TOF modules are included in the simulated setup. The mo-

mentum distribution of tracks forming TOF points within

the STS and MuCh acceptance for different thicknesses of

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the mCBM test-setup.

Al plate is shown in Fig. 2. We have also plotted the ra-

tio of the momentum distribution of primary particles with

different thicknesses of Al plate to the corresponding distri-

bution without Al plate as shown in Fig. 3. As evident from

Figure 2: Momentum distribution of TOF points within

STS and MuCh acceptance.

the figures there is no appreciable change in the momentum

distribution of both the primary and secondary tracks up to

1 cm thickness of each Al plate. Further investigations are

under progress.

Figure 3: Ratio of the momentum distributions of TOF

points for different thicknesses of Al plate.

We would like to thank Anand Dubey, Ajit Kumar and

Vikas Singhal for many stimulating discussions.
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Development of a MUCH Cooling system for mCBM

C. Ghosh , A. Dubey , J. Saini , J. Kumar , and S. Chattopadhyay

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata- 700064, INDIA

The mini CBM (mCBM) setup consists of a mini MUCH

(mMUCH) system which contains 3 GEM detectors of real

size modules for the first station [1] with 2304 readout pads

each. Each module is equipped with 18 MUCH-XYTER

FEBs and in total for 3 modules almost 7K read-out chan-

nels exist. Each MUCH FEB dissipates heat of 2.5 W so a

total of 45 W heat is deposited by each GEM module and

for 3 modules 3 x 45 W = 135 W heat is deposited. Pre-

viously we have developed a 10 mm thick aluminum plate

[2] water cooling system which was used at the CERN SPS

beam test 2016 [3]. In mCBM as a benchmark observ-

able Λ baryons are to be reconstructed at SIS18 beam en-

ergy, so we need to minimize the material budget in the

mMUCH coverage such that absorption of low momen-

tum particles get minimized. Thus, we have developed an

alternative cooling arrangements with minimum material

budget to maintain the FEB temperatures below 25◦C for

smooth operation. An air cooling and a water cooling setup

will be discussed.

A dummy of the actual trapezoidal GEM detector with

18 FEBs attached to it was made out of a G10 sheet. To

Figure 1: Air cooling setup without envelope (top) and with

envelope (bottom).

mimic the heat generated by each FEB, we have used 18

resistors each of 10 Ohm and connected in series. A suit-

able voltage was applied across it such that each resistor

generates 2.5 W of heat. We used a cooling fan to blow

the heat out of each element as shown in the Fig. 1. An

ambient temperature of 20◦C and relative humidity of 47

% was maintained during the experiment. At first, the re-

sistors are heated without any cooling, such that the resis-

tor temperature rises above 50◦C. The fan is then switched

on and the temperature of the resistors reduces to a stable

value of around 25◦C. Two setups were tested, one without

G10 envelope and second with G10 envelope. The cool-

ing performance for both setups are shown in Fig. 2. From

the cooling results, one can see that the setup without en-

velope performs better in maintaining all the FEB temper-

atures within 25◦C to 28◦C, whereas the enveloped setup

Figure 2: Air cooling performance without envelope (top)

and with envelope (bottom).
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Figure 3: Setup showing the dummy GEM detector and the

rectangular water channel with dummy FEBs placed on it.

maintains a temp within 31◦C to 34◦C. With an appropriate

design of an airflow duct the cooling efficiency may further

be improved for the enveloped setup.

We have developed a water cooling system for the GEM

FEBs in mCBM using straight and rigid rectangular shaped

extruded aluminum water channels available off the shelf.

The channels having a cross section of 6 mm x 22 mm and

with an inner opening of 3 mm x 10 mm for the water flow.

Three such aluminum channels were welded in our

VECC workshop to form a “U” shaped water channel as

shown in Fig. 3. The 18 dummy FEBs were clamped on

top of the water channel using screws and some thin G10

sheet at the back of each FEB. The heat sink of each FEB

was kept in contact with the water channel and chilled wa-

ter was passed through it at a rate of 14 liter/hour. The

input and output water temperatures measured were 19◦C

and 22.75◦C, respectively. This shows that the water chan-

nel can maintain all the FEBs at around 20◦C.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, some of the FEBs

are placed at a distance more than 10 cm from its connector

position on the PCB, which needs to be avoided as the flex-

ible cable length which connect the FEBs to the connectors

are of max 10 cm length. For this we have modified the wa-

ter channel design accordingly and fabrication of the same

is in process at the VECC workshop.
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Monte-Carlo Simulations of a mRICH detector with aerogel radiator in

mCBM

G. Pitsch , S. Lebedev , and C. Höhne

Justus-Liebig Universität Gießen, Germany

The RICH group has by now built two different full pro-

totype detector setups: one real size RICH prototype which

was laterally scaled down compared to the full RICH and

tested in an electron/pion beam at CERN [1], and a smaller

setup for a recent test beam at COSY making use of a pro-

ton test beam [2]. None of these prototypes would be suit-

able for the mCBM detector setup due to either their size or

the unfitting choice of radiator. A slightly modified mRICH

setup based on the COSY testbox has thus been developed

and implemented in simulations in order to evaluate its suit-

ability. The DiRICH based readout electronics which has

been developed for the HADES/CBM RICH detector has

successfully been qualified in the recent COSY test beam,

the main motivation for a mRICH prototype in mCBM is

thus to develop and test the RICH DAQ integration into

CBM.

mCBM will be run with A+A collisions from the SIS18,

thus most of the produced hadrons are in the few GeV/c

momentum regime. It is therefore promising to use an aero-

gel radiator in a proximity focusing setup, the principle is

illustrated in Fig. 1. The COSY testbox could be reused

for this only exchanging the radiator.

Figure 1: Principle of producing a ring with aerogel as ra-

diator.

In order to evaluate this concept, a mRICH prototype

(see Fig. 2) has been implemented in simulations con-

sisting of a (20 × 20 × 2)cm3 aerogel tile with a refrac-

tive index of 1.05. This dimensions and type would be

available from Budker Institute, Novosibirsk, for example.

Light transmission in dependence on wavelength is imple-

mented using data from [4]. There, the transmission is

10% at 250 nm and 90% at 520 nm. In the mRICH test-

box the aerogel is placed with a distance of 10 cm in front

of two 2×3 MAPMT backplanes equipped with H12700

MAPMTs. Such a setup allows for Cherenkov light pro-

duction from pions with a threshold of 0.46 MeV/c, from

kaons starting at momenta of 1.6 GeV/c and from protons

from 3.1 GeV/c on, see Fig. 3. This choice of radiator

could enhance the pion-proton separation of mCBM con-

siderably.

Figure 2: Event display of a single proton creating a RICH

ring.

Figure 3: RICH ring radius versus particle momentum for

π+, K+ and p for aerogel radiator with n = 1.05.

For establishing the RICH DAQ integration into CBM

this mRICH testbox would be sufficient. The setup can be

placed behind the mTOF station. However, as the mCBM

setup features no magnetic field for momentum determina-

tion, one can consider to use a larger mRICH setup enhanc-

ing particle identification capabilities together with the ve-
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Figure 4: Event display of a cherenkov ring in the mRICH

created by a pion, Au+Au collisions at 1.24 AGeV.

locity information β from mTOF. In simulations we there-

fore studied a setup concerning of four mRICH prototypes

placed behind mTOF, see Fig. 4. Simulations were per-

formed for central Au+Au collisions at 1.24 AGeV beam

energy. Fig. 4 shows an event display of one Au+Au col-

lision with one produced Cherenkov ring. On average, at

least one Cherenkov ring is seen in 16% of all events. Fig.

5 shows the ring radius distribution versus momentum for

100.000 Au+Au collisions at 1.24 AGeV. Clearly, the lines

for protons and pions can be identified, due to the low col-

lision energy basically no kaons are produced. At lowest

momenta many rings are produced from secondary elec-

trons generated in the downstream detectors. Next to the

pion-line rings from muons are visible.

Figure 5: RICH ring radius versus the particle momentum

for 100.000 events in mCBM (1.24GeV Au + Au colli-

sions)

Using mRICH alone particle identification is only

vaguely possible. Once tracking information is available

in mCBM, most of the secondary electrons can be excluded

and the remaining particles seen are with a large probability

pions. In order to investigate the possible improvement in

pion-proton separation with mRICH, rings were combined

with velocity β information from mTOF. Fig. 6 shows the

β-distribution from mTOF of all particles in the mRICH ac-

ceptance. In addition, information is given whether those

particles leave a ring in the mRICH (purple line) or not

(green line). Clearly, all fast particles do so. The majority

of particles without a ring are protons and a small amount

of slow pions. Fig. 7 then shows the β-distribution of all

particles leaving a ring, also including a decomposition into

particle type.

The inner plot of Fig. 7 shows the combination of ra-

dius and velocity. These plots demonstrate the possible

improvement for particle identification adding mRICH de-

tectors. Assuming that close to all electrons can be rejected

by requiring a full track through mCBM, mRICH clearly

improves the pion-proton separation.

Figure 6: β distribution for all particles in mCBM in the

mTOF and mRICH acceptance: Green no ring seen in

mRICH, purple; ring seen in mRICH.

Figure 7: β distribution for all particles in mCBM leaving a

signal in the ToF and producing a ring in the RICH: protons

(red), pions (blue), electrons (green)

Inner plot: RICH ring radius versus velocity β.

During 2018, one mRICH detector will be built re-using

the COSY testbox. A first run in mCBM is foreseen for

2019.
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mPSD at mCBM

F. Guber1, D. Finogeev1, M. Golubeva1, A. Ivashkin1, and S. Morozov1,2

1INR RAS, Moscow, Russia; 2MEPhI, Moscow, Russia

The mPSD (”mini-PSD”), as a part of mCBM [1], will

allow studying the prototypes of the PSD readout electron-

ics developed for CBM under realistic experiment condi-

tions up to top CBM interaction rates of 10 MHz in a free-

streaming data acquisition system. An important task is to

study the mPSD operation and response as well as the cor-

responding online/offline software packages.

The mPSD module for mCBM

Due to the very limited space inside the mCBM cave it is

proposed to use as a mPSD detector a single PSD module

which is already developed and constructed for the Pro-

jectile Spectator Detector (PSD) of CBM [2]. The mod-

ule consists of 60 lead/scintillator sandwiches with 4mm
thickness of each scintillator plate and 16 mm thickness of

lead plate. All sandwiches are loaded into a box made of

0.5mm stainless steel sheet and tied together in one block

Figure 1: Photograph of the assembled PSD module with-

out top box.

with a length of about 120 cm (about 5.6 nuclear interac-

tion lengths) by a 0.5mm stainless steel tape. In addition,

a boron polyethylene block with a thickness of 8 cm is

placed at the end of the module between lead/scintillator

blocks and the panel with MPPCs. This shield reduces the

1 MeV neutron equivalent flux near the photo-detectors at

a factor of about 3. The transverse size of the module is

200 x 200mm2, the weight of the module is about 500 kg.

Light from each scintillator plate is collected by the

WLS-fiber glued into the circle grove in the scintillator

plate and stretched into the 2mm air gap at the lateral side

of the module. Each WLS-fiber is inside the thin black

pipe for light isolation and mechanical protection. Ev-

ery 6 consecutive WLS-fibers from one longitudinal sec-

tion are collected in one optical connector at the end of

the module and polished to ensure the optical contact with

the photo-detector. In addition to the 6 WLS-fibers, one

WLS fiber from the monitoring system is glued into the

same optical connector. The other end of 10 such fibers are

collected together on separate optical connector to be illu-

minated by a light emitting diode (LED). The monitoring

system provides the MPPCs gain permanent control which

can drop due to the absorbed radiation dose at high inten-

sity ion beams. Thus, the mPSD module has ten longitudi-

nal sections and, respectively, ten compact photo-detectors,

the avalanche photo-diodes MPPCs with an active area of

3 x 3mm2.

A photograph of the fully assembled module without

a top cap is shown in Fig. 1. Here at the rear panel of

the module, one can see 11 optical connectors. 10 upper

connectors with the 6 WLS-fibers in each connector cor-

respond to 10 longitudinal sections and are viewed by 10

Hammatsu MPPCs photo-detectors. The lowest connector

is related to the monitoring system and is illuminated by

the light emitting diode.

mPSD module response measured at CERN

T9/T10 beam lines

The response of a single PSD module at a proton beam

energy range of 1 - 9 GeV has been studied in 2017 at the

CERN T9/T10 beam lines. A two-signal-readout board

with 64 channels and fast 12 bit ADC64, 62.5MS/s, pro-

duced by AFI, JINR. The energy resolution of a single

module is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the energy res-

olution of the mPSD for proton and neutron spectators will

be about 45%-55% for the SIS18 energy range.
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Figure 2: Energy resolution of mPSD response measured

at T9/T10 beam lines at CERN.

mPSD position optimization at mCBM

The mPSD operation and its response at mCBM

will be studied at a high-rate nucleus-nucleus colli-

sion environment in reactions Ag + Ag@1.65 AGeV and

Au + Au@1.23 AGeV. Because the beam energy will be

low, it is important to optimize the mPSD position relative

to the beam axis to get sufficient energy deposition into

separate sections of the module. A schematic side view of

the mPSD position at mCBM is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematic side view of the mPSD position at

mCBM.

The mPSD will be placed directly below the beam pipe

with a diameter of 100 mm. Taking the transverse size of

the module and the distance from the target to the mod-

ule into account the minimal possible angle between the

beam axis and the mPSD module axis is close to 5◦.

The simulations of the energy depositions of the parti-

cles in separate sections of mPSD has been done using

the SHIELD code generator for a mPSD placed at 5◦, 10◦

and 20◦ relative to the beam axis. Corresponding results

for Ag + Ag@1.65 AGeV and Au + Au@1.23 AGeV are

shown in Fig. 4. As shown, the optimum angle of the

mPSD relative to the beam axis should be close to 5◦. The

simulations show also that locating mPSD at 20 degrees

decrease the energy deposition by an order of magnitude in

comparison with a mPSD located at 5◦.
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Figure 4: Energy deposition in mPSD sections for reac-

tions Ag+Ag@1.65 AGeV (left column) and Au+Au@1.23

AGeV (right column) for different mPSD angle relative to

the beam axis.
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Preparations for the mCBM FLES Setup

D. Hutter , J. de Cuveland , and V. Lindenstruth

FIAS Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The First-level Event Selector (FLES) is the central

event selection system in the CBM experiment. Its task

is to select data for storage based on online analyses in-

cluding a complete event reconstruction. Continuing the

ongoing evolution of the FLES prototype towards the fi-

nal system, this years focus included modularization of the

software framework as well as preparations for the upcom-

ing miniCBM activities.

The decommissioning of one of GSI’s compute farms

opened a possibility to extend the existing FLES develop-

ment cluster [1] and provide test capabilities for miniCBM.

In total 48 nodes plus InfiniBand equipment were acquired

and installed in the Green IT Cube data center (Fig. 2).

Each node is equipped with two 12-core AMD Opteron

6238 processors, 64 or 128 GB of main memory and an

InfiniBand QDR HCA. Figure 1 shows the basic cluster

architecture. The new, disk-less nodes share the exist-

ing head-node providing PXE boot capabilities and cen-

tral storage. To allow experimentation on the InfiniBand

network without compromising cluster operation, an Eth-

ernet network is used for all management tasks. To ac-

count for the additional nodes this network was updated to

a 20 Gbit/s backbone connection. The commissioning of

the new nodes started successfully and is ongoing.

node7
bmc7

pn01
pn01-bmc

pn48
pn48-bmc

…

…

10G

20G

µFLES

mFLES

node0
bmc0

switch01 switch02
GSI network  |  FLES network

cbmfles01.gsi.de / login
      cbmfles02.gsi.de

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
shares:
/home (rw)
/storage (rw)
/opt (ro)
/nfsroot (ro)

Figure 1: Architecture of the FLES development cluster

including the newly acquired nodes. Only the Ethernet net-

work used for file sharing and management is shown.

To study the feasibility of available network technolo-

gies for the long-haul connection between the experiment

and the FLES, a new, flexible test stand has been devel-

oped. Main components are two ruggedized boxes shown

in Fig. 3. Each box houses 400 and 800 m of 8-fiber, single

mode, low loss ribbon cable terminated in MPO connec-

tors. Each 8x strand is sufficient to test one PSM4 or up

to eight CWDM connections. The individual strands can

be chained with the help of patch fibers to increase the test

range beyond 800 m.

Figure 2: New part of the mFLES test cluster installed in

rack 61 in the Green IT Cube data center at GSI. 12 of the

48 available nodes are cabled for first tests.

Figure 3: Long-haul optical connection test stand. Each

box houses two strands of 8-fiber, single mode ribbon cable

with 400 and 800 m.
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Time-based CbmRoot simulations of the Bucharest TRD prototype for mCBM

A. Bercuci1, V. Cătănescu1, D. Emschermann2, and F. Uhlig2

1National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH), Bucharest, Romania; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction

A TRD module (mBUCH) of ≈ 60 × 60 cm2 built us-

ing prototyped solutions developed in Bucharest [1] is pro-

posed for the mCBM experiment at GSI. Its integration

within the CbmRoot framework, side by side with the de-

fault Frankfurt-Münster solution, is of prime importance

for studying, in a realistic environment, the communication

between the two systems and other sub-detectors.

The CbmRoot package [2] offers an integrated frame-

work for data analysis on both model and measured data.

Being a free-running experiment, timing of individual sig-

nals is of prime importance. Therefore the model of sig-

nal production (digitization) has to accurately describe time

delays due to various components of the detection system.

The complete space-time dependence of signals for a trans-

port model is the output of time-based simulation.

Charge collection in the TRD modules

Being a relatively slow detector (tmax
drift & 300 ns), the

charge collection mechanism in the MWPC-TRD has to be

accurately simulated. In Fig. 1, the track crossing the ac-

tive volume is separated in two by the amplification cells

being crossed. Each is defined by the anode wire position

(in Fig. 1 at y = 0, z = 0.2) and its corresponding elec-

tric potential well. For each segment the drift time span is

estimated based on GARFIELD simulations for the con-

ditions in the chamber, e.g., gas=Xe, Uanode = 1.5 kV

and Udrift = 0.4 kV) being tuned at run-time based on the

Data Control System information. For the case shown in

Fig. 1 the analog output will consist of a prompt signal at

6 ns after the hit and a delayed one after more than 250 ns

on the second cell. Of utmost importance is the case of

Figure 1: Track splitting in the TRD volume in the y-z

plane according to amplification cells

Figure 2: Track splitting in the x-y plane according to the

read-out electrode geometry.

TR production which takes place predominantly at low z
and needs correct integration with the prompt part (energy

loss).

The segments from the track splitting procedure are pro-

jected onto the read-out plane (mapped to x− y) according

to the Pad Response Function (PRF) corrected for segment

span and diffusion in x (the y coordinate being fixed by the

geometrical position of the anode wire). For the mBUCH

simulation an uncorrelated 2D Gauss distribution centered

on the segment x − y coordinates is integrated over the

triangular-shaped pads by sampling the PRF over the set of

bins distributed as shown in Fig. 2.

Charge and time calibration

Gas gain calibrations are introduced by proper interpre-

tation of 55Fe measurements. An example is shown in

Fig. 3 where the measured data (black symbols) are used

to anchor the theoretical description of 55Fe decays and

subsequent branching ratio of processes in the gas (red)

rather than the simple convolution of two Gauss distribu-

tions (blue). Such a procedure can account for systematic

effects like detector efficiency (especially for thin detec-

tors) and under-threshold effects in charge collection.

A second component for amplitude estimation is the

electronic gain per ASIC channel (see Fig. 4) which can

be obtained from simulations (CADENCETM [3] here) or

dedicated ASIC characterizations. The figure shows the

response of FASP to a charge injected as a short pulse of

3 ns (red) or, more realistic, 100 ns (blue) with the total

charge being scaled according to GARFIELD simulations.

A small variation in the electronic gain can be observed be-

tween the two cases as shown in the figure for the linear fit

parameters in corresponding colors.

A third component at this level is the asynchronous re-

sponse of the FASP with the input charge. In Fig. 5 the

relative delay of the channel trigger is presented as a func-

tion of the charge (expressed in ADC). Small and large sig-
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Figure 3: Gas gain calibration of the FASP ASIC based on
55Fe measurements and CADENCETM simulations.

Figure 4: Electronic gain calibration of the FASP ASIC

based on CADENCETM simulations.

nals tend to use more processing time than intermediate-

sized ones until a decision is made. The calibration results

are obtained from CADENCETM simulations, but ASIC

characterizations can be loaded at run-time for all installed

chips.

In time-based simulations, special care is devoted to sig-

nal pile-up in the read-out channels. The typical FASP re-

sponse to pile-up signals was presented elsewhere [4]. It

was shown that for ∆t . 250 ns, representing the aver-

age integration time, the two signals are added according

to S = S0e
−λ∆t + S1 and T = T1 with S0 being the

prompt signal, S1 the late one, T1 the chip select signal

of the late signal and λ the slope of the trailing front. For

250 ns . ∆t . 450 ns, the second signal is neglected. The

limits mentioned here have also some charge/pulse-width

Figure 5: Latency of the FASP ASIC based on

CADENCETM simulations.

dependence which is a matter of calibration.

Valid signals are produced by FASP if at least one

of the following conditions are fulfilled: S > Sthr or

S < Sthr &((S−1 > Sthr &∆t < Tthr) || (S+1 >
Sthr &∆t < Tthr)) with Sthr and Tthr being threshold

values for signal amplitude and time difference of the two

signals and S−1, S+1 being signal amplitudes from neigh-

boring channels on the same row. These parameters are

characteristic for each ASIC channel and are defined in the

process of FASP characterization. They are loaded at run-

time for all ASICs in the acquisition. Applying them to

simulation is performed as the last step before saving the

DIGITS to the DAQ implementation.

Implementation

The CbmRoot-TRD framework was extended to incor-

porate the two types of TRD implementations (Fig. 6)

and all new calibration objects (Fig. 7) needed to describe

the time dependence of the signals as described above.

Additionally, a clear separation between the classes for

Figure 6: CbmRoot TRD module inheritance chart
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Figure 7: Collaboration map of the CbmTrdModuleSim

class with calibration classes

data structures, simulation and reconstruction was intro-

duced. The algorithms for simulations are defined in the

CbmTrdModuleSim class, which connects data with cor-

responding calibration parameters defined in the generic

class CbmTrdParMod. For each TRD system, the set of

calibration parameters and their implementation and us-

age is defined in the derived classes: CbmTrdModuleSimR

for the default rectangular pad read-out / SPADIC and

CbmTrdModuleSimT for the triangular pad read-out / FASP

(mBUCH).

An example of the type of output delivered by the

mBUCH module is shown in Fig. 8 for a simulation of

Au+Au at 1 MHz interaction rate. In the figure the am-

plitudes for each read-out channel (proportional to the box

area) are displayed in a space-time representation for one,

well separated event. The 2D spatial coordinates expressed

in the read-out units column(x) and row(y) are shown as

the vertical axis (column) and as color code (row - see fig-

ure legend), while the time coordinate is mapped on the

horizontal axis in steps of 12.5 ns (80 MHz mBUCH ac-

quisition clock). The figure demonstrates that the simula-

tion reproduces a time span of several clocks for single-digi

clusters, digi clusters spanning 2 rows etc.. For a qualita-

tive comparison one can check Fig. 2 from Ref. [1] for the

system output in case of measured X-rays. We also observe

a time span of ≈ 300 ns needed to collect all data from a

single event, which is mainly induced by the drift time in

the Xe mixture used here (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 8: Time-based simulation with CbmRoot at 1 MHz

interaction rate: distribution of digis in space-time for one

Au+Au interaction seen in the mBUCH module

Conclusions

An almost realistic implementation of the Bucharest pro-

totype was added to CbmRoot for the mCBM experiment.

Special care was taken to create the structures needed to

incorporate calibration parameters characterizing the sys-

tem. Wherever possible, such parameters are to be obtained

from on-line or off-line calibration procedures in case, if

dedicated simulations are not available.

The time evolution of the signal distribution is a char-

acteristic feature of the CBM experiment. For its proper

simulation detailed features of the detection system as well

as FEE where introduced.
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Using the binned track finder in mCBM

T. Ablyazimov1, V. Friese2, and V.V. Ivanov1,3

1LIT JINR, Dubna, Russia; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3“MEPhI”, Moscow, Russia

The so called “binned” track finder was initially de-

veloped for the reconstruction of high-momentum muon

tracks in the SIS-100 and SIS-300 setups of CBM [1, 2].

Since the magnetic field could be neglected, a linear track

model could be applied. The keyword “binned” refers to

subdividing the space-time manifold of measurements in a

given detector to a set of identical, sufficiently small rectan-

gular cuboids (3- or 4-dimensional, depending on the prop-

erties of the specific detector). Sorting of hits into these

space-time bins before starting the track search avoids ex-

tensive loops over hit arrays and thus accelerates hit search

operations. This is a prerequisite in particular for fast re-

construction of free-streaming data as will be delivered

from the CBM detectors.

The approach of binning a station search manifold was

generalized to allow track reconstruction in heterogeneous

systems consisting of detecting stations with different ge-

ometrical properties. This was a requirement for its appli-

cation to the mCBM setup which is heterogeneous by its

nature, consisting of mSTS, mMUCH, mTRD, mTOF, and

mRICH detecting elements (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The mCBM setup, consisting (from left to right)

of two stations of mSTS, three layers of mMUCH, four

stations of mTRD, mTOF and mRICH. All detectors are

arranged on one side of the beam. There is no magnetic

field.

The mCBM “binned” tracking library is capable to de-

tect the detecting subsystems present in the setup and also

allow its user to configure (turn-on, turn-off) particular de-

tectors, i.e., to decide whether to include measurements of

a particular detector into the track finding. It creates corre-

sponding software representations of the detecting stations

as either 3- or 4-d binned manifolds for hits storing as de-

picted in Fig. 2. Detecting layers that can be approximated

by planes are represented by a 3-d manifold (x, y, t); this is

the case for mSTS, mMUCH and mTRD. The mTOF de-

tector deviates significantly from a single plane, such that

the z coordinate must also be binned, resulting in the 4-d

manifold of (x, y, z, t).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of detecting layers as

3- or 4-dimensional manifolds

The mCBM “binned” track finder supports two track re-

construction approaches: cellular automaton and track fol-

lowing. It uses the Kalman filtering technique for track

candidate selection and is designed for time-based recon-

struction with data consumed from free-running buffers

without subdividing them into portions corresponding to

separate events. However, up to now it was tested with

simulated data partitioned event-by-event only.

For the setup including two layers of mSTS and 4 layers

of mTRD the tracker was tested with input data generated

by UrQMD for central Ni+Ni collisons at 1.93A GeV. The

efficiency for tracks having hits in all mSTS and mTRD

layers was about 98% for primary tracks and about 82%

for secondary. The number of ghost tracks was found to be

0.87%. The average runtime was about 300 µs per event.

The algorithm will be further tested with time-based in-

put on the hit level once available from all detector systems.

Furthermore, tolerance to missing hits in detector layers,

introduced by detector inefficiency, will be implemented.
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The CBM-TOF FAIR Phase 0 project - eTOF at STAR

I. Deppner1, N. Herrmann1, and the CBM eTOF working group
1Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

The FAIR Phase 0 program of TOF comprises among

other tasks the installation, commissioning and operation

of 36 eTOF-modules, using 108 CBM-TOF MRPC3a/b

counters [1], during the beam energy scan campaign II

(BES II) of the STAR experiment at BNL. The modules

will be grouped in 12 sectors and will be attached on the

east side pole tip of the magnet (conf. Fig 1). During the

last year a substantial progress regarding this project was

made.

Figure 1: Conceptual design of the eTOF wall at STAR.

The ”wheel” is composed of 36 module comprising 6912

readout channels.

The physical work of this project started with the instal-

lation of one module containing 2 MRPC3b counters at

STAR in Jan. 2017 and operating it in the RUN17 (Mar.

17 - Jun. 17). The aim was to integrate our free stream-

ing readout system in the trigger based readout system of

STAR. It could be shown successfully (conf. Fig 2) that

the first DAQ integration tests worked as expected (see last

CBM Progress Report [2]). Currently software is devel-

oped in order to unpack the eTOF data and make them ac-

cessible to the STAR analysis framework. The test instal-

lation of the first module already delivered valuable infor-

mation for a stable operation of our MRPC counters. After

an accelerator intervention (un-planned beam loss event)

one PADI FEE board stopped functioning pointing to the

need for fast protection measures. After 2 month of op-

eration both MRPC counters stopped working due to HV

failure. This problem was analyzed and cured by a mod-

ification in the design of the MRPC3b counter. These ex-

Figure 2: Time correlation between data driveled by the

MRPCs and the trigger signal generated by the STAR de-

tector. An clear access at a time difference of about 1750

ns is visible.

amples demonstrate the immense importance of the FAIR

phase 0 program in order to identify critical issues of the

system under running conditions.

In the last year 3 modules for eTOF were produced.

Two modules contain 3 MRPC3a counters each (with

low resistive glass) manufactured at Nuctech in Beijing

while 1 module is housing 3 MRPC3b counters build at

USTC/Hefei. The module integration for the full wheel is

carried out in Heidelberg. Figure 3 shows a photograph

of the open module from the front side (left) and the back

side (right). The 3 modules were shipped to BNL begin-

ning of January 2018 and installed at the 6 o’clock position

at the east pole tip (see Fig. 4). The readout system con-

sists of the PADIX boards (inside the module box), a feed-

through PCB, the TDC board with the GET4 V2.0 chip, a

back-plane board distributing the power and the clock to

the FEE cards, 5 AFCK boards sitting in a µTCA crate at

8 m distance from the modules and a FLIB board sitting

in a rack mount PC located in the DAQ room about 50 m

from the setup. The current connection between the back-

plane board and the AFCK is copper cable (twisted pair)

and will be replaced with optical fiber after the RUN18.

Then also the GBTx chip, sitting on the back-plane board,

will be included in the readout chain. The connection be-

tween AFCK and FLIB is optical fiber.

In the meanwhile both institutes from China continued

the mass production of the counters for the full eTOF wall

(in total 150 counter). The production of the MRPC3a

counters will be finished in March 2018 and 53 aut of

73 counters are shipped to Heidelberg. 25 of the MRPCa

counters are devoted to the mCBM project. Figure 5 shows

the production of MRPC3a counters in the clean room at
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Figure 3: Open eTOF module - left: front side, right: back

side.

Figure 4: One sector mounted on the inner side of the pole

tip.

Nuctech/Beijing. The clean room level is 100k. The pro-

duction of the MRPC3b counter will be finished in July

2018. 5 counters are shipped to Heidelberg and integrated

in the cosmic setup. The progress of the mass production

as well as the QA procedure are summarized in [3, 4]

In order to coordinate and to discuss the progress as well

as the open issues on the project two CBM-STAR meet-

ings where organized during the last year. The first meeting

took place at Darmstadt while the second meeting was car-

ried out at Wuhan. Many fruitful discussion and solutions

arises during this meetings. One example is the implemen-

tation of the eTOF geometry in the STAR simulation frame

work (see Fig. 6).

The time line of the eTOF project is:

Figure 5: Mass production of MRPC3a counter in the clean

room.

• Jan 2018 - shipping and installation of one sector

• Mar. - June 2018 - 2nd system integration test with

one sector by participating in the Run18 beam time in

STAR,

• Mar. - Oct 2018 - Production and testing of 36 mod-

ules in Heidelberg

• Sep 2018 - shipping of all 36 modules to BNL

• Oct. - Feb. 2018 - Installation and commissioning of

the eTOF syatem

• 2019/2020 - Running in the BES II campaign

• Summer 2021 - Decommissioning and shipping of all

modules including infrastructure to FAIR

Figure 6: eTOF geometry included in the STAR sumulation

frame work.
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The MRPC3b mass production for CBM-TOF and eTOF at STAR

D. Hu∗1,2, Y. Sun1, I. Deppner2, N. Herrmann2, J. Zhou1, X. Wang1, and the CBM TOF working

group
1USTC, HEFEI, China; 2Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Germany

MRPC3b

Here we present the design of the MRPC3b counter and

report on the CBM-TOF MRPC3b mass production status

at USTC, as well as the QC and QA procedure.

The MRPC3b counter

Figure 1 shows the strip layout of the MRPC3b counter.

The MRPC3b counter has in total 10 gas gaps arranged

in a double-stack configuration mirrored with respect to

the central electrode. Each gas gaps is 0.230mm in size,

defined by nylon fishing line. The MRPC3b has 32 read

out strips which are read out on both sides. The strip

width is 7mm with a spacing of 3 mm and a length of

27.6mm. The active volume is subdivided by 6 0.28mm

thick float glass plates. The glass plates have the dimension

of 33x27.6x0.028 cm3 while the Active area is 32x27.6

cm2.

Figure 1: MRPC3b counter with QR sticker.

Mass production and QC&QA procedure

During the last year we started at the TOF laboratory

in USTC the preparation of the mass production for the

MRPC3b counters. In order to guarantee the quality of the

detectors the class of the clean room got improved. Cur-

rently we have a clean room (conf. Figure 2) of 200m2 size

with a cleanness level of 100k. The mounting table has ad-

ditional air drains which improves the cleanness level even

more. The temperature and humidity of the room is kept

stable at 22 +-2 0C and ≤40% respectively.

∗ddhu@physi.uni-heidelberg.de

Figure 2: clean room and clean desk for MRPC mass pro-

duction at the USTC site.

Equally important is the QC&QA procedure. A dia-

gram of the QA procedure at various production stage is

sown in Fig. 3. The quality of all components and man-

ufacturing steps are constantly monitored and stored in a

MRPC3b production data base. This includes step-by-step

MRPC production manual, flow diagram of MRPC quality

control, manufacture cards, check cards, manufacture log-

sheets and record tables for test results. A QR-code glued

on the detector surface is generated containing a link with

the content of the MRPC3b production data base.

By now 10 out of 80 MRPC3b counters are produced and

the mass production will continue till end of May. This pre

series will be installed in modules which are foreseen for

the eTOF wheel at STAR.

Figure 3: QC&QA production diagram.
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Approbation of the CBM open charm reconstruction algorithms with the

STAR at RHIC data
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The CBM experiment plans to operate without a hard-

ware trigger for event selection. The full event reconstruc-

tion is required already at the triggering stage. Thus, the

data selection model and the operation scenario relies on

the FLES package, which in particular includes the KF Par-

ticle Finder. A number of tests using the Monte Carlo sim-

ulations were performed by CBM in the past years. The

high statistics data collected recently by the STAR experi-

ment at RHIC (BNL, USA) could be used in addition for a

comprehensive test of the CBM software algorithms devel-

oped for particle reconstruction in real environment.

Triggering of the rare processes in the online mode is

one of the most crucial tasks for CBM. Therefore a chal-

lenging case of open charm reconstruction in STAR data

has been chosen to perform the studies. The algorithm for

reconstruction of short-lived particles was tested on 1 bil-

lion mbias Au-Au events at
√
sNN = 200 GeV recorded by

STAR in 2016. Since the selection criteria for particle can-

didates are geometry independent in KF Particle Finder, it

was applied with slightly tuned CBM-like cuts.

The resulting invariant mass distributions for open charm

particle candidates are shown in Fig. 1. The results ob-

tained with the KF Particle Finder package are similar to

those from the standard STAR analysis. Within the cur-

rent statistics all open charm particles are reconstructed

with high signal to background ratios (significance better

than 5σ). The Kalman filter method based on mathematics,

which requires precise knowledge of the errors, demon-

strates great performance with correct distributions of the

particle parameters.

Open charm decays are rare, therefore even small con-

tamination of wrongly identified tracks leads to visible

kinematic reflections. For instance, a peak-like structure

right to the D0 → K+K− is formed by one order of mag-

nitude more probableD0 → K+π− andD0 → K−π+ de-

cays, with misidentified π asK. Such kinematic reflections

can be easily cleaned with the KF Particle Finder approach,

when all particle-candidates are constructed at one go with

similar cuts. For example, K+K−π+ and K+K−π− in-

variant mass distributions were cleaned from the contam-

ination of D+ → K+π+π− and D− → K−π+π− de-

cays with π wrongly identified as K, that forms a bump-

like structure near the Ds peak. Those candidates were

rejected, which form D+ and D− peaks under pion mass

assumption for corresponding tracks. The performed study

showed, however, that CBM will require the cleanest possi-

ble track PID for successful reconstruction of rare signals.

∗m.zyzak@gsi.de
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions of D-mesons and

ΛC reconstructed with the KF Particle Finder for 1 billion

mbias Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV recorded by

STAR in 2016.

Summarizing, the CBM algorithms for short-lived parti-

cle reconstruction were successfully applied to the STAR

data and tested on the example of the open charm parti-

cle decays. The studies showed the potential of the pack-

age to reconstruct particles in the challenging experimental

environment. Further analysis of the complete STAR run

2016 statistics will allow to fully test functionality of the

package including procedures to extract the particle spec-

tra. Integration of the KF Particle Finder into the STAR’s

offline analysis framework will allow to check the pack-

age for more types of particle decays. Adaptation of the

package for the real time reconstruction during the BES II

program will allow to optimize it for online operation on

many-core systems of Intel Xeon Phi used at the STAR

HLT farm.
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Using the KF Particle Finder for multi-strange hyperons reconstruction in

STAR at RHIC

I. Vassiliev1, Y. Fisyak2, I. Kisel1,3,4, and M. Zyzak1,2,3

1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA; 3Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany; 4Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Scanning of the QCD phase diagram is the main goal

of the CBM experiment and prime motivation of the RHIC

beam energy scan program. Strange and multi-strange hy-

perons are attractive probes to identify the phase boundary

or onset of deconfinement. One of the predicted signatures

of the phase transition from nuclear matter to a deconfined

phase is the enhanced production of multi-strange parti-

cles. Additionally the yield of particles carrying strange

(anti)quarks is expected to be sensitive to the fireball evo-

lution and formation of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP).

The yield of Ω+ hyperon (s̄s̄s̄) seems to be very sensitive

to the production mechanism at the FAIR energies.

The KF Particle Finder package [1], initially developed

as a reconstruction tool for the CBM experiment, was in-

tensively tested by the CBM collaboration using the simu-

lated data. The approbation of the KF Particle Finder pack-

age on real data makes an important test of the package.

The STAR experiment has taken data of Au+Au colli-

sions at
√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27 and 39 GeV in the

year 2010 and 2011. The
√
sNN = 7.7 has been cho-

sen as the closest energy to the range covered by SIS-

100 FAIR(CBM). The detailed description of experimental

setup and the sub-detectors for tracking, particle identifica-

tion, etc., can be found in [2]. The reconstructed in STAR

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) tracks were used as an

input for the KF Particle package together with the recon-

structed primary vertex. The location of the primary vertex

of an event was selected within a radius r less than 2 cm

and z-direction was in the range [-70,70] cm. The accepted

amount of minimum bias events was 4.4 · 106. The TPC

measured dE/dxwas used for identification of the charged

daugher particles, π±, K± and p, p̄.

Multi-strange hyperons were successfully identified us-

ing KF Particle Finder with CBM developed selection tech-

nique by their decays into charged hadrons. The CBM-like

cuts on a track χ2
prim, reconstructed particle vertex cut,

L/dL cut and topology constrained cut χ2
topo, etc are used.

In Fig. 1 are shown reconstructed invariant mass distribu-

tions for Λ, Λ̄, Ξ−, Ξ̄+, Ω−, Ω̄+ particles. All expected

signals are clearly visible with signal to background ratio

in the range well above 1.4 even for the most challenging

Ω hyperons. The position and width of the peaks are in a

good agreement with the PDG data.

Concluding, the KF Particle Finder package for short-

lived particle reconstruction including strange and multi-

strange hyperons was successfully tested with the STAR

BES data at
√
sNN = 7.7 GeV. In particular, the decays of

the Ω− and Ω̄+ particles, which are challenging to mea-
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Figure 1: Reconstructed invariant-mass distribution of Λ,

Λ̄, Ξ−, Ξ̄+, Ω−, Ω̄+ particles in Au+Au minbias collisions

at
√
sNN = 7.7 GeV, the red line indicates the signal plus

background fit by a polynomial plus Gaussian function.

sure, are nicely identified by the KF Particle Finder algo-

rithm.
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Applying the missing mass method to the STAR at RHIC data

Y. Fisyak1, I. Kisel2,3,4, P. Kisel∗2,3,5, P. Senger2, I. Vassiliev2, and M. Zyzak2

1BNL, Upton, USA; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 4FIAS,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 5JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation

The main goal of modern heavy-ion experiments is a

comprehensive study of the QCD phase diagram in a region

of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) and possible phase transi-

tion to QGP phase. Strange particles are sensitive probes

of the created media. Reconstruction of Σ particles to-

gether with other strange particles completes the picture of

strangeness production. Σ+ and Σ− have all decay modes

with at least one neutral daughter, which can not be reg-

istered by the CBM detector. For their identification the

missing mass method is proposed: a) tracks of the mother

(Σ−) and the charged daughter (π−) particles are recon-

structed in the tracking system; b) the neutral daughter par-

ticle (n) is reconstructed from these tracks; c) a mass con-

straint is set on the reconstructed neutral daughter; d) the

mother particle is constructed of the charged and recon-

structed neutral daughter particles and the mass spectrum

is obtained, by which the particle can be identified.
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Figure 1: Efficiency corrected spectra of Σ− hyperon as a

function of a) mt obtained by side bands and background

fit methods with simulated signal; b) y-mt for simulated

signal; c) y-mt by side band method; d) y-mt by back-

ground fit.

For the analysis of signal spectra of Σ hyperons yields

as a function of momentum, rapidity, and transverse mass,

two methods of multi-differential analysis can be applied

within the current implementation: based on the side bands

method and background fit (are implemented as standard

routines of KF Particle Finder and described in the current

report). As an example efficiency corrected y-mt and mt

∗P.Kisel@gsi.de

spectra for Σ− obtained from 5M central AuAu UrQMD

events at 10 AGeV are shown in Fig. 1. The developed

methods allow to reconstruct the simulated Monte Carlo

spectra within the errors in the acceptance region. Spectra

for some decays such as Ξ− → Λπ− can be reconstructed

by both conventional and missing mass methods, that will

provide the tool for investigation of the systematic errors.

To prove approach the method was applied to the data

of the STAR experiment at RHIC. According to the cur-

rent STAR track reconstruction scheme tracks require hits

from the TPC detector, which is more than 50 cm away

from the collision point. Thus, tracks from Σ hyperons

cannot be found due to the short lifetime of these parti-

cles: cτΣ+ = 2.4 cm and cτΣ− = 4.4 cm. However it

is possible to reconstruct abundant strange meson decays

such as K+ → π+π0 and K− → π−π0. The method has

been tested using 700K mbias AuAu collisions at
√
sNN =

200 GeV. Obtained mass spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: K+ and K− spectra obtained by the missing

mass method together with their reconstructed π0 neutral

daughter particles using 700K mbias AuAu collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV.

The results show high quality of the reconstructed neu-

tral daughter and mother particles. Further tuning of cuts

will allow to obtain nearly background free spectra. Being

a part of KF Particle Finder, the missing mass method will

be applied for the real time physics analysis online during

the STAR BES II program.
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CBM Publications 2017

• N. Nandi et al.
Characterization of Straw tube detector
Proceedings of the DAE Symp. on Nucl. Phys. 62 (2017)

• T. Ablyazimov et al.
Challenges in QCD matter physics -The scientific programme of the Compressed Baryonic Matter
experiment at FAIR
Eur. Phys. J. A 53 (2017) 60

• D. Argintaru et al.
Flow shapes and higher harmonics in anisotropic transverse collective flow
Eur. Phys. J. A 53 (2017) 6

• K. Dey and B. Battacharjee
Strange behavior of rapidity dependent strangeness enhancement of particles containing and not
containing leading quarks
Nucl. Phys. A 965 (2017) 74

• L. Meder et al.
A Timing Synchronizer System for Beam Test Setups requiring Galvanic Isolation
IEEE Trans. on Nucl.Sci. 64 (2017) 1975

• R. Kleczek
Analog front-end design of the STS/MUCH-XYTER2–full size prototype ASIC for the CBM experiment
JINST 12 (2017) C01053 (Proceedings of iWoRiD-2016)

• M. Koziel et al.
Vacuum-compatible, ultra-low material budget Micro-Vertex Detector of the Compressed Baryonic
Matter Experiment at FAIR
NIM A 845 (2017) 110 (Proceedings of "Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
The CBM RICH project
NIM A 845 (2017) 434 (Proceedings of "Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 2016")

• Y. Wang et al.
A solution for the inner area of CBM-TOF with pad-MRPC
NIM A 845 (2017) 318 (Proceedings of "Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 2016")

• A. Akindinov et al.
Radiation-hard ceramic Resistive Plate Chambers for forward TOF and T0 systems
NIM A 845 (2017) 203 (Proceedings of "Vienna Conference on Instrumentation 2016")
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• K. Kasinski et al.
System-level considerations for the front-end readout ASIC in the CBM experiment from the power
supply perspective
JINST 12 (2017) C03023 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• W.M. Zabolotny et al.
Design of versatile ASIC and protocol tester for CBM readout system
JINST 12 (2017) C02060 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• J. Lehnert et al.
GBT based readout in the CBM experiment
JINST 12 (2017) C02061 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• A. Rost et al.
A flexible FPGA based QDC and TDC for the HADES and the CBM calorimeters
JINST 12 (2017) C02047 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• J. Michel et al.
Electronics for the RICH Detectors of the HADES and CBM Experiments
JINST 12 (2017) C01072(Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• L. Meder et al.
A Versatile Small Form Factor Twisted-Pair TFC FMC for mTCA AMCs
JINST 12 (2017) C03074 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• E. Atkin et al.
Readout channel with majority logic timestamp and digital peak detector for muon chambers of the
CBM experiment
JINST 12 (2017) C12069 (Proceedings of TWEPP 2016)

• B. Linnik et al.
Radiation damage caused by cold neutrons in boron doped CMOS active pixel sensors
JINST 12 (2017) C05011 (Proceedings of Vertex 2016)

• P. Kurilkin et al.
Superconducting dipole magnet for the CBM experiment at FAIR
EPJ Web Conf. 138 (2017) 12001 (Proceedings of Baldin ISHEPP XXIII)

• V.P. Ladygin et al.
Investigation of the compressed baryonic matter at the GSI accelerator complex
EPJ Web Conf. 138 (2017) 01020 (Proceedings of Baldin ISHEPP XXIII) -> Publisher:Conf

• V. Klochkov and I. Selyuzhenkov
Centrality determination in heavy-ion collisions with the CBM experiment
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 798 (2017) 012059 (Proceedings of International Conference on Particle Physics and
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Astrophysics ICPPA-2017) -> Publisher:Conf

• I. Korolko et al.
The CBM ECAL
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 798 (2017) 012164 (Proceedings of International Conference on Particle Physics and
Astrophysics ICPPA-2017) -> Publisher:Conf

• I. Korolko et al.
Event building for free-streaming readout in the CBM experiment
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 798 (2017) 012165 (Proceedings of International Conference on Particle Physics and
Astrophysics ICPPA-2017) -> Publisher:Conf

• I. Bulbakov
SLVS Transmitter and Receiver for CBM MUCH ASIC
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 798 (2017) 012191 (Proceedings of International Conference on Particle Physics and
Astrophysics ICPPA-2017)

• P. Senger
QCD matter physics at FAIR
Nucl. Phys. A 967 (2017) 892–895 (Proceedings of The 26th International Conference on Ultra-relativistic
Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions: Quark Matter 2017)

• V. Friese
Perspectives for Heavy-ion Collisions at Future Facilities
Acta Phys. Pol. B Proc. Suppl. 10 (2017) 561 (Proceedings of "CPOD 2016")

• V. Friese
The high-rate data challenge: computing for the CBM experiment
J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 898 (2017) 112003 (Proceedings of "CHEP 2016")

• H. Malygina and V. Friese
A precision device needs precise simulation: software description of the CBM Silicon Tracking System
J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 898 (2017) 112003 (Proceedings of "CHEP 2016")

• T. Ablyazimov, V. Friese and V. Ivanov
Finding the needle in the haystack: a charmonium trigger for the CBM experiment
J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 898 (2017) 112003 (Proceedings of "CHEP 2016")

• V. Friese
Strangeness from SPS to FAIR
Eur. Phys. J. Web. Conf. 164 (2017) 06004 (Proceedings of "ICNFP 2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
The RICH detector of the CBM experiment
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NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• C.Pauly et al.
Upgrade of the HADES RICH photon detector with H12700 MAPMTs
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
Single photon test bench for series tests of HAMAMATSU H12700 MAPMTs
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
Development of the CBM RICH readout electronics and DAQ
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
Conception and design of a control and monitoring system for the mirror alignment of the CBM RICH
detector
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
Single photon test bench for series tests of HAMAMATSU H12700 MAPMTs
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• J. Adamczewski-Musch et al.
Event reconstruction for the CBM-RICH prototype beamtest data in 2014
NIM A (2017) in press (Proceedings of "RICH-2016")

• V. Mikhaylov et al.
Radiation hardness of Silicon Photomultipliers for CBM@FAIR, NA61@CERN and BM@N experi-
ments NIM A (2017), in press,

CBM presentations 2017

http://cbm-wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/Public/PublicPresentations2017

Doctoral, diploma, master and bachelor theses 2017

http://cbm-wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/Public/Thesis2017



CBM Progress Report 2017 PhD Thesis Award

CBM PhD Award 2016

The CBM PhD Award decorates the best doctoral work related to the CBM experiment. With this award, the
CBM collaboration especially wants to honour the contributions of students to the CBM project. The award
was granted for the first time at the CBM Collaboration Meeting in April 2016 for PhD theses defended in the
year 2015. It is given anually and is endowed with a prize money of 500 Euro.

For the year 2016, three candidates were nominated by their doctoral advisers. The selection was carried out by
a committee appointed by the CBM collaboration, consisting of A. Kugler, M. Petrovici and S. Chattopadhyay.
The criteria for the evaluation were:

• Impact on the CBM present and future activities, taking into account active participation in CBM (40%);

• Added scientific value in the field of the PhD thesis (30%);

• Publications in refereed journals to which the candidate had a significant contribution (30%).

The prize winner for 2016 is

Dr Maksym Zyzak

from Goethe-Universität Frankfurt for his work on

Online selection of short-lived particles on many-core computer
architectures in the CBM experiment at FAIR

A. Kugler decorates the prize winner for 2016, Maksym Zyzak,
with the CBM PhD Award at the 29th CBM Collaboration
Meeting in March 2017

In his PhD thesis, Maksym Zyzak developed software for the fast identification of short-lived particles produced
in heavy ion collisions by their decay products. This is of great importance to the CBM experiment for the
selection of rare events in real-time. The software package “KFParticleFinder” developed by the awardee
analyses more than 100 different decay channels at the same time by employing parallel computing. Apart
from its future use in CBM, the package is already in use by currently running experiments.
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Workshops and Meetings 2017

29th CBM Collaboration Meeting

20 – 24 March 2017, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/4759

CBM Students Colloquium during the 29th CBM Collaboration Meeting

19 March 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/5605
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30th CBM Collaboration Meeting

24 – 28 September 2017, Wuhan China

https://indico.gsi.de/event/4760

CBM School: Lectures on Dense Baryonic Matter

22 – 23 September 2017, CCNU Wuhan, China

https://indico.gsi.de/event/5861
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CBM Retreat
23 – 24 June 2017, Odenwald Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6012
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CBM-STAR Joint Workshop

18 – 19 March 2017, TU Darmstadt Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/5593

CBM-STAR Day

23 September 2017, CCNU Wuhan, China

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6116

1st mCBM Coordination Meeting

19 July 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6191

3rd mCBM Coordination Meeting

13 November 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6304
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Workshop on testing and evaluation results of CBM related ASIC
developments

19 – 21 February 2017, Darjeeling Campus of Bose Institut

https://indico.gsi.de/event/5568
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STS mini workshop on QA

12 July 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6267

Workshop on STS microcable zero-series production

11 – 14 September 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6378

Workshop on STS-XYTERv2.0 front-end electronics

2 – 4 October 2017, GSI, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6441

Work meeting at KIT on STS microcables with Dyconex

24 November 2017, KIT-IPE, Germany

https://indico.gsi.de/event/6651
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RICH workshop

19 September 2017, Giessen, Germany

https://cbm-wiki.gsi.de/foswiki/bin/view/Rich/CbmRichMeeting170919
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The CBM Collaboration

• Aligarh, India, Department of Physics, Aligarh Muslim University

N. Ahmad, M.D. Azmi, M. Irfan, H. Jahan, M.M. Khan, O. Singh

• Beijing, China, Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua University

Zhi Deng, Dong Han, Xinjie Huang, Yuanjing Li, Pengfei Lyu, Yi Wang, Xianglei Zhu

• Berlin, Germany, Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informationstechnik Berlin (ZIB)

A. Reinefeld, F. Salem, F. Schintke, T. Schütt

• Bhubaneswar, India, Institute of Physics

M.M. Mondal, N.R. Panda, P.K. Sahu, S.K. Sahu

• Bucharest, Romania, Horia Hulubei National Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN-HH)

A. Bercuci, M. Petriş, M. Petrovici, L. Radulescu, C. Schiaua

• Bucharest, Romania, Atomic and Nuclear Physics Department, University of Bucharest

D. Argintaru, V. Baban, M. Cãlin, T. Eşanu, A. Jipa, I. Lazanu, C. Ristea, O. Ristea, N.G. Tuturas

• Budapest, Hungary, Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE)

M. Csanád, A. Olar

• Budapest, Hungary, Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics, Wigner Research Centre for Physics,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences

T. Kiss, T. Tölyhi, D. Varga, Gy. Wolf

• Chandigarh, India, Department of Physics, Panjab University

M.M. Aggarwal, A.K. Bhati, M. Kaur, L. Kumar

• Chongqing, China, Chongqing University

Liang-ming Pan, Qiqi Wu

• Darmstadt, Germany, Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research in Europe GmbH (FAIR)

J. Eschke1, W.F.J. Müller1, M. Teklishyn2

• Darmstadt, Germany, GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH (GSI)

M. Al-Turany, A. Andronic, R. Averbeck, D. Bertini, O. Bertini, M.I. Ciobanu11, H. Deppe, D. Emscher-
mann, H. Flemming, P. Foka, U. Frankenfeld, V. Friese, J. Frühauf, J. Hehner, J.M. Heuser, R. Holzmann,
M. Ivanov, R. Kapell, R. Karabowicz, M. Kiš, V. Klochkov3, K. Koch, P. Koczoń, D. Kresan, A. Lebedev4,
J. Lehnert, Y. Leifels, S. Löchner, P.-A. Loizeau, A. Lymanets, O. Maragoto Rodriguez3, A.M. Marin
Garcia, J. Markert, S. Masciocchi, D. Miskowiec, T. Morhardt, W. Niebur, J. Pietraszko, A. Rodriguez Ro-
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